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June 27 Mr. & Miss
Freedom Fest Pageants
First
Baptist Church's
June 28
"I Believe In America"
June 29 "Freedom is Not Free"
exhibit
•
July 2 Bull Blowout
July 2-4 Hazel Antique Dealer's
Choice Sale
July 3 Rotary/ Max Hurt
Memorial Golf
Tournament
*Family Day in the Park
* Bark in the Park
* Mattel/ YMCA Kids'
Parade
* Froggy Country
Music Fest
July 4 O.B. Boone Memorial
Boy Scout Breakfast
* Lion's Club
5K Journey for Sight
* VFW Post 6291
Veterans Memorial Svc.
*YMCA
Softball Tournament
*Briggs & Stratton
Main St. Mile Walk/Run
* Murray Optimist Club's
Biggest Small Town
Parade in America
* Lion's Club
Old-Fashioned St. Fair
* Freedom Fest/ Pepsi .
Art &Craft Fair
* Music With a Bang!
*Briggs & Stratton
Fireworks Extravaganza
*YMCA
Teen Extravaganza
July 4-5 National Scouting
Museum -Community
Appreciation Days"
For a Free Freedom Fest Events Guide.
information about the passport program.
or other information. call 759-2199

LOCAL

Water District to
flush hydrants
Murray Water District #3 will
flush hydrants from 9 a.m, to
noon Friday. People in the affected area should not wash
clothes during this time.
NATIONAL

Closing
benefits
Murray
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Mattel is closing a plant in Fort
Wayne, Ind. and will transfer all
of the plant's manufacturing responsibilities to its Murray
location.
As a result of the transfer, the
Mattel facility in Murray will become the lead U.S. manufacturer
of the company's Power Wheels
battery-operated ride-on vehicles.
Mattel hopes to close the Fort
Wayne plant by the end of the
second quarter of next year.
Some of the product transferring will begin in August of this
year.
"The decision to close the Fort
Wayne plant was an extremely
difficult onc for Mattel particularly considering the profound
impact it will have on the individuals working at the plant and
their families," Tracy Rogers,
plant manager of the Murray
Mattel plant, said. "At the same
time, this move is a positive reflection on the employees and facility at Murray and represents a
vote of confidence in our ability
to help the company meet the
constantly changing dynamics of
Mattel's product mix and and the
needs of its customers around the
world."
Mattel said the closing of the
Fort Wayne plant is "based on
excess manufacturing capacity in
the United States."
"At the same time, the Fort
Wayne location does not offer the
competitive advantages of distribution, plant size and layout as
those of the Murray Mattel manufacturing locations," the company
said in a press release.
Mattel has annual sales of $4.8
billion and offices and facilities
in 36 countries and sells products
in more than 150 nations.
The Murray plant cut the ribbon on a new 812,500 squarefoot distribution center Monday,
• See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger F. Times pnoto
TWO OLD HANDS: John Lax plows his 2.8 acres of tobacco on a 1960s vintage Farmall
tractor on Billy Paschall Road Wednesday, Calloway
County is among 53 counties now under a blue mold warning from the state Departme
nt of Agriculture, which urges farmers to spray their crops
with fungicides while the weather permits.

Clinton touts democrac

By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
Xl'AN, China (AP) — Welcomed with ancient pageantry,
President Clinton began his journey through China today, declaring that a commitment to human
dignity and freedom is as "vital
to the strength and success" of
this nation as it is in America.
Clinton came to pursue at the
summit, at village roundtables,
with communists and with stockbrokers the East-West relationship he calls crucial to peace and
stability in the 21st century.
He had said he would be striving for the advancemont of political and human rights, an issue
rankling a Congress divided over
his policy of cordial engagement
and investigating his prior deals
with Beijing. In a reminder of
that political stress, six members
of Congress, all Democrats,
traveled with him on an invitation

Non-power money
still in question

the administration said Republi- success," he told a throng in the
cans spurned.
old city. "In this global informaThus, the extravagant ceremo- tion age, where both economic
nial welcome at the South Gate growth and equal opportunity are
of the Old City of Xi'an opened a
based on ideas, a commitment to
presidential mission disputed at providing all human beings the
home, even the sendoff marred opportunity to develop their full
by formal diplomatic protest after potential is vital to the strength
China revoked visas to bar three and success of the new China as
reporters for Radio Free Asia, a
well."
U.S. government broadcaster netAs for the critics, Clinton said
tlesome to Beijing.
"there may be those here and
Clinton spoke first of
back in America who wonder
U.S.-China accord, not discord. whether closer ties and -deeper
"We Americans admire your ac- friendship between China and
complishments, your economy, America are good.
your hard work and vision, your
"Clearly, the answer is yes,"
efforts against hunger and pov- he said. "We have a powerful
erty, your work with us on peace ability to help each other grow."
and stability in Korea and South
Clinton delighted the crowd by
Asia," Clinton said.
opening his speech with a few
Then came the polite lecture:
words of Chinese: "Ni, hao
ma?" — which means "Hello,
"Respect for the worth, the
dignity, the potential and the how are you?" He closed by sayfreedom of every citizen is a vital ing "Thank you" in Chinese.
Air Force One landed in the
source of America's strength and

murky dusk of a city shrouded by
chronic smog. At the formal welcoming rites, giant red-globe lanterns reflected in floodlights
along a 200-yard, broad red carpet that was Clinton's path to his
greeting.
It was a rainbow scene of
gowns, costumes, elaborate headdresses of dynasties long past, of
men customcd as warriors parading to bow to the president, of
dancers waving banners and scarlet globes on lofty staffs, all amid
music from gongs, flutes and
drums.
The pageant was styled as an
"emperor's welcome," after rituals dating from the 7th Century
rulers of imperial Chin. )(ran
Mayor Feng Xichu presented
Clinton the ceremonial gold key
to the city.
But there was no easing the
MI See Page 2

GOP targets teen smokers

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Sen. Bill Frist won't predict
whether TVA will get all or
none of the $70 million the Senate approved for the agency's
non-power programs.
The House doesn't want to
give TVA any money for its
non-power land and water stewardship programs. so the
issue goes to a conference
committee to work out a
compromise.
The action, anticipated since
the House voted a year ago to
make this the last year for TVA
funding, would force TVA to tap
into its $5.6 billion in annual
power revenues to pay for the
non-power programs.

By LAURIE KELLMAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — An
anti-smoking advertising campaign aimed at teen-agers headlines the House GOP's tobacco
bill, but officials close to the
talks acknowledge Republican
leaders have not decided how to
pay for it.
Pursuing a bill far more narrow
than Sen. John McCain's $516
billion measure killed in the Senate last week, House Republican
leaders today released a sevenpoint framework for a measure
targeted strictly at discouraging
teens from using tobacco or drugs
and encouraging states to cap the
fees of lawyers involved in three

WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly clear and
continued muggy. Low in the
middle 70s. Southwest 5 to 10
mph.
Friday... Kostly
sunny...Continued hot and humid. High in the middle 90s.

dozen lawsuits against the todrugs;
bacco industry.
—Create federal guidelines for
According to the document, the
states to enact laws penalizing
House bill would:
sellers of tobacco to minors;
—Deny tobacco companies the
— Encourage states to penalize
legal shields they demand;
minors who possess tobacco by
— Approve new authority to
notifying their parents, suspendthe Food and Drug Administraing their drivers' licenses and retion to regulate the manufacture
quiring them to perform comof tobacco products;
munity service;
—Grant the Federal Trade
— Allow states that cap laCommission "enhanced authority
wyers' fees to keep proceeds of
and penalties to vigorously police
their lawsuits against tobacco
tobacco advertising to companies!
teenagers:"
The bill itself will be written
—Launch a national advertisover the July 4th break by coming campaign, overseen by the
mittee chairmen and their aides.
White House's office of national
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
drug control policy to discourage
teens from smoking and taking • See
Page 2

Violence yields few warnings
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

UNDER PRESSURE: Chance Randolph and his sister Jordyn pump
up their water floats as they get ready to go in the lake at Wildcat
Creek Wednesday.

By TOM SHARP
Associated Press Writer
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
(AP) — School systems generally
are doing a good job of controlling violence despite the rash of
highly publicized school shootings around the nation in recent
months, an expert told a workshop of school disciplinary
officers.
"There are thousands of cases
where the system has worked,"
Warren Thompson, a clinical psychologist for the Nashville
schools, told the seminar Wednesday in Murfreesboro. "We've
been dealing with violence
forever."
The relatively new element of

extreme violence, of course, has know about it," he said.
"Kids
elevated the cost of a mistake. are our early warning system.
We
Kids that used to get into fist emphasize to them to let
an adult
fights are now shooting guns.
know if there's a gun in school."
"What everybody wants is a
The Nashville schools have a
list of warning signs," Thompson telephone hot line students
can
said. "If we knew the answer to call to report potential trouble.
A
that we wouldn't be so $500 reward is offered
to anyone
troubled."
reporting a gun that police find,
Thompson told the group of whether the report is made perin
teachers, principals and disciplin- son or over the hot
line, said
ary officers that his approach is schools spokes
man Craig
to train teachers how to resolve
Owcnsby.
disputes peaceably — including
He said the school system condisputes the teachers themselves
fiscated eight guns last year, 16
are involved in — and to use stu- the
year before and five the year
dents as the first line of defense before
that. In 1992-93, the year
against potential trouble.
before the schools adopted a zero
- "If somebody brings a gun to
school you can believe the kids III See Page 2
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Drug bust nabs coke,•GOP...
guns, county man

11•••••1

•Clinton...

FROM PAGE 1
has said he wants the bill passed

by the August

Stall Report

Graves County and Murray Calloway County areas, Hatcher
said.
He said he expects more arrests to come from the
investigation.
In other reports, two county
men remained in jail Thursday
morning following their arrests in
connection with the weekend
theft of jewelry from a White
Oak Drive residence.
Sherrif's deputies arrested
Ricky Young, 19, of Knight
Road, and Paul Rumovicz, 36, of
White Oak Drive, both of whom
are in Calloway County Detention Center under $2,500 bond.

Murray Ledger & Times

A Thrush Lane man arrested
following a three-agency drug
bust that turned up cocaine, marijuana and two handguns has been
released from jail after posting
bond.
Toby S. Bowker, 26, was released from the Calloway County
Detention Center at 9 a.m. Wednesday, about 21 hours after his
arrest. He was charged with firstdegree trafficking in cocaine, a
Class C felony, and misdemeanor
counts of marijuana and drug paraphernalia possession.
State police arrested Bowker at
his home just after midnight
Wednesday, according to KSP
Detective Robert Hatcher. Calloway County sheriff's deputies
Chris Scott and Larry Roberts assisted, as did three Mayfield Police Department officers, including a K-9 unit.
A search of the house turned
up 10 to 12 grams of cocaine,
some marijuana cigarettes butts,
scales, smoking devices, two 9
mm semi-automatic handguns
and $11,155 cash, Hatcher said.
The arrest came after three to
four weeks of an undercover investigation in the Mayfield-

Young is charged with theft by
unlawful taking more than $300,
a Class D felony, for allegedly
taking about $3,000 in rings and
necklaces from the home of
Christina Lowe Saturday night,
according to Sheriff Stan Scott.
Rumovicz is charged with receiving stolen property more than
$300, a Class D felony, Scott
said.
An investigation by Detective
Max Parrish led to the arrests,
Scott said. He added that all but
one of the items has been
recovered.

Volunteer!
For more information tall
toll-free 1-800-ACS-2345
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recess, setting

up

an election-year showdown with
Democrats pushing a broader bill.
The bill is far from finished,
these officials said. For example,
despite the pledge to return jury
awards and settlements to states
with fee caps, those close to the
bill-drafting process say they are
still considering asking states to
contribute up to 3 percent of
those proceeds to the advertising
campaign.
Provisions to help tobacco farmers are still unsettled. And cost
estimates for the legislation range
widely, from $750 million to $4.3
billion. GOP leaders are looking
at several ways to pay for it.
A modest cigarette price increase, these officials said, is still
possible but looked upon unfavorably by Republican leaders. A
previous proposal by Rep. Jim
Greenwood, R-Pa., to produce
$750 million by denying tobacco
companies tax deductions for advertising has been "nearly ruled
out," because advertising interest
groups objected so strenuously.
Some GOP leaders in recent
days have strongly objected to
asking states to pay for the advertising blitz because they say it
amounts to an unfunded mandate
— anathema to principals set
forth in the party's "Contract
With America."
Proponents of that option,
however, say it would come from
funds the states otherwise would
owe the federal government for
Medicaid costs.
The latest discussions follow
five weeks of intense debate in
Congress over how to crack down

on tobacco companies in an elecuon year, without running afoul
of the GOP's campaign promise
to lower taxes and shrink
government.
Democrats were virtually united in favor of the sweeping legislation, but Republicans could
not bridge a split among them
over the bill's proposal to raise
cigarette prices $1.10 and approve new authority to the Food
and Drug Administration. Overall, the McCain bill would have
charged tobacco companies $516
billion over 25 years.
Republican leaders since then
have vowed to avoid such prickly
debates by leaving them out of
any tobacco legislation considered the rest of this election year.
Two other proposals have surfaced however. The White House
has embraced a House bill similar
to McCain's sponsored by Reps.
James Hansen, R-Utah, and Martin Meehan, D-Mass., which
would use any money paid the
government by the tobacco companies to pay down the $5 trillion
national debt.
And on Tuesday, Sens. Orrin
Hatch, R-Utah, and Dianne
Feinstein, D-Calif., revived their
legislation to charge tobacco
companies $428 billion over 25
years but not require an increase
in cigarette prices.
Congressional Democrats have
slapped all of those proposals, including the new House leaders'
guidelines, saying they are token
election-year gestures that won't
do enough to curb teen smoking.
They vow to resurrect McCain's
bill, even though the chances of
doing that this year are highly
problematic.

$995
Nokia 918
Analog Phone

Sign up for our new $34.95 service plan and you'll not only get 198 "anytime"
minutes to use each and every month, but we'll give you unlimited calling every
weekend for six full months at no additional charge.We feature quality phones from Nokia.

FROM PAGE 1
tolerance policy toward weapons,
there were 38 confiscated on
school grounds.
While there may be no obvious
signs for teachers to watch for in
their students, Thompson said,
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ordinary Chinese citizens about
their lives in a changing society.
He'll speak in the village square.
Then Clinton, his wife, Hillary,
and daughter, Chelsea, are tourIsis for an afternoon, visiting the
unearthed terra cotta warriors,
pottery soldiers fashioned to
guard an emperor in the afterlife.
Then to Beijing on Saturday,
opening with the event that has
stirred the greatest controversy at
home: a formal welcoming in
Tiananmen Square, scene of the
democracy demonstrations bloodily repressed by Chinese troops in
June 1989.
Clinton defends his visit tb that
symbolic site as protocol, not
substance, and said he will speak
America's piece for human rights
and freedom. But not there; no
speeches at Tiananmen.
The president said it would be
wrong for him to demand that the
Chinese change the way they
welcome world leaders to Beijing, but "equally wrong for me
to go there and take no notice of
the continuing difficulties with
human and political rights."
He said he will do both, the
latter, probably, in an address at
Beijing University on Monday.
The weekend is the actual summit with Chinese President Jiang
Zemin, the joint meetings of U.S.
and Chinese officials and the
state banquet •

II Violence...
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FROM PAGE 1
controversy, as a congressional
committee in Washington heard
testimony on alleged leaks of
U.S. missile technology to China,
while a Beijing official defended
the satellite deals involved.
The foreign ministry spokesman, Tang Guoqiang, said today
that cooperation on satellite
launches "benefits both sides.
Those who are in the mainstream
of bilateral relations should have
a correct view."
Tang dismissed U.S. investigations as "a wave of noise in the
United States that is intended to
obstruct the development of bilateral relations with the United
States. We believe it by no means
represents the attitude of most
American people."
Clinton views his nine-day
mission to China, first by an
American president since George
Bush in February 1989, as the
right way to increase America's
impact on human rights, nuclear
weapons spread and for cooperation with Beijing to stabilize shaken Asian economies.
Yet even as Clinton flew to
China, police arrested two dissidents in a display of Beijing's
hard line against pro-democracy
activists.
On Friday, Clinton goes to the
village of Xiahe for what is billed
as a roundtable discussion with
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one of the common denominators
for kids who turn violent at
school is that they have recently
had some trauma in their life.
The trauma could be something
school-related, such as being suspended, or something off campus
like breaking up with a girlfriend
or some family difficulty.
Generally, he said, students
who do something dramatically
violent have been humiliated in
some way in the previous few
days.
He encouraged school officials
to be sensitive to that sort of
thing, because teachers can unintentionally escalate a conflict,
even start it.
"The kids who get into trouble
are often the kids we love to
hate," he said. "They can be awful. They're disrespectful." And
he said a teacher having a bad
day may have little tolerance for
such behavior.
"I have recommended training
for teachers to learn how to deescalate the conflict," he said.
'We might say, 'What's the matter with you?' That's the wrong
thing to do. That puts the blame
on the kid."
Thompson also recommended
school systems set up programs
to help teachers deal with their
own Vroblems. Metro schools offer eight free counseling sessions
a year, he said, and provide
workshops to help teachers deal
with stress, fear and anger.
The root cause of violence
among students is simple, he
said. "Frustration leads to aggression," he said. "They may
not look frustrated, but they are."
Nashville schools also have a
police officer present most of the
time. Officers are stationed at 11
high schools every day, and at 18
middle schools on a rotating
basis.
The seminar was sponsored by
the state Department of
Education.

•Closing...
FROM PAGE 1
which will add 100 new jobs to
the Murray operation. The addition more than doubles the size of
the Mattel-Murray operation.
The distribution center features
six million cubic feet of product
and has 61 truck doors and 10
rail car doors to send and receive
product. Peak period projects
show the facility handling from
150 to 200 inbound and outbound
trucks daily.
With Murray's central location,
the distribution center is expecting to warehouse products from
all of Mattel's North American
operations, including Mexico.
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E. coli outbreak scares parents
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Mexicans arrested at White House
WASHINGTON (AP) — Immigration officials arrested two Mexican nationals who were trying to gain access to the White House
grounds Tuesday using fake alien registration cards.
The two employees of HDO Productions were not authorized to
work in the United States, the Washington office of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service said Wednesday. The INS did not say
what work the two intended to do.
Secret Service officers detained them after they presented fake documents and stopped them from entering the grounds.

Willis, Moore to end marriage
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Bruce Willis and Demi Moore are ending their decade-long, high-profile Hollywood marriage, Ms.
Moore's publicist said Wednesday.
Publicist Pat Kingsley refused to elaborate on whether it was a
separation or a divorce. She could not answer questions of custody
of the couple's three daughters.
They were married Nov. 21, 1987.
Willis publicist Paul Bloch said Wednesday the statement was
true but because it was released by Ms. Kingsley, he had no further
detail.
There was no divorce filing in Los Angeles Superior Court on
Wednesday.
Willis, 43, stars in the summer movie "Armageddon," and has
been featured in "Pulp Fiction" and the "Die Hard" films. The
35-year-old Moore starred in "Ghost," "Indecent Proposal" and
"Striptease."
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Suspect: Dragged man's face painted
JASPER, Texas (AP) — The face of a black man was spraypainted before he was dragged to death behind a pickup truck in a
racially charged case, according to court documents.
James Byrd Jr., 49, was killed June 7 on a country road near the
east Texas town. His mangled torso was found about a mile from his
head, neck and right arm.
Three white men are charged with murder in what police say was
a racially motivated slaying. John King and Shawn Berry, both 23,
and Lawrence Brewer, 31, remain jailed without bond.
In court documents released Tuesday, Berry told authorities Brewer spray-painted Byrd's face before the victim was killed. An
11-ounce can of spray paint was among items police found along the
road where Byrd died.
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Ramsey family talks to DA

f

DENVER (AP) — The parents of slain 6-year-old JonBenet Ramsey and their son reportedly have talked to investigators from the
Boulder County district attorney's office.
The interviews with John and Patsy Ramsey come just weeks after
police investigators turned their case over to the district attorney.
They have been interviewed separately and simultaneously since
Tuesday and the interrogations were expected to wrap up today, according to Boulder and Denver media reports.
The Denver Post today also reported that the Ramseys' 11-yearold son, Burke, was interviewed earlier this month. Boulder County
District Attorney Alex Hunter went to Atlanta, where the Ramseys
moved, to conduct the interviews, according to a source quoted by
the Post.
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Jury convicts Zodiac killer
NEW YORK (AP) — A 30-year-old high school dropout who
built his own zip guns, loaded them with mail-order bullets and terrorized the city as the Zodiac killer was convicted of murdering
three people and wounding another.
Heriberto Seda faces up to life in prison on his convictions Wednesday on murder, attempted murder, assault and weapons charges
in the killing spree that began in 1990.
"It should be a great relief to anyone who remembers those days
that the Zodiac killer has at last been convicted and brought to account for his evil deeds," prosecutor Richard Brown said.

NYC housing again most expensive
LOS ANGELES (AP) — New York City, where nearly everyone
has a housing horror story, once again is the nation's most expensive
real estate market for executives, according to an annual survey.
Mid-level executives living in New York City would have to fork
over 43.5 percent of their income for a nice home in a decent neighborhood, according to the E&Y Kenneth Leventhal study released
today.
San Francisco — last year's dubious winner — ran a close second
at 42.2 percent, followed by Los Angeles at 37.2 percent, the survey
said.

Southwest wary of hantavirus revival
DENVER (AP) — With health officials warning about a resurgence of deadly hantavirus, residents in the Southwest are taking
no chances when it comes to mice.
Hardware stores are reporting increased sales of filter masks, disinfectants, rubber gloves and mouse traps as people try to guard
against the rodents that carry the disease.
First recognized during a 1993 outbreak in the Four Corners area,
hantavirus is contracted by humans when they breathe in dust or
mist from contaminated rodent droppings, urine or saliva. Outbreaks
happen in the spring and summer, when people typically work
outside.

PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Ouster hearings for three members of
the Pike County school board have been postponed.
Board chairman Alvin Newsome said Wednesday that he as well
as board members Shannon Justice and W. Keith Hall will attend
Department of Education ouster hearings in mid-September instead
of July 7 and 8.
Newsome said the date change was made during a conference call
with a state official Wednesday morning because of scheduling
conflicts.
The three have been accused of failing to stop the alleged misconduct of former Pike County superintendent Reo Johns.

Lottery to replace ticket machines
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Lottery Corp. will soon
be junking the familiar green machines that have churned out tickets
for the last nine years and replace them with a state-of-the-art digital
system.
The new blue 1SYS terminals, scheduled to go online sunday
morning, are part of a S50 million upgrade that includes a new central gaming system.
Lottery officials said the new system will not change the way people play the lottery, but it will allow greater flexibility for customizing promotions.
The system also will be easier for retailers to operate, according
to lottery officials.
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jumped to the conclusion that
bacteria in the pool had given
him some son of infection."
State officials on Wednesday
set up a hot line to answer questions about the outbreak. In its
first six hours, 500 people called.
Dr. Larry Slutsker, an expert
on food and diarrheal diseases
with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, said this is
the first known case in the nation
where people in a chlorinated
public pool have been infected
teria symptoms have been reported and test results were pending, the state Division of Public
Health said Wednesday. The
agency said symptoms also appeared in seven children in four
other states it would not identify.
All had visited White Water, but
none has been tested.
Like Ms. Dillon, other parents
are unwilling to take a chance.
"If you think for a second I'll
go to White Water now, chances
are slim to none," said Betsy
Hance, whose 8- and 7-year-old
sons are on a swim team and play
in their neighborhood pool. "One
of them complained of a sore
throat today, and I immediately

Beanie Babies theft
concerns shop owner
VERSAILLES, Ky.(AP) — A
large number of the Beanie Babies stolen from Poor Man's Paradise antique and gift shop have
been recovered, but owner Jenny
Sue Given says about 105 of the
critters are still missing.
An anonymous caller Wednesday night advised Ms. Given
where she'd find the toy animals
that were taken in a burglary last
week.
The man who called said the
Beanie Babies could be found behind Thornton's Food Mart on
Lexington Road in Versailles, Given said.
"The gentleman was very,
very nervous," Given said.

•

with E. coli. Other outbreaks involved pools that were not chlorinated or were not open to the
public.
Chlorine usually kills things on
contact but can take longer if the
contamination is big enough.
E. coli is a common bacterium
that lives in the digestive tracts of
humans and animals. The strain
affecting the children, E. coli
0157:H7, is highly toxic, causing
bloody diarrhea and severe
cramps.
Another, less dangerous strain
of E. coli bacteria was blamed for
an outbreak of the disease nicknamed "travelers diarrhea" in
the Chicago area. Some 4,500
people fell ill after eating deli
food over the June 6 weekend,
the largest documented outbreak
in the United States involving the
relatively rare bacterium.
At White Water, spokeswoman
Deedie Dowdle said the park will

HOME
SCHOOLERS

MIAMI (AP) — A rare, 5-foottall flower with an atrocious odor
bloomed in Miami's Fairchild
Tropical Garden, where the smell
was so bad the security guard
wore a gas mask.
The titan arum that flowered
Wednesday is only the sixth to
bloom in the United States this
century. One visitor said of the
stench: "When you hit a possum,
it smells that way on your tires."
Two years ago, a titan arum
that bloomed in London's Kew
Gardens gave off a stink described as a mixture of rotting
flesh, burning sugar and
ammonia.
Spectators at Fairchild could
see the flower unfold. It has a
hollow central stalk called the
spadix, and bumpy, reddish flowers are concealed at the base. The
spadix, surrounded by a crinkled
protective leaf called a spathe,
feels like a cabbage leaf.
Conservatory director Craig
Allen said Wednesday that the
flower was expected to continue
opening to its full height of 7 to
12 feet. Its perfect condition is
fleeting, though, and by Friday it
might all collapse.
The titan arum is called the
"corpse flower" in its natural

no longer admit groups of children under age 4 from day care
centers or summer camps. All
children in the kiddie pools also
will be required to wear plastic,
sealed pants.
She said the pools have sanitation and filtration systems.
"In the 8 to 10 million visitors
we've had in the 15 seasons
we've been open, we've never
had an E. coli contact before,"
she said.
Still, only about a dozen children played Wednesday morning
in Captain Kid's Cove, less than
half the usual crowd, lifeguard
Brent Hill said.
Nancy Crenshaw, a Marietta
kindergarten teacher, brought two
of her former students, 7-year-old
Jesse Adams and his 4-year-old
sister, Jordan.
"If they're open, they must
know what they're doing," she
said.
• A Boka textbooks on display in
your area
• A Beka Video Home School
also on display in your area

See our Web site at www.abeka.com/hd4
or Call 1-800-874-2353 Ext. 33
for dale, time, & location

Bring a friend'

-4P4rA Beka Books

He told her: "I think you'll
find your Beanie Babies next to a
green recycling dumpster."
The caller, described by Given
as an adult, also told her repeatedly that he did not want to
get involved.

FREE SHIPPING cc
mawsa no a more
placid at deploy

Hear Rejoice Radiosm on the Internet at www.rejoice.org

FUTURES GOLF CLUB
e18-Hole Course

Given had Versailles police
Detective Keith Broughton check
out the call and he found 289 of
the toys where the caller said
they would be.

Remodeled Club
House & Pro Shop
Call Today for your Tee Time!
901-247-3264

"They were just like they were
when they took them," Given
said. "There's no doubt they're
mine because some slips of paper
were included that I had written
orders on."

1120 Country Club Road • Puryear

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

Garden has rare problem

Specializing in Dean
and General Tires

environment, the rainforests of
Sumatra, Indonesia, where they
bloom every two or three years.
Its aroma is produced to attract
the attentions of the sweat bee, an
insect that lives in Sumatra's
rainforests.
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Pike ouster hearings delayed
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By KAREN HILL
Associated Press Writer
MARIETTA, Ga. (AP) —
Public pools are ordinarily a
place to cool off cranky, bored
kids. But there is a fear among
parents now that a dangerous outbreak of E. coli bacteria has been
traced to an Atlanta water park.
"We will probably find other
things to do," said Lisa Dillon,
who has a 2-year-old daughter
and a 4-year-old son. "We've got
a fun sprinkler and a wading pool
in the driveway."
A sick child with diarrhea apparently tainted the kiddie pool at
the White Water Park in the north
Atlanta suburbs. At least nine
children who visited the park
June 11 or 12 were infected,
probably from swallowing the
water.
Two girls were hospitalized in
critical condition. A 3-year-old
boy, the son of Atlanta Braves
shortstop Walt Weiss, was in serious condition.
"To watch your child deteriorate over the course of time is
frustrating," Weiss said. "I just
want to see my child get better."
Another 12 to 15 cases of bac-
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"Come See Us"
Jackie Rogers

• Kenmore
• Maytag
• Whirlpool
- GE
• Amana
• Frigidaire
Home Appliances, Audio & Video
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24 Hour
Service

Plus

FREE Delivery Rebate on Kenmore Over '399'

When your
car's not
going call us
for

'TOWING!

McCLARD'S
TOWING
297 9. 7th St. • Muffs

753-9132

June 25 to June 27
'Through June 27 Savings are off regular prices. Excludes Exceptional Values, clearance, closeout and Bose products.
—Free delivery after mall In rebate.

Come Meet

Gela Green
Who Has
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Our Sales
Team

Owned and Operated By:
Opal Hart (#3066)
912 South 12th Street
Bel-Alr Center • Murray
Store Hours: Sun. 12-5, Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Phone: 502-753-2310
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China viewed differently
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WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton and his Republican
critics in Congress sound as
though they are talking about different Chinas in debating his policy on the eve of his summit journey there.
Where he sees a prospective
partner, they warn of a potential
rival riding an acquiescent
American policy.
He advocates engagement; they
call his course hollow.
He claims progress; they see
intransigence.
A Democratic ally, Sen. Dale
Bumpers of Arkansas, said Monday there has been phenomenal
progress in China, and that it is
10 times as likely to keep going
with engagement as with attempt::
at punishment.
But Republican Sen. Spencer
Abraham of Michigan called it
"hollow engagement" in which
China's leaders figure they can
do what they choose without risking U.S. rebuff.
"It is not a policy of give and
take," said Sen. Tim Hutchinson
of Arkansas. "It is give and
give."
The argument in the Senate is
a strange sendoff for Clinton's
nine days in China, the first presidential journey there in nine
years. One Democrat pleaded for
a pause in the congressional debate on China policy while he
travels there, saying that is traditional when a president goes
abroad.
Perhaps so, but not this time.
Hutchinson pushed four amendments to impose new U.S. sanctions against China to punish human rights abuses. He said he
wasn't trying to embarrass Clinton and that they ought to
strengthen his hand in arguing for
human rights. The House has approved a series of punitive measures, on that score and against
American technology exports and
satellite launches.
None have cleared Congress,

PERSPECTIVE ON

pourics

C

Walter Mears

z

Associated Press columnist
and Republicans are divided on
the current Senate amendments,
so they are likely to be blocked.
Congress will act later on Clinton's renewal of normal trade status for China, an annual exercise,
annually extended.
A special House committee has
just been set up to investigate
U.S. satellite exports for Chinese
launchings, to determine whether
they led to technology leaks
harmful to U.S. security, and
whether Clinton's approval of
them was influenced by Democratic campaign contributions.
He says no on both counts.
All told, 10 congressional committees have been looking into
various aspects of U.S.-China
policy. There are more than 75
bills in Congress to deal with
China, most involving sanctions.
That's more than were proposed
during the previous three congresses combined.
To an extent, that goes with
the territory in a politically divided government, with a Democratic president' setting foreign
policy and a GOP Congress trying to influence it. The administration said Clinton invited
Congress to send a bipartisan delegation to China with him, but
only Democrats accepted.
On China policy, there are differences within as well as between parties; conservative Republicans and liberal Democrats are
allied, as usual, in opposing renewal of the most-favored nation
trading status the president, as
usual, renewed.
In the current Senate debate,

five Republican committee and
subcommittee chairman and five
senior Democrats joined in urging the rejection of the anti-China
amendments. They said the measures would do serious damage to
the policies that can foster
change in China toward human
rights, the control of arms proliferation and more open trade.
Democratic Sen. Joseph Biden
of Delaware said Congress
should have granted Clinton a respite from action on measures involving China, even though some
may be justified. "The president's mission is going to be
made more difficult as a consequence of the debate that is under
way," he said.
The punitive amendments are
not new business. The House
passed its versions shortly after
Clinton's 1997 Washington summit with Chinese President Jiang
Zemin. Amid this year's controversy over missile technology
and campaign contributions, 152
House members — all but one
Republicans — signed a letter
urging Clinton to put off the trip.
The House also adopted a resolution saying he shouldn't go to
Tiananmen Square, where his formal welcoming ceremony will be
held Friday night, because it is a
symbol of the 1989 massacre of
democracy demonstrators.
For all the advice to Clinton,
members of Congress are no
strangers to China. At least 105
have gone there in the past 20
months, among them 17 who
signed the letter saying Clinton
shouldn't be going now.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
June 17 — Daily Mail, London, on Louise
Woodward verdict:
None of us were there. We can never be sure
precisely how the Eappen baby died. The English
au pair Louise Woodward has always protested
her innocence. But yesterday seven judges of the
supreme court in the state of Massachusetts upheld
the trial judge's verdict of manslaughter and ruled
by the narrowest of majorities that the 279 days
she had already served in jail was sufficient
sentence.
Some will say she is lucky to be free. Others
will maintain that she does not deserve to be
branded a killer.
But our guess is most may well agree that,
though the checks and balances of the American
legal process by which Ms. Woodward's fate has
been so meticulously determined are different to
ours, justice has been done.
June 16 — The Daily Telegraph (London) on
soccer fans' violence:
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Yesterday, we won and we lost. England beat
Tunisia on the football field according to the rules,
and distinguished themselves. Off the field, English fans beat up Tunisians, in defiance of the police, and earned themselves ... the horrified contempt of Europe.
One would like to think that there is no relation-ship between the two phenomena — that English
football is an amiable popular pastime and English
football hooliganism is a weird aberration. And of
course it is true, numerically, that those fans who
never attack anybody hugely outnumber the bands
of thugs who set out to break heads. But there is,
unfortunately, some relationship, in England, between the football and the violence.
Perhaps the key to that relationship lies in that
pronoun "we" — and not just because the British
nation encompasses much more than England. The
idea that the English football team are "we" for
the English people has gone way beyond what is
rational or even what is enjoyable. ....
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Trip to mix future, present
Xl'AN, China (AP) — Sightseeing will take up more time
than summitry in President Clinton's China visit. But even tourism, presidential-style, can be full
of meaning as an ancient culture
and a young one try to achieve a
modern understanding.
Clinton will do a weekend's
business in Beijing with China's
leaders, a return visit for his 1997
Washington summit with President Jiang Zemin. It is a close
match, nine days now as then, a
five-stop tour from the welcoming extravaganza in Xi'an, pageantry patterned on Tang Dynasty tradition, to booming
Shanghai to a finale in Hong
Kong.
The president is committed to
express his displeasure over human rights abuses in China. He
also is committed to a Beijing arrival ceremony Friday night in
Tiananmen Square, symbol to the
West of the bloody repression of
a Chinese democracy movement
in 1989.
The rebuke is a vital political
message home; nobody really believes it will change China's
ways. But Clinton and his advisers do believe that their contacts
with China are the most likely
path to progress.
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WASHINGTON TODAY
Beyond engagement in policy, his form of engagement is holClinton's people believe there is low, letting the Chinese do as
great value in his simply being they choose, confident the admihere, sampling the historical tape- nistration won't retaliate harshly.
stry, seeing the people and letting
Republican Sen. Tim Hutchinthem see him.
son of Arkansas said the presiIn Xi'an, he will view the
dent has become the "coddler in
thousands of life-size terra cotta chief," a taunting reference to
warriors of China's ancient capi- the word Clinton used in the
tal, set there to guard the spirit of 1992 campaign against George
Qin Shihuangdi, the tyrant who Bush's China engagement policy.
unified China more than 2,000
In office, Clinton adopted
years ago.
much the same policy himself.
His journeys will take him inChina scholar David Shamcreasingly into the present — into baugh of George Washington
what he no doubt hopes is central University said that with Clinton
to China's future. Next week he spending about three-quarters of
meets new homeowners, builders, his time sightseeing, he will need
mortgage bankers and young all his persuasive skills to make a
Shanghai entrepreneurs.
case that he is working at the reWhat a change from President lationship, not only playing dipNixon's groundbreaking trip in lomatic tourist.
1972, when Pat Nixon toured a
And so now come the themes
socialist farm commune and
— village elections, a changing
found something polite to say, market economy, environmental
talking about how she, too, was
problems and progress, comonce a farm girl who raised a
merce, construction, even the
prizewinning pig.
American way of getting a home.
But that change is not enough,
All with a cautious, low from the Western viewpoint. And
expectations summit as the
critics of the Clinton policy say
centerpiece.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
June 12 — Yomiuri Shimbun, Tokyo, on bilateral relations between Japan and North Korea:
Disappointing messages have come from North
Korea recently over two bilateral issues: missing
Japanese believed to have been abducted by North
Korean agents and a homecoming visit by the
Japanese-born spouses of North Koreans.
... Japan must continue sending the message that
unless Pyongyang tackles these two major issues
in good faith, it will be difficult to discuss the normalization of bilateral ties and any additional
supply of food aid.

June 16 — La Nacion, Buenos Aires, on
school shootings in United States:
In Springfield, Oregon, a very serious criminal
episode occurred recently: a youth opened fired on
a crowded high school cafeteria, causing the death
of three students and leaving 15 others seriously
wounded.
Any analysis (of these attacks) should focus on -and answer — the question as to why such aggression is unleashed in such a prosperous and developed society (and) why an advanced society holds
so firmly to the right to have arms within reach.
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The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's address and
telephone number included in case verification is necessary
.(telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 5(X) words. We reserve the right to condense or reject
any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray
Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071. They may
also be faxed to (502) 753-1927.
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Herbert James Henry
Herbert James Henry, 68, John Crain Circle Road, New Concord,
died Wednesday, June 24, 1998, at 5:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Governor's School for
Arts in full swing
rst

and Christephor Gilbert, also with
the Louisville Ballet, will perform
for students and assist in instructing
COuISCS.
Students will get their doses of
history and health, as well, with a
class on the Shakers'religious dance
and seminars on physical therapy
and rehabilitation.
GSA students were selected for
this intensive program through an
audition process based on technique, style and potential — as well
as a group interview — and comprise a class of the most talented and
motivated young dancers in the
state.
All up-ccming juniors and seniors at Kentucky high schools,
these aspiring performers will graduate from GSA with the unique
experience of learning from some of
the most accomplished artists in the
region.
GSA's full program began June
21 and will run through July 11.
Classes start at the ballet at 10 a.m.
and end at 6 p.m. each day.
For more information, call 502583-3150.

Stock Market Report

First Baptist hosting
patriotic spectacular
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Join First Baptist Church as it
celebrates the glory and freedom of
our nation with two separate performances of "I Believe in America"
Sunday evening.
This patriotic spectacular will be
held at 5 p.m. and again at 7 p.m. at
the church, located at 203 S. Fourth
St.
This event will feature a choir,
soloist, orchestra, multimedia presentations, decorations, military
personnel and recognition of all
persons who have served in our
armed forces.
Judy Gargus,director ofFreedom
Fest, is excited about First Baptist
Church's participation as a Freedom
Fest event.
"First Baptist Church's patriotic
performances have always provided
a wonderful evening of music and
fellowship for the community. Each
performance is different from year

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in thus stock
NC
no change in price

Hilliard Lyons
, Court Square
, Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

!hard, Wi. Lyons, Inc • 14Annibet ?YS! and SiPC

Dr. James Rudolph (left), professor In the departmen
t of agriculture, was
recently sworn In as the faculty regent on the board
of Murray State
University. Rudolph was elected by members of the MSU faculty
to fill the seat
vacated by Dr. Nancey France. Conducting the ceremony
was Judge David
Buckingham (right), Judge for the Kentucky Court of
Appeals.
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90 Days Same As Cash
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while they last
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Complete JVC
Home Entertainment System

to year, but the overall theme remains the same — patriotism and
love of this great country," she said.
Admission to "I Believe in
America" is free. However, because
of the overwhelming response in the
past, a ticket is required to attend.
Tickets may be picked up at the
Murray Tourism Commission, 805
N. 12th St., Murray or by mail only
at the church. Ticket request forms
may be obtained by calling the
Murray Tourism Commission,
Freedom Fest Headquarters, at
502-759-2199.
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Obituary Policy
The Ledger & Times prints obituaries free of charge. Obituaries will
e published one time. If the services are not complete at the time of
publication, an abbreviated version will be published the second day. If
the printed obituary contains a mistake made by the Lodger, we will
reprint it in its entirety. If the mistake was made because of incorrect
information submitted, only a cotrection will be published.
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Gllts $1.80-$2.411 Lower Sows Steady - Site Lower
LS 1-3 234-244
- 39.1114
US 1-3 215-234
• 1740
LS 3-4 244•114
le - 311.44
IS 1-2 244-215 lbs.
571-1111 - MAO

o
p rifc9
esa Ams

Dow Joao lad. Avg.11944.96 •4319
Air Products.
I ntel
401/a 76*/i6 - 13/14
A T &
- 1/1. Kroger
- Nis
Sell South
tube L G & E
2,43/. use
Briggs & Stratton.67./16 - I/4 Lucent Tecb....-.821/t. + 23/16
Bristol Myers Squibb-11511a - 1/,‘ Mattel ..................433/44 +
CDT Corp. Ky.•-321/4 I 336/1.A McDonalds ......-......673/4 + 1/4
Caterpillar
Merck
537/14
13"/4 unc
Chrysler ---.-..-.- 571/4 + 13/s Micrueiort ......... 1063/86 + 13/s
Dean Foods........- 54"/14 unc J.C. Penney
73
1/.6
Exxon.-.---.-.....-- 721/4
Peoples F1rst•331/4
333/4 A
Ford Motor..........57"44 + 3/e Quaker Oats...... 55"/I. + She
General Electric --SWIG - 3/14
- 3/4
$010 General Motors-- 681/4 + 7/1e Sears
.....
+ 7/14
Goodrich......---.-.4614 • 7/14 Texaco
6274 + 11/4
.....
+ '/2 Time Warner.-- IIT/to -'
3/1.
HopFed Bance.. 193/4 B 20 A Union Planters
56'/2 + 3/s
1 B
+ 13/4 UST
2611/i4 + 'lie
Ingersoll Rand
42'3/te - 3/s Wal-Mart.....
600/86 + 7/14

Todd Earwood (left) was recently sworn In as the student
representative on
Murray State University's board of regents. Eanvood Is beginning
his second
term In the position. Conducting the ceremony was Judge David Buckingh
am
(right), Judge for the Kentucky Court of Appeals

Great Price!
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Kentucky Governor's School for
the Arts, a residential education
program sponsored by Kentucky
Center for the Arts, is in full swing
this week. Headquartered at Bellarmine College, the dance portion of
the program is being held at Louisville Ballet's rehearsal facility at 315
E. Main St.
GSA instructors, many of whom
are dancers with the Louisville
Ballet, will conduct classes on diverse topics, including costume design with the ballet's artistic director, Alun Jones; ballet technique
with associate artistic director former prima ballerina, Helen Starr;
and a seminar on Laban notation —
a method of recording dance movements on paper — with ballet
master, Vincent Falardo.
On the course schedule, too, are
modern dance with Murray State
University's director of dance, Lisa
Boguslaw,and character dance with
Nancy Martinez_ a physical therapist and dance instructor of Detroit_
Louisville
Ballet
principal
dancers, Clark Reid and Elizabeth
Hartwell, are scheduled to teach
technique, while Sarah Comstock
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But, we come close.
GTE Wireless Center:

413
MuSraY
0 305
N 12th Street
(502)759-3301

GTE Wireless Agent:
Murray
Twin Lakes Office Products
516 Main St
(502) 753-0123

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center
84 Utterback Road

(502) 759-8700

Murray, Kentucky 42071 (502) 759-8777 Fax

For business rates and information, call 1-860-897-3170.
Equipment not included Enhanced sehnces and roaming not available Activatxx lee required
,
Other restnctions may apply

-

,
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Couple observes 57th
wedding anniversary

JO'S DATEBOOK

Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Robertson of 2220 Tomahawk Trace, Murfreesboro, Tenn., celebrated their 57th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
June 21.
Mrs. Robertson is the former Kydia Kiger of Chattanooga, Tenn.
She was a soloist at Asbury United Methodist Church.
Mr. Robertson was a 1940 graduate of Murray High School where
he played football and basketball. He is the son of the late Johnny
Robertson and Mattie Carter Robertson of Murray.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Robertson attended Murray State College.
They have two daughters, Mrs. Martha Johnson and husband, Mark,
Murfreesboro, Tenn., and Mrs. Virginia Tate, Lutz, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Robertson have five grandchildren and five greatgrandchildren.

111111111

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
MELANIE CROWE, NEW PEER COORDINATOR FOR
THE CENTER FOR ACCESSIBLE LIVING IN MURRAY, IS
FORMING A SUPPORT GROUP FOR PEOPLE WITH
DISABILITIES.
Crowe said this group will be for individuals who deal with a
disability on a daily basis as well as for those who interact with
people with disabilities for for those who simply want to learn
more about disabilities issues.
The purpose will be to establish an aura of support and camaraderie amongst the participants. It will be a time to get
together and meet new people, have discussion, or air problems.
Interested individuals may call Crowe at 753-7676 or
1-888-261-6194. Further details such as time, day, and meeting
place will be decided upon discussion with interested individuals.

American ticati(Op

IS A GREAT TIME TO INCREASE YOUR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY.
Nusw. imm

•

Bible School at Salem

Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Sykes
V ;111,.• •••.1
Tr It 1,
..•

Vintaje Rose
emyorikot

We Proudly Present our Bridal Registry
Virgina Landreth & Mark Etherton
Kate Malone & Richard H. Stout
Christy Murdock & Michael Brock
Julie Myatt & Michael Enoch

Local couple observing
60th anniversary today
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Sykes of 1308 Sycamore St., Murray, are celebrating 60 years of marriage today, June 25.
They were married June 25, 1938, in Paris, Tenn., by the Rev. R.B.
Henry.
Mrs. Sykes, the former Mary Neale, is the daughter of the late Laymon Neale and Effie Armstrong Neale. She retired from MurrayCalloway County Hospital after over 20 years of service.
Mr. Sykes is the son of the late Louie A. Sykes and Minnie Spiceland Sykes. He retired from the Murray Post Office after 24 years of
service.
Their four children are Mrs. Sarah McCuiston and husband, Max,
Murray, Louie Sykes, Nashville, Tenn., and Charles Sykes and Neale
Sykes, deceased.
Mr. and Mrs. Sykes have nine grandchildren and 10 greatgrandchildren.

Allison Pritchett & Matt Morris
Alexis Reed

This year, attendance
to Freedom Fest may
win you a

Melissa Vance & Jason Spiceiand
Shannon Young & Broc Walker
We Proudly Present our Baby Registry
Joy & Carl Doran

Catherine & Scott Sivills
Vintage Rose Emporium
111 South 4th Street 759-2100
Open Monday - Saturday 10:00 - 5:00

Where can you go to
find the perfect gift?

Z
Neil

Group activity Sunday
The Group of First Presbyterian Church will meet Sunday, June
28, at 1 p.m. in the church parking lot to go to Paducah to attend a
production of "My Fair Lady" at the Market Playhouse. Dinner will
follow at the Olive Garden. For reservations call Gloria McLaughlin
at 753-5338 or Katy Schnautz at 435-4494.

Emmanuel meeting Sunday
Emmanuel Baptist Academy will have an informational meeting
and registration Sunday, June 28, at 4:30 p.m. in the Family Life
Center at Hardin Baptist Church. All interested persons are invited.
For information call 437-4432 or 753-2322.

Election at Almo June 27

.

Almo-Dexter Fire District No. 4 will have an election for trustee
on Saturday, June 27, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Almo station.
Charles Hoke is the nominee. All residents of the district are urged
to vote in this special election.

Kirksey Community Picnic, sponsored by Kirksey Ball Club, will
be Saturday, June 27, at 4:30 p.m. at the Kirksey Ball Park behind
Kirksey United Methodist Church. The cost will be $3 per person,
but players and coaches will eat free. The public is invited.

NARFE Chapter will meet
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal Employees will meet Friday, June 26, at 12:30 p.m. at
Green Horse Cafe, Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road. The
speaker will be Theresa A. Weed, specialist in Health Care Insurance. Richard Huddleston, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Wranglers show on Friday
Wranglers Riding Club has rescheduled its horse show for Friday,
June 26, at 6 p.m. at the grounds located off Highway 94 East. Featured will be 26 classes. The public is urged to attend. For information call David or Cillia Alexander.

Homecoming at Stewart
The annual homecoming at Stewart Cemetery will be Sunday,
June 28. A basket lunch will be served about 12:30 p.m. Persons
unable to attend may send their donations to Sue Thweatt, 2161 Radio Rd., Almo, KY 42020.

Homecoming at Palestine
The annual homecoming for the Palestine Cemetery and United
Methodist Church will be Sunday, June 28. The Rev. Bob Dotson
will speak at 11 a.m. followed by a potluck lunch. The Liberty Boys
will sing at 1:30 p.m. Persons unable to attend may send their donations to Glen T. Jones, 1026 Colonial Rd., Murray, KY 42071.

IlingNills
urser

Whether it he a wedding gift, baby gift,

birthday, anniversary or you just want to
say thanks, we can help you choose the
perfect gift. A gift that shows how much
you care. A gift that you would be proud

T if EATRES

Mulal

HWY. 641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725
800-472-8652

G 1:00 3:15 7:00 9:10
The X-Files
PG13 1:10 3:40 7:10 940

Last Time
Last One For '98

Happy Hour
Friday
5:30-7:30 p.m.

h Off
1150
Everything

111 South 4th Street 759-2100
Open Monday -.Saturday 10:00 - 5:00

FREE
TRIP

Come by the Murray Tourism' I
Commission office, Freedom Fest
Headquarters, for your FREE
PASSPORT and information on how you
can win the Cancun vacation, donated
by Far Lands Travel, or one of many
c)
ui
other prizes. For more information,
call Freedom Fest Headquarters at
759-2199.

Vintage Rose Emporium, of course.

to give or to receive. Come in and let us
show you how easy it is. We'll even wrap
it for you. Sound easy? It is.

Vacation Bible School at Salem Baptist Church near Lynn Grove
will start Sunday, June 28, and continue through Thursday, July 2.
Classes for children and youth through high school will be from
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. For information or transportation call 435-4573.

Kirksey picnic Saturday

Todd Sims

Nicole & Steve Estes
Amy & David McDowell

• • •

Red, White 8 Blue Sale
Starts Saturday, June 27
Everything Blooming Red, White or
Blue Is A BIG

250/0

Six Days, Seven Nights
PG13 1:30 3:45 7:20 9:25
Can't Hardly Wait
PG13 115 3:25 7:10 9:15
The Truman Show
PG 1:05 3.30 7:15 9:35
A Perfect Murder
R

OFF

1:20 335 705 9:20

Hope Floats
PG13 1:10 3 40 7:15 930

This popular event has
been extended
into
June.
PE()gram Info. call 753-3:11i

•
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Phillips
is named
The United States Achievement Academy has named Jeremy
Phillips of Hazel as an award
winner in science.
A student at Calloway County
Middle School, Phillips was nominated for this award by David
Foley, his teacher. His biography
will appear in the academy
yearbook.
Phillips is the son of Site and
Kim Phillips of Hazel.
His grandparents are Jerry and
Brenda Starks of Almo, Myrna
Phillips of Murray, and James
Phillips of North Carolina.

)1(

HOSPITAL REPORTS
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday. June
21, have been released as
follows:

with a
:t with
learn

Mr. and Mrs. William Dawson Jeffcoat

Anniversary reception
will be here Saturday

nd cato get
76 or
teeting
iduals.

Mr. and Mrs. William Dawson Jeffcoat of 141 Lynwood Dr., Murray, will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary.
A reception will be Saturday, June 27, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom, Murray State University.
All relatives and friends are invited to call during the afternoon.
The family requests that persons not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffcoat were married June 26, 1948, in Fulton, Miss.,
with the groom's father, H.D. Jeffcoat, officiating.
Mrs. Jeffcoat, the former Betty Wheeler, is the daughter of the late
H.V. Wheeler and Sophia Reed Wheeler of Fulton, Miss. She is a real
estate broker agent associated with Kopperud Realty in Murray.
Mr. Jeffcoat is the son of the late H.D. Jeffcoat and Eunice Swafford Jeffcoat, also of Fulton, Miss. He is a semi-retired minister for
the churches of Christ having served churches in Mississippi, Tennessee, Texas and Florida before moving to Murray in 1996.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffcoat have three daughters, Mrs. Rose Wyatt and
husband, Larry, Almo, Mrs. Cindy Wood and husband, Tim, Bartlett,
Tenn., and Mrs. Carol Davis and husband, Brian, of Tupelo, Miss.
Their six grandchildren are Joy Wyatt Logan, Dawson Wood,
Matthew Wyatt, Leah Wood, Bonnie Davis, and Michael Davis.
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Robin Leigh Thweatt

Newborn admission

Willie baby boy
arid Kirk Wingo

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
June 22, have been released as
follows:

SUBSCRIBE

The Flower
Ladies

Robin Leigh Thweatt of Murray has been named a national
award winner in science by the
United States Achievement
Academy.
A student at Calloway County
Middle School, Thweatt was
nominated for this award by David Foley, his teacher. His biography will appear in the
academy yearbook.
Thweatt is the daughte rof Joe
Wayne and KathyThweatt of
Murray.
Her grandparents are Joe Pat
and Sue Thweatt of Almo, and
Bill and Carolyn Halford of
Murray.

51.15V Pa rnel

Pete Neale

. -

Sat., /one 27

10-4p.m

Sun. June 28

1-4p.m

Invite You to a

Garden Party
Stroll through cutting gardens.
Walk Around the Pond
Visit the Log Cabin

YES!

Pot Men
Concrete Bunnies
Yard Apes
& Bird Baths

WE INSURE
CITY HOMES,...

ring a Friend!
.7,_.Herbs

Nortr•

REUNIONS

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Atkins reunion Sunday

trustee
station.
e urged

Descendants of Jimmy Atkins and Tommy Atkins will have a
reunion on Sunday, June 28, at the Hazel Community Center. A potluck meal will be served at noon. All relatives and friends are invited. For information call 492-8130.

The descendants of the Bird Edwards family will have a reunion
on Sunday, June 28, at 1 p.m. at the Farmington Community Building. A potluck meal will be served. All relatives and friends arc
invited.
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310 South 4th Street

Chives, Thyme,
Parsley, Lavender,
Rosemary, Dill, Sage,
Mints,
lots more.

and

(Gravel/.
County lam Road ,
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Call For Openings
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Melissa

Dismissals

Newborn admission

Jeremy Phillips

parents

Harold Lane Wilkinson Hazel Dakota Franklin Reed, Kirksey,
Joey Carnell Lawson Peoria III
Virgil W Litwiller Farmington.
William Burnett Duncan Ms Joanne
Hatcher, Mrs Gela M Valentine. Mrs
Lillian Pat Claypool.
Miss Frances Elizabeth Brown Mrs
Lorene Dora Madrey, Miss Lowell D
Gingles, Ms Hope Turner Thorn,
Miss Betty Ellen Calvert, Mrs Lois
Stiles Sparks, Miss Lisa Renee Willoughby and baby girl,
Mrs Tanya Jean Wheatley, Dom ins° Garcia Martinez, and Luther Alfonso May, all of Murray

Midyett baby girl parents, Ryan and
Niki Lynn, Mayfield
Dismissals
Miss Jessica Adams. New Concord
Miss Teresa Diane REeed, Benton,
Mrs Lisa Marie Buchanan and baby
boy, Cadiz Mrs Kelly Denise Neale
Mayfield,
Mrs. Wanda Dee Roberts. Jones
baby girt, Ms Anita Thurman, and Mrs
Billie Burke Carroll, all of Murray
• • • •

Thweatt
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Garden
Accessories
-1tfr
Primitive Yard
Furniture
Perennial Flowers
Herb Gardens
etc...etc...etc.

Luo.ate,
or

SWIMWEAR SALE
& CLEARANCE

FAMILY SHOE
SALE & CLEARANCE

25% To
Off
50%
swimwear for the

20% To

Friday,
st. Feanforma-

Sunday,
Persons
161 Ra-

United
Dotson
ty Boys
ir dona42071.

50%O
ff
sandals, athletic,
ONE BIG SALE

whole family

sr_

casual
& dress shoes for the
whole family

Friday, Saturday & Sunday, June 26-28!
30-50% Off
selected sundresses &
rompers for her

30-50% Off
infants' & toddlers' playwear

30-50% Off

30-50% Off

a large selection of misses' career coordinates from Alfred Donner', Sag Harbor'

bras from Playtex', Warner's°, Bali',
Adonna', Underscore' & more!

30-40% Off

30-50% Off

boys' & girls' selected
sports apparel

selected athletic apparel for
men & women

25-50% Off
men's sportshirts

Buy More, Save More!

30% Off

Save Up To
on home furnishings

e
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iliWyte-4.1
1
.

It40,11
:
0 41 "
.
1
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TAKE AN
ADDITIONAL

25% Off

ALL FINE & FASHION
JEWELRY CLEARANCE

•

•
Percentages off represent savings on regular and ongrnal
pnces Regular and original pnces reflect offenng prices
whtch may not have resulted in actual sales Sale pnces
on regular pnced merchandise effective Fnday. June 26
through Sunday. June 28 Intermediate markdowns may
have been taken on onginal pnces Reductions on
nrigmal-priced merchandise effective until stock is
depleted Any event designated as a "Sale" always
excludes Special Buys. items sold every day in multiples
of two of more and Value Right !terns Much are sold at
our best price every day Selection of orginal priced
merchandise limited to stock on hand and vanes by store

JCPenney®
LOVE

YOUR

STYLE'

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759-1400
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m — Sunday 12.30 pm to 6 p.m.

V

cl
i
k
4414 iP
c,

Fine wwerry. lamps, luggage, housewanws, furniture mattresses
selected wornen's coordertelles and men's sults available only at
larger JCPenney Retail Stores Jewelry photos may be enlarged
to show detail Diamond sale includes only that pewelry where
diamonds constitute the greatest value 10K and 14K gold in
our assortments Merchandise shown is representatere of ou,
assortmem Some merchandise may net be avertable at even,
store If an dem rs not available at your nearest JCPennity
store, we will gladly order it for you

0INC J.C. Perewy Coreasny ins

Salon•Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-8, Sat. 9-6, Sun 1-5

•

.
1

*
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Wedding on Saturday
Allison Deanne Pritchett and
Mau Swinney Morris have announced final plans for their wedding on Saturday, June 27.
The vows will be said at 6 p.m.
in a garden wedding at the home
of the groom-elect at Puryear,
Tenn. The Rev. H.D. Hudson will
officiate at the double ring
ceremony.
Lindsay Branch of Murray will
be maid of honor. Pat Morris of
Memphis, Tenn., will be best

CALENDAR

man. Flower girl will be Abby
Morris, also of Memphis.
Directing the wedding ceremony will be Marie Libassi of
Murray.
A private garden reception will
follow the ceremony.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Dewayne and Becky Smith of
Murray. Parents of the groom elect are Jimmy and Libby Morris of Puryear, Tenn.

BIRTHS
Roberson baby girl
Gary Lane and Amy Lynn
Roberson of Tell City, Ind., are
the parents of a daughter, Tanna
Sedona Roberson, born on Saturday, May 30, 1998, at 5:52 p.m.
at Owensboro Mercy Hospital.
Grandparents are Steve and
Mary Jane Roberson and Brownie

and Brenda Jones of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Manley
and Louise Roberson of Hamilton, Ala., Mozelle Jones, formerly of Murray, and Almarine
Tilford of Murray. A great-greatgrandmother is Maude Anglin of
Hamilton. Ala.

eudesoc

NEW
a woomvomun LOCATION!

CABINETS

*Kitchen Cabinets
& Vanities

Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Hubbard Jr.

Wedding vows said

*Office Furniture &
Entertainment Centers

'Solid Surface Countertops

The wedding of Carroll Hubbard Jr. and Vivian Taylor was Sunday,
June 21, 1998, at Memorial Baptist Church, Murray.
The couple chose the Murray church for their wedding because the
groom's parents, Dr. Carroll Hubbard Sr. and Mrs. Beth Hubbard, resided in Murray while Dr. Hubbard pastored the church. The groom
was born while the family lived in Murray.
After a honeymoon, the bride and groom will reside at their home
on Lake Barkley near Eddyville.
Relatives and close friends attended the afternoon ceremony. An informal reception followed the wedding ceremony at the church.

502-759-9672
301 Andrus Drive (across from H.T. Marketing) • Murray
,k
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0
,
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Thursday, June 25
"Oliv•r"
production/8
p m /Playhouse in the Park.
Info/759-1752
Twilight Cabaret/8 p.m./Kenlake
State Park Social hour/6:30 p.m.
Compassionate Friends/7:30
p m /board room of MCCH.
Info/762-1274 or 498-8324
Organizational meeting of local
chapter of Sons of Confederate
Veterans/7 p m./Calloway Public Library Info/753-9688
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veterans/6 30 p.m /Legion Hall.
Pet Therapy cancelled because of hot
weather
Health Express of MCCH/Calloway
Public Library/12.30-3 p.m.
Bible School at Westside Baptist
Church/6-8 p m
Bible School at Flint Baptist Church/
6-8:30 p.m.
Bible School at Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church/6:30-8:30 p.m.
Magazine Club/2 p.m./Hickory Wood
Retirement Center.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center/open 7.30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Prepared Childbirth Class at
MCCH/7-9 p.m.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living.
TOPS 8469 meeting/weigh-in at 6
p.m , meeting/7 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
West View Nursing Home Homemade Ice Cream/2 p.m.; Pet Therapy/
3:30 p.m.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Seven
Seas.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSLLopen 8 30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

SERVICE NOTES

CD

TODAY
CA & FREEDOM FES
' MAK(Ns pc/4
\661 s Porcde
Teen Extravaganza
$ig $ro\\Iers N Sis\tr floa\ S@Ibaii 1'©ut.ne,,

,

Be A Foster or
Adoptive Parent
1-800-232-KIDS (5437)
A Kentucky Press Association Project

'Kentucky Newspapers Helping Kentucky Families'
'Free Information, No Obligation'
SUPPORTED BY

E THERE — HAVE FUN
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June is

PFC James Van Rooy, a member of
the 438th Military Police Company,
has completed basic training and
advanced Individual training at Ft.
McClellan, Ala. A 1993 graduate of
Calloway County High School, he Is
the son of Frank and Unda Van Rooy
of Murray.

Friday, June 26
Baptist Youth Evangelism Confer cone opens in new Events Center
Murray State University_
"Oliver"
production 8
p m./Playhouse in the Park
Info/759-1752.
Twilight Cabaret/8 p m./Kenlake
State Park. Social hour/6_30 pm.
Last day to sign up for Red Cross
swimming lessons for summer
Info/753-1421.
Bible School at Flint Baptist Church/
6-8 30 p.m.
West View Nursing Home
devotion/10:30 a.m., Bingo/2 p.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a m.-3 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities. Bridge
Club/1 p.m
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m /Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds. Public invited.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 7 p.m.-midnight.
Info/753-TEEN.
Seniors Golf play/9 a.m./Sullivan's
Par 3 Golf Course.
Wrather West Ky. Museum, MSU/
open 830 am -4.15 pm
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
am -l0 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center. MSU/
open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

Tape made
by Payton
Kaitlyn Rebecca Paytop recorded her first retail cassette
tape on June 22 at the Tennessee
Production Center, Sevierville,
Tenn.
Payton known as "Kaity" to
her friends in Calloway and Marshall counties, recently graduated
from the sixth grade at Farmington Elementary School. She will
be a freshman at Graves County
Middle School this fall.
Her participation in a local
"Star Search" competition in Paducah last summer resulted in a
first place win in her division.
She was awarded a 12-hour studio session to record her own
cassette tape or CD in the same
recording studio used for professional productions.
She is the daughter of Steve
and Lisa Payton. Her mother is
Director of Homecare at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Investment Rates

JEN N-Alft
Month
SALE

TERMS

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

MINIMUM

500

500

500

500

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

4.25% 4.75% 4.85% 4.85%

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

4.30% 4.81% 4.91% 4.91%

UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANK

Fedmai Sroings Balk

Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender
1111 Main,

Limited Time Offer!
PUBLIC MEETINGS SCHEDULED FOR PROPOSED
UPDATED GUIDELINES FOR PLACING WATERFOWL
BLINDS ON TVA RESERVOIRS.

Buy a Jenn-Air Dishwasher and
two other Jenn-Air Kitchen Products
and receive a

20

FACTORY
REBATE*

ii
'TV

the pilot location. Three public meetings have been scheduled in the pilot
area to present the proposed guidelines. The dates, times, and
locations of the meetings are as follows:

•AM Ca, Details
MM102.JEIMINI-Ak IFt

CE101127'J EI\11\1-44I g=t

The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) is seeking public input on
proposed updated guidelines for placing waterfowl blinds on TVA
reservoirs. Initially, the proposed guidelines would be implemented on
one reservoir as a pilot project. Kentucky Reservoir has been selected as

Includes Jenn-Air Wall Ovens • Cooktops
Ranges • Downdraft Grill Ranges
Refrigerators
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T Fi E SIN OF A GREAT CoOk

Meeting No. 1
Ttiesday June 23,1998
7:00 p.m.
Camden Central
high School

Meeting No. 2
Thursday June 25,1998
7:00 p.m.
Riverside High School
Paesons, TN

Meeting No. 3
Tuesday June 30, 1998
7:00 p.m.
Murray High School
Murray, KY

Camden, TN

MURRAY APPLIANCE
/ 1
212 E. Main Street
751-1586
Hours: 8-5 Mon.•Fri. • 8-3 Sat.

1111-1.111

Copies of the pn vow(' guidelirws may be obtained by calling (901)641-2006.
TVA welcomes public input an urges all interested parties to attend.
Written comments %OH also be accepted. They should he sent to the Tennessee
Valley Authority, Post Office Box 280, Paris, TN 38242, no later than July 15.
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Gene discovery might
lead to medications
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NEW YORK (AP) — Scientists say they have identified a
gene that helps protect some people from getting hooked on cigarettes. If confirmed, the finding
might lead to medications that
help smokers cut back or quit.
About one-fifth of the nonsmoking population carries a protective version of the gene, said
Rachel Tyndale, one of the
study's authors. The gene's influence might have saved some 7
million current residents of North
America from nicotine addiction,
she said.
It is at least the second gene
thought to play a role in vulnerability to nicotine addiction. But
genetics experts warned that the
case for the new gene is far from
proven.
Tyndale and colleagues at the
University of Toronto in Ontario,
Canada, report their findings in
Thursday's issue of the journal
Nature.
Dr. Neal Benowitz, a nicotine
researcher at the University of
California at San Francisco, said
the result makes sense biologically. But he cautioned that in the
past, similar initial findings of
addiction genes have not been
confirmed by further research.
Nonetheless, he called the finding an important early step in
finding out why some people are
more vulnerable to nicotine addiction than others. Only about a
third of young people who experiment with cigarettes get hooked,
and "we don't know why," Benowitz said.
He and others said the answer
will be much more complex than
one or two genes.
Prior research has implicated a
gene involved in the brain's dopamine communication system.
People with a certain variant of
the gene start smoking at a younger age, get hooked earlier and
find it harder to quit.
The gene in the new study tells
the body how to make an enzyme
called CYP2A6 that breaks down
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nicotine. Defective forms of this
gene lead to a defective version
of the enzyme, impairing the
body's ability to process nicotine.
Everybody inherits two copies
of the gene, and the study suggests that getting even one bad
copy offers some protection
against getting hooked.
Researchers studied 244
nicotine-dependent smokers and
184 people who had tried smoking but never got hooked.
The researchers found at least
one bad copy of the gene in 12
percent of dependent smokers vs.
19 percent of the others. The difference suggests that bad copies
discourage people from getting
hooked.
The study also found that
among the 164 smokers who
were hooked on tobacco but not
alcohol, those with even one bad
copy of the gene smoked fewer
cigarettes, an average of 129 a
week vs. 159.
This suggests that if scientists
can come up with pills that block
the action of the CYP2A6 enzyme, the medications could help
smokers cut back, Tyndale said.
Such pills might also help smokers avoid relapse if they've quit
already, she said.
Tyndale said defective copies
of the gene could reduce cigarette
consumption by making smokers
break down nicotine more slowly.
Since the nicotine sticks around
longer, smokers need fewer cigarettes to maintain a satisfying
nicotine level, she said.
As for why the genetic defect
would make a person less likely
to get hooked, Tyndale noted that
nicotine initially makes a neophyte smoker dizzy and nauseous. People get hooked only if
they persist in smoking despite
the discomfort, she said. If a person breaks nicotine down unusually slowly, it will stick around
and make those initial experiences more uncomfortable, making it more likely the person will
give up, she theorized.

Summer Savings Sale
Till July 1st, 1998
1998 Toyota Camry LE
i

•.
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$75000 Rebate
or Rates As Low As 2.4% APR
1998 Toyota Corolla LE

Members of Community Christian Academy from Paducah posed for a picture
at the National Scouting Museum during a recent visit.

Ticket distributions
continue for concert
FROGGY 103 is ready to kick off
its 1998 Country Music Fest featuring Martina McBride and Diamond
Rio. The concert will be held July 3
at 7 p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium.
The big question on everyone's
mind is where to get tickets.
The concert is free and general
admission tickets are still available
for the show at the remaining
FROGGY ticket stops. In Murray,
ticket stops are June 25 at the
Amerihost Inn from 5 to 6:30 p.m.;
June 29 at Brandon's Auto World
from 6 to 8 p.m.., July 1 at Dan's
from 3 to 5 p.m.June 26, tickets will
be given out at Piggly Wiggly in
Dover, Tenn. from 10 a.m. to noon
and in Grand Rivers at Craig's Dairy

Barn on July 2.
Mack & Mack Marina in Aurora
will have tickets June 27 from 1 to 4
p.m. There is a limit of two tickets
per person at these locations.
The day of the concert, 1,000
tickets will be available at Family
Day in the Park from noon to 4:00
p.m. Tickets may also be obtained at
the stadium the night of the show.
A record crowd is anticipated for
the concert this year. FROGGY
expects to fill the stadium to its
capacity of 16,500. The gates will
open at 6 p.m. and seating is a firstcome first-serve basis except for
reserved box seating. Ticket holders
may begin standing in line early for
the show.

Stock # 98088

..,4itert - lop- _
t _.. —...
36 Mo. Lease/
$198°`)/Mo.
$500.00 + 0 Security Deposit + $198.00 1st Mo. Payment =
$698.00 Total Due at Lease Signing.

1998 Toyota Tacoma
Value Edition
Stock # 98121

r 11114T ftik

Owner. DWAIN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530

General • Monarch
Laramie • Firestone
BF Goodrich

=

Every Friday Night
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Completely Erected Including Concrete Floors.
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Quality Materials

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

East Main • 753-5606

A 4 concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
• 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts
in concrete
E Treated
bottom plates
F at studs 16 OC
G 7
Blander
undersiding
H Masonite wood or vinyl siding

0

I Sell supporting 2i6
trusted tatters 2 11
0C
plywood
J
decking
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 214 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2110 headers
O 41(4 raised curb
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(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
SOS, 75% and 90%

* $1,000 Lotter H
(30 calls or loss)
$500 Jackpot Every Weak

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club • License 80181
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PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

1998 Toyota
Tacoma 4x4
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Calendar
of Events

4;1

Juno 27
•Mr. and Miss
Freedom Fast
Beauty Pageants

'Lions Club Journey
for Sight 5-K Run

In
America' First
Baptist Church
presentation

'VFW Post 6291
Veterans' Memorial
Service

Juno 29
—Freedom is Not
Free"
Civil War Readings
and Exhibit
July 2
'Bull Blowout
July 2 - 4
'Hazel Antique
Dealers Choice Sale
July 3
'Rotary/Max Hurt
Memorial Golf
Tournament
Get great deals on new Tigersharks. like the Daytona• 1000 and
the Monte Carlo' 1000 during the Tigershark Feeding Frenzy
Of save $1000 on a Monte Carlo 770 That's with zero down
and low APRs• And that's not all Your
dealer has more great deals. too Come
in and find the one that works for you
GET HOOKED

Murray Home 8 Auto
Outdoor Division
753-2571

•Otter woo at paroupaung U S I gensner* rxraters
new 19.4/ trudge
through Arty 15 1998 See dealer for detain Fnanong aubpct to croft ogre sotiorres wit urfe. wen
aportwal *or Tradernarks of
Arctic Cat, Inc 01998 arctic Cat Sales, Inc Thad Rroor F.PiAN 56701
1218)6814999

July 4
*O.B. Boone
Memorial Breakfast

Juno 28
— I Believe

Chestnut St.

avevormatowas.

k g riH'ilJo

$4,025
54,725
55.125
55125
55.925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL
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1. CAR (12x20)
2 CAR ci8x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2' CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2,, CAR (2400)

'Family Day in
Park

the

'Bark in the Park
'Mattel/YMCA Kids'
Parade
'Froggy Country
Music Fast '98
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3,500 Off
Sticker

'Freedom Fast/Pepsi
An & Craft Fair
'Music with a Bang'
'Briggs & Stratton
Fireworks
Spectacular

- mommemome)(immismommier>

IkkifiL

1998 Toyota Avalon's

'Murray Optimist
Club's
'Biggest Small Town
Parade in America"

July 4-5
'National Scouting
Museum
"Community
Apprec;ation Days"

•

49000

•Briggs & Stratton
Main Street Mile
Walk/Run

'YMCA Teen
Extravaganza

1

'
165

'YMCA Softball
Tournament

For a FREE Freedom Feat Events
Guide, information about the
Passport Program, or additional
information, call 759-2199.

i 1 549L

6 In Stock

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m. • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.
53.525
54.325
54,625
54.825
55.425

)00
1

$1 1

As Low As

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and -Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

1': CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x221
2' CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2': CAR (24x30)

•

— ---,......

Deluxe Models

New Location - 121 North

Ib•

Member" of Martin Primary posed for a picture at the National Scouting
Museum. The group from Martin, Tenn. visited the museum
recently.

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
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("Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company.")
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Recent UK
infractions
stupidity
at its worst

1

,or

A

Another slipup within the
University of Kentucky basketball team has Wildcat fans
shaking their heads and given
anti-UK'ers a good opportunity
to get in some verbal jabs.
At least there was no package stuffed with money, ala the
Eddie Sutton days.
But Jamaal Magloire's poor
choice of friends is the third in
a series of run-ins with the law
the UK program has experienced in the three months
since winning its seventh
NCAA championship.
Magloire was in a vehicle
with two men who were arrested on drug charges Sunday.
Last month, guard Ryan Hogan
pleaded guilty to driving while
intoxicated, while forward Myron Anthony admitted leaving
the scene of a September hitand-run accident.
While instances such as
these take place every day
throughout the country, they
are magnified when they are by
members of the same team, especially a mega high profile
program like Kentucky.
Suddenly, Kentucky's roster
is beginning to resemble a rap
sheet. The information beside
each player's name, besides
height, weight and hometown,
may include a "Latest Offense"
column. Maybe the Wildcat
mascot will be dressed in a
blue-and-white-striped prison
uniform.
The UK players haven't
been involved in violent offenses, though, settling instead
for plunging into the depths of
stupidity.
Even if he had no drugs on
him and didn't use any at all,
Magloire should know better
than to hang around with such
hooligans. "Friends" such as
Magloire's can only get him in
trouble — as he now knows all
to well — and could eventually
get him hurt or killed.
"We're very disappointed in
Jamaal Magloire's judgment
last Sunday," Smith said in an
Associated Press Story. "
Time and again, we warn our
players to stay away from individuals — including boosters,
agents and others — who could
have negative influences on
their lives and/or reputations."
Hogan ought to know that
even a "few beers" can seriously impair anyone's motor
skills and judgement while behind the wheel.
And Anthony? His case is
really one for the ages. Leaving the scene of an accident
and THEN letting someone
else take the blame for it is really low.
If I were Tubby Smith, Magloire, Hogan and Anthony
would be mowing my yard,
planting trees, re-roofing my
house, waxing my car, cleaning
my toilet and scrubbing my
floors with a toothbrush before
they could step foot onto the
playing floor again.
But I'm not Smith, who I'm
sure will come up with a better, more suitable punishment
for Magloire. The others have
probably already been dealt
with appropriately.
"(Our) players have a responsibility to themselves and
their families, this program, to
the University of Kentucky and
to our fans across the country," Smith said in the AP
story. "They will not only
have to endure possible dam.II See Page 11A

Olowokandi
goes first in
'98 NBA draft
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
VANCOUVER, British Columbia (AP) — Five trades, plenty of
intrigue and a somewhat surprising No. 1 pick — that was the
NBA draft in a nutshell.
The league brought its annual
coming-out party to its most remote and northernmost outpost
Wednesday night, and the out-ofthe-way experience didn't put a
damper on the action.
Michael Olowokandi of Pacific
University was chosen first by
the Los Angeles Clippers, and the
Vancouver Grizzlies grabbed Arizona point guard Mike Bibby
with the second pick before trading away the point guard they
selected last year.
Four other trades were made
involving the fourth, fifth, sixth,
ninth, 19th, 23rd and 29th picks.
Another was expected to be completed today, sending Charles
Oakley from New York to Toronto for Marcus Camby.

The Toronto Raptors, after
picking Antawn Jamison of North
Carolina fourth overall, sent him
to Golden State for his college
teammate, Vince Carter, who was
selected fifth.
The Phoenix Suns sent guard
Steve Nash to the Dallas Mavericks in a three-way trade also involving Milwaukee. The Bucks
got the sixth pick, Robert "Tractor" Traylor, from the Mavericks
in exchange for the ninth pick,
Dirk Nowitzki of Germany, and
the 19th pick, Pat Garrity of
Notre Dame. Garrity was then
sent to ihe Suns along with
Bubba Wells, Martin Muursepp
and Dallas' 1999 first-round pick
for Nash, whose parents came to
the draft to represent the Suns.
The Los Angeles Lakers sent
guard Nick Van Exel to Denver
in exchange for Tyronn Lue, the
second of the Nuggets' two firstround picks (No. 23), and Tony

• See

Page 11A

File photo

Nazr Mohammed, who played in three straight NCAA championship games while at Kentucky, was traded to
Philadelphia after being picked by Utah in Wednesday's NBA draft.

McGwire hits 34th homer,
but Cardinals lose big 14-3
Petkovsek shelled
as Cleveland rolls
By KEN BERGER
AP Sports Writer
CLEVELAND (AP) — By the
time Mark McGwire took aim at
the scoreboard for real, it already
displayed a lopsided score.
McGwire's 34th homer wasn't
enough to overcome Cleveland's
seven-run first inning as the Indians played their own version of
muscle-ball in a 14-3 rout of St.
Louis on Wednesday night.
"It's really insignificant,"
McGwire said of his first homer
in 18 at-bats, a 433-foot solo
blast off Jarct Wright in the
Mark McGwire hit his major
league-leading 34th home run
Wednesday in St. Louis' 14-3 interleague loss at Cleveland.

fourth. "We got a real beating
tonight."
The Indians stole all the drama
from the Cardinals' first visit to
Jacobs Field with seven runs in
the first off Mark Petkovsek.
Manny Ramirez hit his seventh
career grand slam, and Travis
Fryman added to the onslaught
with a three-run shot.
Pctkovsek (5-4) retired only
one batter and allowed seven runs
and seven hits for a 189.00 ERA
in the nightmarish outing.
Wright (7-4) allowed three
runs and nine hits in 6 1-3 innings, improving to 6-1 in his last
seven starts. He walked three and
struck out two.
Ramirez's 14th homer was his
seventh career grand slam, tying
him with Albert Belle for second
in club history behind Al Rosen,
who had nine. Ramirez walked to
force in a run in the Indians'
five-run fifth, giving him five
RBIs and 19 in his last eight
home games.

I was trying to hit a fly
ball," Ramirez said. "I wasn't
trying to hit a home run."
Fryman, whose 13th homer
was a 412-foot shot to dead center, added an RBI double in the
fifth to give him a season-high
four RBIs.
McGwire, who hadn't homered
since hitting No. 33 in the upper
deck at the Astrodome on Thursday, made it 7-1 with a majestic
homer on a 1-1 pitch with one
out. The homer drew a standing
ovation from the sellout crowd of
43,321.
"Mac's been doing that to a
lot of people," Indians manager
Mike Hargrove said. "I was surprised it didn't go farther. I
thought it was going to the parking lot."
Challenging Roger Mans' record of 61 homers in a season,
McGwire is on pace to hit 75 if
he plays in all of the Cardinals'

• See
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Cone finds mark as Yankees top Braves 10-6
By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — David
Cone found the right side of a
fine line to give the New York
Yankees an edge in the Summer
Classic.
In the first two innings Wednesday night, Cone struggled
with the trademark hesitation at
the top of his windup. But once
he got his mechanics straightened
out, he was able to pitch seven
strong innings in New York's
10-6 victory over the Atlanta

Braves.
"I put a little more hesitation
in my delivery," said Cone, who
allowed only five hits and three
runs (two earned) on a sweltering
night. "There's a balance for me
between a complete stop and a
fluid motion. Sometimes I
struggle to find it."
After giving up a homer to Ozzie Guillen leading off the first
and a RBI double to Andruw
Jones in the second, Cone (10-2)
settled down. He retired 12 of the
last 13 hitters he faced and also

had the first RBI by a Yankees
pitcher in more than 25 years,
driving in the go-ahead run during a four-run fourth.
"He was very economical
pitch -wise., He was running the
bases. He did a lot of good things
tonight," New York manager Joe
Torre said.
The Yankees have won two of
three interleague games between
the teams that entered the day
with baseball's best records. The
final meeting is Thursday night at
Turner Field — unless there's an

October rematch in the World
Series.
"Everybody understands the
possibility that might happen,"
Cone said. "But we also know
the uncertainty of the po,stseason.
Nobody is taking anything for
granted."
Atlanta's Kevin Millwood
(9-4) was routed in his second
straight attempt for win No. 10,
and three errors by a sloppy Atlanta defense led to four unearned
runs.
"I got behind a lot of guys,"

said Millwooe, whose ERA has
climbed from 3.32 to 4.78 in just
six days.
The teams split games at
Yankee Stadium on Monday and
Tuesday nights before moving to
Turner Field, where the first of
two games drew a sellout of
48,980.
It was New York's first
regular-season appearance in Atlanta. The Yankees won three
games at Atlanta-Fulton County
Stadium in their 1996 World Series victory.
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Agassi on brink of elimination at Wimbledon
By STEPHEN WILSON
AP Sports Writer

Andre Agassi

WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
— Wimbledon has lost six of the
16 men's seeds in the first three
days — and now Andre Agassi is
in danger of going out, too.
Agassi, the 1992 champion and
No. 13 seed, was trailing two sets
to one against Germany's Tommy
Haas when the second-round
match was suspended by darkness
Wednesday night.
The American was furious over
a crucial line call that helped
Haas win the third set.
A forehand _by Haas was ruled

good, even though replays
showed it was clearly out.
Agassi stabbed the spot where
he saw the ball land, then approached chair umpire John
Frame.
"It was nearly six inches
(out)," he protested. "It was out
both ways. It was wide and it was
long."
Frame shook his head and the
call stood, giving Haas a 6-3 lead
in the tiebreaker. Agassi saved
one set point, but succumbed on
the next to fall behind 4-6, 6-1,
7-6 (7-4).
Play was then suspended, and

Agassi resumed his protest.
"In 12 years, I've never seen it
miss that much," he said to
Frame.
The Centre Court crowd jeered
the umpire and linesmen as they
left the court.
With the match scheduled to
resume today, Agassi needed to
do a lot of work to reach the third
round.
In a sign of how wide open the
men's field is, four seeds went
out Wednesday -- No. 2 Marcelo
Rios, No. 4 Greg Rusedski, No. 8
Cedric Piolinc and No. 15 Karol
Kucera. No. 7 Yevgeny Kafelni-

kov and No. 10 Alex Corretja
were ousted earlier.
Rios proved what many people
thought: He didn't deserve to be
seeded No. 2 behind Pete Sampras. The moody Chilean's distaste for grass was apparent as he
lost in five sets to Spain's Francisco Clavet.
Rios griped about the line
calls, the tournament organization, and especially the surface.
"Grass is not a surface to
watch tennis or to play tennis,"
he said. "It's really boring."
Rios' priority was to catch the
first flight out.
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FROM PAGE 10A
remaining 86 games. He has
played in 70 of St. Louis' first 76
games.
"They're an outstanding
team." McGwire said. "When
you give them a seven-run first
inning, your backs are really
against the wall."
Cardinals manager Tony La
Russa removed McGwire from
the game as Cleveland batted in
the sixth with a 12-2 lead.
McGwire was 2-for-3, including
a single in the first.
Interestingly, Brian Hunter
came up in McGwire's spot with
the bases loaded in the seventh.
He reached on an error.
"So if McGwire hits a .grand

BRIEFS

The West Kentucky Bounty Hunters took home the championship
title of the Kentucky USSSA Baseball 12-year-old tournament in Mayfield this past weekend. The Bounty Hunters, consisting of 12-yearolds from Calloway and Marshall counties, beat the Benton Blaze 5-4
In the championship game Sunday. Team members are (front, from
left) Matthew Sholar, David Free, lan Willoughby, Brock Mardis;
(back, from left) coach Douger Mardis, Ell Bock, Dustin Howard, Matt
Dix, Drew Spear, Lucas Mathis and Nick Warner.

Milkman still alive at women's state am
LEXINGTON — Murray State women's golf coach Velvet Milkman has ad
vanced to the quarterfinals of the 72nd Women's Kentucky State Amateur at
Kearney Hill Golf Links
Milkman defeated Marsha Bordas 3 and 2 Wednesday and will now face
Laurie Goodlett today The semifinals will be this afternoon with the final
Friday.
MSU graduate Brandi Stevenson lost Wednesday to Tammy Mahar 3 and
2
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•NBA draft...
slam, it's 12-7. So what'" LaRussa said. "We've been talking
about needing to gRe Mark a day
off between now and Monday.
when we're off. What this means
is, he can play now." The homer fell short or the
scoreboard McGwire hit during
batting practice in an exhilarating
show of power witnessed by several thousand fans. McGwire hit
nine homers in 22 swings in BP,
including one off the scoreboard
that the Indians tout as the largest
free-standing board in American
sports. McGwire is the onl) one
to reach it.
"A balloark's a ballnark."
said McGwire, whose eighth
homer at the Jake tied him with
Frank Thomas and Juan Gonzalez
for the most by a visiting player.

FROM PAGE 10A
Hattie.
The Utah J3// sent the 29th
pick, Nair Mohammed of Kentucky, to Philadelphia for future
considerations.
Olowokandi, a 7-foot-I Nigerian who grew up in England and
has been playing competitive basketball for only three years, was
overwhelmed by being picked
first overall.
"Sceing my name in the No. 1
spot is unbelievable, especially
when you consider where I came
from three years ago — not haring played basketball — and then
to this, not the No. 3 pick but the
No. 1 pick," said Olowokandi,
who averaged 22 2 points and

11.2 rebounds last season.
"That's something that'll take
rue a week or so, or a little bit
longer, to get over."
His father, a Nigerian diplomat, and mother traveled across
an ocean and a continent to see
him picked — the first time they
had seen him do anything associated with basketball
"I'm sure they don't fully appreciate or have a good feel for
the significance of being the No.
I pick," Olowokandi said of his
parents, who have never seen him
play. "I kind of feel sorry for
them. They came to this whole
thing still struggling with basketball ideals.—

DENNISON-HUNT
SPOR
TING
GOO
DS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"

Mon.-Sat.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Chestnut St.
Murray
753-8844

Hastings third at rifle competition
ATLANTA — Murray State s Marra Hastings finished third in the junior women's 3x20 rifle competition at the USA Shooting National Championships at
the Wold Creek Olympic Shooting Complex

OVC adds women's soccer for this fall
)hoto
d to

BRENTWOOD, Tenn. — Ohio Valley Conference presidents approved the
addition of women's soccer as a championship sport in 1998 during the
league's summer meetings June 2-4 on the campus of Southeast Missouri
State University.
Women's soccer will become the OVC's 18th championship sport this fall
Five teams — Eastern Illinois, Middle Tennessee, Morehead State,
Tennessee-Martin and Tennessee Tech — will compete for the inaugural
crown. Southeast Missouri is expected to add the sport in 1999 and as many
as nine league members could be fielding women's soccer teams by 2000

UPPER DIVISION SOFTBALL

3

On Monday, Murray-Calloway County Hospital downed Wee Care 11-9
For MCCH, Taryann doubled and singled and Christina Adams and Jessica
Norsworthy singled. Whitney Ray had a grand slam home run for Wee Care
while Meagan Miller singled
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CORRECTION
Kayla Simmons was incorrectly identified as Morgan Williams in the swim
team photo in Wednesday's edition of the Murray Ledger & Times. Simmons
won four events in Tuesday's meet The Ledger regrets the error

24 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE
All Merchandise Storewide

•UK infractions...
FROM PAGE 10A
age to their reputations, but
they will have to endure the
legal ramifications of their actions, as well as the actions we
take internally. And I will not
tolerate such actions on our ba-

s' reason,
75 if
inals'

sketball team."
Whoa. Sounds serious. Better lace up your running shoes
Jamaal. I think you're going to
need them, and deservedly so.
And maybe Tubby will let you
use his riding mower.

lir10 51)110 1117

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
1,1,1

753-9627

1•01.1

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
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Stale Farm Insurance Companies
Moms McKie Bloomington, Illinois
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37 41
32 44
Central Division
W
L
44
31
36 40
32 44
32 44
29 45
West Division
W
L
46 30
44
33
34 42
33 45

Pct.
732
587
500
171
421

GB
—
10
16'4
186
224

Pct.
587
474
421
421
392
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—
64
124
124
144

Pct. GB
605 —
571
TA
447 12
423 14

National League
East Division
W
L Pot
Atlanta
654
27
51
New VOA
41
32
562
Philadelphia
520
39 36
Montreal
10 46
395
Florida
338
26 51
Central Division
L Pct.
W
Houston
47
610
30
Chicago
42 35
545
1.411vreutie•
520
39 36
St Lou,
500
38 38
Pittsburgh
467
38 40
Orionnati
380
30 49
West Division
L Pct.
W
San Diego
50 28
641
San Francisco
9112
46 33
Los Angeles
37 40
481
Colorado
418
33 46
Anions
333
26 52
Wednesday. Gains*
Toronio 7 Montreal 6
Carr/sland 14, St Louis 3
Chicago White Sox 4 Cincinnati 2
Floold•
Twnpa Bay 4
Philadelphia 11 Boston 8
Detroit 7. Chicago Cubs 6 11 innings
N V Mete 8 Baltimore 3
N V Yankees 10 Atlanta 6
Pinstxogli 10 Kansas City 3
MMaukee 3. kannesota I
Colorado I. Houston 6
Texas 3, Arizona 2
Seattle 2 San Diego 1

GB
—
74
104
20
24 4
GB
—
5
7
64
9'4
18
GB
—
4

It',
174
24

Oakland 7 San Francisco 6
Los Angeles 6. Anaheim 5 11 innings
l'hureday's Games
1,41waukee (Eldred 2-5) at Minnesota (Fiadke
8-5), 12 15 pm
Houston (Elanon 0-0) at Colorado (Saps 0-0).
295 pm
Oakland (Haynes 5-3) at San Franosco (Estes
6-5). 235 pm
Seattle (Claude 3-6) at San Diego (Langston
1-1), 405 pm
Chicago Cubs (Wood 7.3) at Detroit (Moonier
7-5). 605 pm
St Lou's lAybar 3-3) at Cleveland (Bunt.; 8-S)
605 p rn
Toronto (Williams 7-3) at Montreal (Perez 6-6)
605 pm
Tampa Bay (Santana 2-0) Si Florida (Hernandez
5-4). 605 pm
Boston (Gaberhagen 6-5) et Philedetihia (Beech
3-4). 6 35 p in
Baltimore (Erickson 8-6) at N
Mots (Noma
2-81 6 10 p in
NV Yankees (Wells 9-21st Atlanta (Neagh" 8-5).
640 pm
Pittsburgh (Lieber 5-8) at Kansas City tBialcher
5-7), 7 05 p m
Cinannati (Tomko 5-6) at Chicago White Sol
(Pardue 2-0). 7 05 P m
Texas (Van Poppet 0-1) at Ani0fill (7044MSCO
2-1), 905 pm
0_311 na
, 9he
osmSi
pm
(parlis 2-0) at Los Angeles (Papas
Friday's Games
0_ 2
9in6
anos
nalp ,n
(Harnisch 6-3) al DOIrCNI

ALL WEEK!
See Below For Additional Daily Specials

June 25 THURSDAY BASEBALL/SOFTBALL DAY
June 26

FRIDAY

TENNIS DAY

IHarn910
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4.5) at Cleveland (Colon
7
raftaj"
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5_6
8)a
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os e(Ponson
pm
1-5) at Montreal (aterrnamon
Boston (Malinez 9-2) at Fends (Fontenot 0-51
605 pm
Tampa Bay (Johnson 2-4) at Philidolphii (Green
5-4). 635 pm
NY Yankees (irebu 63) at hi V Meta (Later
9-31 6 40 p m
Toronto (Hentgen 6.41 at Atlanta (Smoliz 5.1)
6 40 p in
Chicago Cubs (Trach11411 6 4) at Kansas City (Pi
chardo 36) 705 pm
St Lows (Acevedo 2-1) at Manaeots (Morgan
4,2) 705 pm
1.1 4Kvaukse (Jude," 6-6) at Chicago While So.
(Baldwm 2 3(. 705 pm
Oakland (0ouist 4-4) at Colorado (Jones 2 2),
6 05 p in
Pittsburgh (Loans 5-3) It Loa Angeles I Pan
5-51. 9 05 p m
Seattle (Swat 7.4) at Arizona (Sudden 1 6) 905
pm
Anaheim (Dickson 8-4) at San Diego (Brown
83) 9 05 p m
Telas (011,0114 3-51 at San
Froncisco (tennisei
651 935 Pm

June 27 SATURDAY

FINAL MARKDOWNS
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Pope John Paul II
welcomed to Vienna
• ••

VIENNA, Austria (AP)
When Pope John Paul II's plane
landed in Vienna, a prelate in
cardinal's red raced down its
back stairs and bounded up the
front ramp to officially welcome
the pope to the Austrian capital.
It seemed only natural that it
was Cardinal Christoph Schoenborn, the archbishop of Vienna
— clearly, a man on the move.
Elevated to cardinal by John
Paul only in February, Schoenborn is already being talked about
for a top Vatican post — not to
mention speculation that he may
be pope himself someday.
By church standards, Schoenborn is, at 53, young for such
lofty positions.
But since taking over as
Vienna archbishop in September
1995, he has shown himself to be
open, articulate and courageous
as he stepped into the middle of a
storm engulfing the church in this
traditionally Roman Catholic
bastion.
"I hope the pope's visit will
show that the Austrian church is
alive, not without problems, but
full of vitality," he told the international press, answering questions in fluent English, Italian
and French as well as his native
German, shortly after John Paul
arrived Friday in Salzburg.
Two days later, during John
Paul's open-air Mass in Vienna,
he acknowledged that the conflicts buffeting the Austrian
church "have caused some people to lose confidence in the pope
and the bishops."
Such frankness by the basically
conservative churchman has
boosted his reputation among
Austrians.
In what many consider his

most significant act, Schoenborn
offered a public apology to those
who were allegedly molested by
his predecessor, Cardinal Hans
Hermann Groer, who is accused
of pedophilia.
Groer was forced to relinquish
all his duties and go into exile by
the pope in April, but Schoenborn
is one of the few official church
voices to speak out on the
scandal.
During John Paul's three days
in Austria, the cardinal was a
highly visible figure, joining the
pope for the plane ride from Salzburg and accompanying him in
the popemobile through the
streets of Vienna. Schoenborn
was born in Czechoslovakia to a
noble family of Austrian descent,
which fled to Austria to escape
the communists in 1945.

Playhouse registering
young performers for
Theatre Youth Camps

Harold Doran, president of Peoples Bank of Murray; Marty Nichols,
president of Peoples First; and Sen. Bob Jackson, president of H.T.
Marketing; lyesent checks to Cindy Reichmuth, chairman of the Playhouse in the Park fund drive. Also pictured Is Richard Hoffman, Playhouse board treasurer. The drive from major donors will continue
through July.

7/(444,
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Educated in Austria, Germany
and France, he joined the Dominican Order in 1963, was ordained as a priest seven years later and elevated to bishop in
1991.
As an expert in Catholic theology, he has been mentioned as a
possible successor to Cardinal
Joseph Ratzinger, the Vatican's
powerful watchdog on moral
issues.
Schoenborn's friends point out
that he has another important
quality: being able to laugh at
himself.
Describing the relationship between lay people and priests, he
explained to reporters that the
"church must act as a body, and
work together like arms and
legs."
Mocking his own seriousness,
he paused, looked up and asked:
"Am I being too pious?"

Playhouse in the Park is registering young performers ages 8
through 17 for two week-long Summer Theatre Youth Camps this July
at Playhouse in the Park. The first
camp, for children ages 8 to 12, is
slated from 9 a.m. to noon July 1324. The second camp, for youth
ages 11 to 17, is set for 1 to 4 p.m.
July 13-24.
Playhouse Artistic Director Michael Dunnagan will conduct both
sessions of the Summer Theatre
Youth Camps. Young performers

MANY

.10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands
'Brake Service
'Transmission Service
'Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned
& Operated

PARTS & SERVICE DEPARTMENTS

BILLS?

(sec r tag Cann mstacrare

Friday, June 26th at Noon
Parts & Service Department will re-open
Monday, June 29 at 7:00 a.m.

$50,000 - $550/mo

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Toyota of Murray

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

Five Points

759-2265 759-1529
We Honor
Competitors Coupons
Professional Lubrication for
your car, truck, motor home.

Annual Inventory

$10,000- $110/mo
to

Homeowners

507 S. 12th

will be closed for

CONSOLIDATE
•

are introduced to theatre games, the
stage environment, listening and
reacting exercises, reinforced selfperception, and theatre literacy.
Because of the success of this
program, early registration is encouraged. Camp enrollment is limited: Registration will close at class
capacity. Registration forms can be
picked up at Playhouse in the Park
or Vintage Rose Emporium on the
Town Square.
For further information, call
759-1752.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Toyota of Murray

TOO

Hwy. 641 South • Murray • 753-2617
NATION11IDE

1-800-819-7010

TOBACCO
INSURANCE

Or Visit Our Websitel
www.nationwidelending.wr4

DESIGNER HOME ON TREE-SHADED LOT

CRP deadline at FSA
office set for July 15
The deadline for reporting CRP
(10-year land) at the local FSA
Office will be July 15.
It is necessary that this annual
certification be made in order that
the annual rental payment will not
be delayed in the fall. All participants currently enrolled in the program must make this report.

•

Call For A Quote!
Tony Boyd

Also, CRP participants need to
fill out a Direct Deposit Form with
the local FSA Office and include a
deposit slip on the account where
the payment will be deposited.

This newly built four bedroom,21/2 bath home with study and sunroom
for your living enjoyment. House also features 9 ft. ceilings downstairs,
two story atrium, large deck, professionally landscaped yard and much
more. Listed now at S169,500.

KOPPERUD REALTY

These two things need to be
completed as soon as possible to
avoid delays in the payment.

Western Kentucky
Insurance Agency _AMA

753-1222

711 Main

302 N 12th • 753-5842

FINAL DAYS
ENDS MONDAY

0'

In
Reduction
Hurry For
Greatest
Selection!
•

SALLE
It'. A Total Sellout Of
Warehouse Inventory
Regardless Of Cost Or Loss,
A Slow Spring Season Has
Left Us Overstocked As
Never Before, Plus, Factory
Orders, Cannot Be
Cancelled, PiSore New
Furniture Is Arriving Daily At
All 3 Fleming Furniture
Locations!

a4

SAVE 24•34•54%

NOTHING
WILL BE
HELD
BACK!

As Much As
Us& Orsois Oa Wise'
Prim so los at wietiliMiee
teeir to we air! inta

74% OFF*
Paducah
Supercenter
Open
Sunday 1 to 5

HURRY FOR
GREATEST SELECTION!
If You Can
Buy Now...

OUR EMPLOYEES
CANNOT EVEN BUY
AT THESE PRICES!
BUT YOU CAN!!!
Major Price
Reductions On
Some Of
America's Most
Wanted Home
Furnishings! First
Come, First
Served!

So hurry in nob!
Bring Your Truck

Bargains are going fast
But selection is
trounonises1
Soy at costoisat cod. and
beim cost!
int hurry It's a mai shocker!

\

Or Trailer And
Save Hundreds Of
Dollars Now As
No Item Will Be
Spared Until The
Warehouse Is
Empty!

You'll Save!

A Sell Out
To The Bare
Walls!
s.

Special Credit Terms For This Sale!
• So Po ment Lntil Fall
‘oisa Mastercard Discover 34mencao Expres,
nerrIrg Gold Card
• SO triOrley Gooin • Sot One Penny
• so interest Pay rments or%tont,. Pal. m.ents L

• Lse

— Final Days- Buy

Harlow &(MC ••F,aelude. %awe Priced her, Closeout% Specul Sale hems & Room Solu(oon• Does Sol 4p5'l) To Prerprarc hirrhace.

N 0IrS

And Save

62111:111111311121V

Division of KellerVVIggins Furniture, Inc
Visit us at www.fieminotutrilture.com

• Living Rooms
• Sofas
• Sleep Sofas
• Loveseats
• Motion Sofas
• Sectionals
• Family Rooms
• Dining Rooms
• Home Office
• Youth Group
• Loft Beds
• Mattresses
• Day Beds
• Gun Cabinets
• Mirrors

oewell 110-wipes rn Cknem. lien, 5,4 all hero, at all soon% hen,

AIM
Design
Assistance
Available

Regardless Of
Cost Or Loss,
Everything Is
Reduced!

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 4424455 • 1-800-788-6224
Open Daily 10-7 • Sunday 1 $ • Friday 10-8

305 North Main Street Benton, KY
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224
451 South 16th Street Paducah, KY
442-4465 • 1-800-450-6224

• Recliners
• Chairs
• Rockers
• Tables
• Lamps
• Dinettes
• Chests
• Curios
• Pictures
• Bedrooms
• Wall Units
• Desks
• Plus Much.
Much More

wag
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Ad Deadlines

Debbie Howard
Tonya Williams
753-1916
OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

$225 per cellurrin inch extra fur Tuesday (Shopping Guide).
Reader Ads

•on•ay
TUOINC141 y
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

50a pa word, $6 1%) minimum I st day 66 pa word pa day for caili additional conaiscuurc clay
$100 extra for Shoppa Clues , Clasadieds go into Shopping Guide )$2 00extra for bid bca ads

Just Say "Charge It"

Li

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160

call

CS

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings

v

in

165
180
190
195
200
210
220
240
260
270
280
285

290 Heating And Cooling

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger A. Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immedi
ately so corrections can be made

Yard Sale Prices
1x2 ad
25 wd. max.
$7.50
1 Insertion
2x2 ad
$14.00

300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

320
330
340
360
365

Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
For Sale Or Lease

370
380
390
400
420

Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sale
Home Loans

430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property

70 wd. max
1 insertion

440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

National Rates
CALL FOR INFORMATION

010
UPI
Notice

060
Legal
Notice

Notice is hereby given that John Goodell,
1200 Crestwood Place, Murray has filed an
application with the Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet to restore the stream behind my house to its preeroded condition of9 years ago by adding fill
dirt and rip-rap. The property is located at
the above address in the City of Murray.Any
comments or objections concerning this application should be directed to: Kentucky
Department of Water, Water Resources
Branch, 14 Reilly Road, Frankfort Office
Park, Frankfort, KY 40601. Phone: (502)
564-3410.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate
or Custodial Care
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever

For free
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7534199

ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center
502-753-5323

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew 7536981
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700
FRESH Catfish, live or
dressed. 753-5693. Fred
Gardner.
MACHINE Quilting Regular size, $31.50.Murray
Sewing Center 753-5323
HOUSE of Clothes, $1 00
per item Mon-Sun. Off
Kirksey Hwy left on 464. 5
miles. 489-2243

Parma%

-tree local claim service"

NOTICE TO PUBLIC OF A FINDING OF NO
SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT
Kentucky Housing Corporation
1231 Louisville Rd.
Frankfort, KY 40601
F. Lynn Luellen, Chief Executive Officer
TO ALL INTERESTED AGENCIES, GROUPS AND PERSONS:
The above-named agency proposes to request the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development(HUD)to release Federal funds
under Title II ofthe National Affordable Housing Act of 1990(NAHA)
for the following project:
Project: Duiguid Plaza - Rental New Construction Project.
Purpose: New construction of approximately seven (7) units for
rent to low- and moderate-income persons with special needs to
provide safe, decent and sanitary housing.
Location: 1408 Duiguid Drive, Murray Calloway County, Kentucky 42071.
Estimated Cost of Project: $622,976.
It has been determined that such request for release of funds will
not constitute an action significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment and, accordingly, KHC has decided not to
prepare an Environmental Impact Statement under the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (PL 91-190).
An Environmental Review Record respecting the within project
has been made by KHC which documents the environmental review
of the project and more fully sets forth the reasons why such
statement is not required. The Environmental Review Record is on
file at the above address and is available for public examination and
copying upon request during normal business hours. No further
environmental review of such project is proposed to be conducted
prior to the request for release of Federal funds.
All interested agencies, groups and persons disagreeing with this
Finding of No Significant Impact decision are invited to submit
written comments for consideration by KHC to the Chief Executive
Officer. Such written comments should be received at the above
address on or before July 10, 1998. All such comment so received will
be considered and KHC will not request the release of Federal funds
or take any administrative action on the within project prior to the
date specified in the preceding sentence.
NOTICE OF INTENT TO REQUEST RELEASE OF
FUNDS
On or about July 12, 1998, KHC will requnst HUD to release
Federal funds for the project described above. KHC will undertake
the project described above with HOME funds from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development(HUD)under Title
II ofthe National Affordable Housing Act of 1990.KCH is certifying to
HUD that KHC as State Participating Jurisdiction and the chief
executive officer in his official capacity consent to accept the
junsdiction of the Federal courts if an action is brought to enforce
responsibilities in relation to environmental reviews, decision
making, and action; and that these resporsibilities have been
satisfied. The legal effect ofthe certification is that upon its approval,
KIIC may use the HOME funds and HUD will have satisfied its
responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
and other related laws and authorities. HUD will accept an objection
to its approval of the release of funds and acceptance of the
certification only if it is on one of the following bases:(a) That the
certification was not in fact executed by KHC's chief executive officer
or other officer of KHC approved by HUD;or(b)that KHC has failed
to make one of the two findings pursuant to §58.41 or to make the
written determination decision required by §058.47, 58.53 or 58.64
for the project, as applicable; or (c) KHC has omitted one or more of
the steps set forth as Subparts F and G far the preparation and
completion of an Environmental Assessment; or (d) No opportunity
was given to the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation or its
Executive Director to review the effect of the project on a property
listed on the National Register of Historic Places, or found to be
eligible for such listing by the Secretary of Interior, in accordance
with 36 CFR Part 800; or(e)Objections have been made by a Federal
Agency.
Objections must be prepared and submitted in accordance with the
required procedure(24 CFR Part 58)and may be addressed to: HUD
CPD Program Support Division, U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development, Richard B. Russell Federal Bldg., 75 Spring St.
SW,Suite 270, Atlanta, GA 30303-3388. Objections to the release of
funds on bases other than those stated above will not be considered by
HUD. No objection received after July 26, 1998 will be received by
HUD.

SWF- tall, auburn hair, late
40's, professional southern
iady seeking professional
gentleman to share the
good times Send response to: PO Box 1040C, Murray, KY 42071.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

COMMUNITY Alternatives,
Kentucky, a progressive
company that provides services to people with mental
retardation/ developmental
disabilities, has the following positions available
Staffed Residence Providers, Leisure Trainers, Community Habilitation Instructors Applicant must have
a high school diploma/
GED, valid driver's license,
reliable transportation, and
must be willing to work
flexible hours
Call
(502)527-2255 or send resumes to Ms Peeler, Community Alternatives. Kentucky, PO Box 39. Symso-

Now Hiring!
SALARIED &
HOURLY
MANAGERS
Murray Restaurant
We offer lexibie hours,
paid vacation, health insurance, stock purchase
plan, tuition aid program
and many opportunities
for advancement. Send

resumes to

nia, Kentucky 42082,
E0E/M/FON

P.O. Box 7809
Paducah, KY 42002

DOLLIES
World Class Men's Club
now hiring entertainers
Earn $1.000 plus per
week
Managers, waitresses & door persons
also needed Work for the
best
Call
around
(901)247-3965

EXPERIENCED grill cook.
servers, kitchen help
Weekends & holidays a
must Apply in person at
Murray
Country Club,
College-Farm Rd

030

Financial
HAVING trouble getting a
loan/
bank
Call
1-800-289-0521

Lost end Found

The Murray Middle School Kids
Company & The Murray Elementary Kids Company will be
closed on Friday, July 3rd, 1998
for the 4th of July holiday.

LOST Car keys with push
button entry system Near
18th St Call 753-5181

Thanks,
Kids Company Directors

060
lie0 Wanted
$1,000 WEEKLY
Stuffing envelopes at
home. Free details. Rush
(long
self
addressed
stamped envelope) to
ACE Dept 1209, PO Box
5769, Diamond Bar, CA
91765
02500125C0A or COT
needed for busy physicians office Training provided for motivated individual. Excellent benefits
Mon-Fri. Send resume &
references to . PO Box
1040-K,
KY
Murray
42071
A church of 1300 members in a growing university community seeks a fulltime director of junior & senior high youth. with additional responsibilities in direc-ing a new Christian
Life Center. Prefer baccalaureate degree & experience in youth related activities. Salary commensurate with experience &
qualifications. Send resume to: Church Secretary, First United Methodist
Church, 503 Maple St,
Murray, KY 42071
ATTENDANTS Needed
& part-time. Earn
5500+ per week. No experience necessary_ Will
train. Looking for certified
nail technician & stylist.
Apply at: Murray Men's
Club Salon & Spa, 304
Maple St, Murray.
759-9555.

AVON
$Money Money+ Moneyi
Build a thriving business
through Avon leadership
Management. 1-888-6696820. Ind/sIs/rep.

COLDWELL Banker
Woods and Associates ts
expanding
Agents
needed training available
753-1651
DENTAL Assistant needed Send resume to William Pasco, 1653 Calloway Ave, Murray, KY
42071.

SALES F YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE

UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUR OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"

Cad Mr. Shepherd
114 Mon.-Sat. • (502) 753-2971
Cal hr directions N moist lia resumes phase.
I hire peep* rot paw

•

•-• likalOrt
ik*k
aI••

HELP wanted for part time
position at Breaktime Billiards, Hwy 94 E. Apply in
person. 753-9303.
LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSES:
7-3 and 3-11 shift. Apply
at
West View
Nursing
Home, 1401 S. 16th St.
767-3660 Ask for Khsti.
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Lawn & Garden Division
Chestnut St
2 Full time positions open
in sales and parts Apply in
person
NEEDED
experienced
hairdresser full or part time
for booth rent 753-0882
PROGRAMMER for Visual
Basic 5.0 using ODBC 32
understanding Windows
NT, Flash 95. Send resume to: PO Box 2138,
Paris, TN 38242.
SECURITY OFFICERS

SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-2971

E0.E

THE Kentucky Tech Murray/ Calloway County Area
Center is
Technology
seeking qualified applicants to serve as a Health
Sciences Instructor. The
position is a full-time. 10
1/2 month position teaching primarily secondary
students. Qualified applicants must possess four
years minimum applicable
work experience in an allied health field, two of
which are within the past
five years. Applicants must
commit to completing 18
semester hours in professional education. Benefits
include health and life insurance, paid state holidays and an excellent retirement system Salary
will be based on education
and experience. Appointment to the position will be
contingent upon obtaining
a KY teaching certificate
For a challenging career in
technical education, send
your resume to Dr. Sandra Parks, School Administrator, KY Tech Murray!
Calloway County Area
Technology Center. 1800
Sycamore, Murray, KY
42071. Completed applications must be submitted by
the close of business on
July 1, 1998 An Equal
Employer
Opportunity
M/F/D."

NOTICE!
NOTICE!
We are In the process of
updating our Classified
system. Please excuse any
differences in your ads.
•

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may quality for pre
terred rates Below we a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 PoilcY

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
MALE
FEMALE
age 50
$984
$840
age 55
$1004
$1224
age 60
$14 12
$1248
age 65
$14 76
$20 64
$27 96
$37 76

FRIEDMAN'S Jewelers is
looking for cheerful people
to work in an exciting environment, Now hiring managers asst., managers &
sales associates for new
store opening in Murray
Send resume to:
Friedman's Jewelers, c/o
Paula Davies, 1116 W. 9th
St. Russellville, KY 42276.

Up to $700 a week.

Murray Memorial Gardens

age 70
age 75

DRIVERS/ OTR
Due to customer demand
Jolliff Transportation is
now hiring teams/ singles.
Plenty of miles. Earn
$2,300 bonuses 1st year.
Don't miss out on a great
opportunity. Call 800-8735653 Mon 8am- Sat Noon

Temporary duty, Evansville, IN area. Food & lodging furnished for out of
state residence hired. No
criminal record. Contact
Clark Security. 10 Chestnut. Evansville, IN, MonFri 9am-4pm. 1-800-5422448. EOE

Do rou wan a aware Do you warn r own MOS•sat yaw,Do ycsi ware a twee
wan.siosraSlo-rawr I am Fang 13 We 5Pt*Plow* a tar#00 11021#
Pa Murry/ Ind Kroxinetrg Baas Warmor,apansfamanai The patio I an
Kxaatig tor roust be rust arms ail-motratal art be Wing io tall ovary
mom Pay ilkio w aso• way ttsy raid sat a to toad I reek ancay atom
board inO I opal Po gam mat tom as maple Pal rat lor ms # you haw
tree carilkallors I raid viry raudi onioy r,g a!al ad elpiam Is boodle
CU cowry hat at

$22 00
$3064

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
- AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-$00-455-4199
•

,

Homes For Sale
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services (Meted
Utility Trailers
Free Column
Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060

060
Help Wanted

PUBLIC NOTICE

•

460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
550
560
570

.................

010

a

Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

Deadline

Day & Time

WILLOW Pond Restaurant
in Aurora. now hiring evenings & weekends Apply
in person 4-9pm

SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

POSITION AVAILABLE
The Murray Ledger & Times is accepting
applications for a reporting position. Candidates
must possess strong writing and reporting skills. A
knowledge of AP style is also a must Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance, paid
holidays, paid vacation.

Send resume, clips and letter to:
Amy Wilson
The Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071.

STOP/LOOK/LISTEN
Fortune 500 Company has 2 openings in the Maytied
Murray/Paducah area. Guaranteed income, minimum
$1600 per month to start. Must be 21 years old, goal oriented, ambitious, SPORTSMINDED,good heat, bondable, and high school graduate or better. Minimum two
weeks expense paid training and unlimited advancement
opportuntes

Call Today 9:30AM-6:00PM
502-247-3700
Ask for Deana McDaniel
E0E/M/F

COOLER RELIEF SUPERVISOR
Murray, Ky. Division of Fortune 200 Company,
has a hands on opportunity for a Cooler Relief
Supervisor with the following minimum qualifications: Leadership skills, Excellent verbal and
written communication skills, strong analytical
and problem solving skills, knowledge and experience in computer spreadsheets and word processing programs. Must be team focused with three to
five years experience in management, inventory
control or related logistics field. College degree
preferred.
MATERIAL WAREHOUSE SUPERVISOR
This person must also have leadership skills,
excellent verbal and written communication skills.
strong analytical and problem solving skills,
proficiency in mainframe systems, personal computer spreadsheets and word processing. Must
have 3 to 5 years experience in supervision,
warehousing, inventory control or distribution.
College degree preferred.

•

Resumes (including salary history) to:

Ryan Foods
P.O. Box 1175, Murray, Ky. 42071
Attn: Human Resource Manager

EOE/AAP

•

TEAM MEMBERS
Our company is a Leading manufacturer of
Architectural Metal Products for nonresidential construction industry. Due to
the expansion of our Frankfort facility we
have manufacturing positions in the following areas:
• Press/Roll Line Operations
II Material Handling
•General Labor
Previous experience is preferred, but not
required for all positions. Our compensation
package includes a good salary and the
following benefits:
IN 401K Savings Program with Company
Contribution
•HMO Health Plan with Dental and Vision
IN Bonus Pay Program
IM Profit Sharing Program
III Salary Based Pay (Minimum 40 Hours
Pay Per Week)
III One Week Paid Vacation after 6 months/
Two Weeks After One Year
Apply or Call 8-4 Monday through Friday
and leave a message or send resume in
confidence to:
Human Resources
CENTRIA
1099 US Hwy. 421 South
Frankfort, KY 40601.8821
(502) 696-9756
(800) 846-7926
FAX: (502) 696-9770
E-MAIL: Irose•oentria.00m
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYEE

•
•

•

•

•

2B

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

THE Federal Materials
Company is now taking
applications for ready Mx
operators at Our Murray 10Good benefits.
,ation
health & life insurance,
401k plan. Holidays & Vacabon pay and profit sharing. CDL preferred but not
required Applications may
De picked up at the plant
on C C Lowery Rd in Murray or at the main office
2425 Wayne Sullivan Dr in
Paducah 753-3355,
753-9311
JNIQUE opportunity for
single Christian woman as
personal aide/ Legislative
aide for disabled State
Representative Kathy Hogancamp Good driving
experience a must No
smokers References required Room & board plus
salary. Weekends off Call
Joy at 442-3981 (H) or
443-0345(W)
Responsible
WANTEDperson to work part-time.
good wages. friendly atmosphere Apply at Check
Mart. Hazel 492-6116

070

1
Callesere

Articles
For Sale

VERY loving honest &
trustworthy care giver Will
care for the elderly Expenenced well trained responsible with references
Ask for Annette or leave
message, 474-9865

2 NICE cemetery plots at
Murray Memorial Gardens
$900
436-5591
after
4pm

WILL do house
Cal 474-2131

cleaning

WILL keep children in my
home State certification
pending More info call
489-2056

DO you have a loved one
who needs care? I have
over 10 years experience
(and excellent references)
taking care of the sick &
elderly Please call me if
you need help ask for
Brenda, 753-2637
DO you have a loved one
who needs a canng sifter?
15yrs experience as a
caregiver. Medical trained
References available Will
sit in home or nursing
home. 435-4047.

COMPUTER Repair, Installation, Back-up Call
Justin Crosser, 759-8662
140

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call
753-9433

FOR sale Kodiak wood
stove, 25" console tv. 7539613
Sale
FOR
Video's.
shelves, etc All you need
is the store or room
436-2714 days
FORMAL wedding gown &
veil, worn one time 6400
for both pieces 753-9544
please leave message

CASH for G.I. Joe toys old
or new 753-7185

HIDE-A-BED ,brown barcalounger, like new
753-7939

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

KINGSIZE
waterbed,
bookcase
headboard,
Raleigh
drawers, $50
bike, $45 call 753-7656

COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753-3633

LARGE bass amplifier,
Peavey, $250 Peach love
seat, good condition $75
753-2084

WANTED Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867

LH:Susie's house cleaning
- windows Exp ref
or
34 5 - 2 3 2 5
1-800-456-7237.

WAN. ED Used sliding
glass doors. Please call
436-5839

WILL clean houses &
apartments Experienced
References available
492-8596

WOULD like to buy a
Cocker Spaniel female,
about 1yr old Call 7538694

di

BEANIE Baby collection
for sale
Some
rare
759-3347

BROTHER Ink Jet Word
Processor WP7550J $150
Firm Health Walker with
XS- 2000 Logic System,
Sale less than 1 yr old. $100
For
BUSINESS
Owner wants to retire obo 2 farrowing crates,
Good part time cash busi- $75 obo Call 759-9060
ness No sales or collec- between noon & 8pm
tions Will train, work 3 BURIAL plot Need to sell
days Must have good Cheap 492-8723
transportation Call
COMBINATION
wind
435-4137 after 5pm
stainless steel. Several
FOR Rent Approx sizes, 3 track 759-4521
1700sq ft warehouse after 5pm.
space or convert to office
space 12th & Story street CRAFTSMAN 6" Joiner
Murray. 12ft overhead planer, $200. Craftsman
door Contact Nathan at 6"X48" floor model belt
sander, $100. 12" table502-575-6200
saw (no motor). $75.
120
753-0814.
Computers

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553

BEANIE Babies, wid, a/c.
end tables, dresser, 1"
mike 2"-3" mike, 3"-4
mike, 6" callaper
436-2426

100

Domestic &
Childcare
CHILDCARE available
Almo area 3yrs & up
weekdays Meals & activities included 753-9077

THURSDAY, JUNE 25, 1998

2 MATCHING mountain
bikes & brand new Panasonic camcorder
753-6348. after 3pm
MOWERS money back
guarantee 753-8292
PROM DRESSES. Black
w/sequins, size 9/10 Teal
green w/sequins & beads,
size 11/12. Both worn one
time only Call 753-0943
after 4 30pm.

"STOP"

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Covers 36 inches, many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489-2722

HALEY'S

TV Beanie Babies for sale
Ears Ouackers, Gracey &
more Call 492-8566 after
5pm

Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

Rental and Sales

SLIDING glass door cooler
from grocery store, asking
$500. Also, electric cash
register with tapes, asking
S100 or consider some
trade. 436-6081.

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low. low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.

TEN foot satellite dish with
receiver, rotary and desrambler for sale. 7539610.
WATER skis. $100 Ob°ens water tube, $65.
Rabbit cage with feeders &
waterers. $45. Twin comforter set with matching
drapes 753-032 1

('Itarbroiled

LIkkur CIlloked
sadly
Ribs
&inlet-loin

Burgers

I lb BBQ
Pkg. Buns
Psi. Cale Rai
Pag. Pet. Slag

Pend ILtiNerl
('aft isli

$10.99

Lunch Specials

[
Ili Appliances
20 6 CU ft Fngidaire ref /
reezer, avocado
Call
759-1537 before 8 30am
or after 7pm weekdays.
anytime weekends Asking
$140

11 a.m.-2 p.m.

ALPINE

clarion'
FP eft ins A CA Clio •CP

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113
•

El A Good Thing El
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Come & Discover!
1000 Blooming Varieties
Hardy Daylilies & Hosta.

OPEN GARDENS
Shade Seating • Refreshments
Photographers Welcome! Cr Tours Available
Gift Plant with purchase

Tues.-Sat. 9-5

Bethel Gardens
94 East 2 smiles follow signs • 753-2993

ALMO COUNTRY STORE
Concrete lawn ornaments
water garden plants and
accessories
Perinnials,
shrubs trees Angels &
cherubs in our gift shop
753-1934

HOFFMAN'S NURSERY
WEEKLY BARGAINS
Greenhouse
Select hanging baskets,
$5 99 Potted Roses 5000
off Mini Roses 50°. off
Perennials
Whirling Butterflies. 3gal
5000 off Blue Fescue,lgal
50% off Canna 3gal, 50°.
off
Nursery Stock
Crepe Myrtle 1gal. $3 99
"Little Princess" Spirea
3gal, $10 00 Bradford
Pears, $29 00 -All" Yews
25% off. -All' Junipers
25% off.
Garden Center
Patio Shoppe
Garden tools 25°. off. Table top fountains 25% off.
Select patio candles 50%
off. Patio furniture 30% off.
Hwy 94 East
Mon-Sat 8am-5pm
Sunday 12pm-4pm
759-4512

NEW Fedders a/c 17,500,
used 30 days. 4yr warranty GE refrigerator 17.6, &
matching 30" stove in light
gold, $350/ pair. 753-7400
VERY nice frost free almond Frigidaire refrigerator, $250 °Lao. Boys 18sp,
mountain bike, $40 7539523

Mobile Homes For Rent I

38R 2 bath in Kirksey
$425,rno, water paid
898-4052 or 898-4646
LIVE with your horse
many
2BR,
extras.
$285/mo, $50 per horse
435-4644 or 435-4319
2BR 753-6012
2BR trailer No pets Refer
Call
ences needed
753-9866

'4

ACRE

$100/mo

753 6012

Business Rentals

Office Space
Various size suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

LAZYBOY couch & chair
Must sell 753-0235, after
6pm
workout
SOLOFLEX
bench, $180 Brand new
Franklin recliner, $150
Hunter green kitchen table
& chairs, $100 4PC bedroom suite. $200 25" GE
tv. .2 years old. $150
Brass halogen floor lamp,
$25. Western play lamp,
$15. 7FT cream, blue &
tan couch, $150 4892550

2BR, central gas hitt appliances furnished
$300/mo Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, duplex, central h/a
stove, refrigerator dis
hwasher, w/d hook-up Colamen RE 753 9898

2BR near campus No pets
Call 753-1203
2BR upstairs apt 4 miles
on 121S No pets $285/mo
+ deposit, 489-2296
3BR, stove/ refrigerator
furnished Central h/a Deposit & leave required
1303 Chestnut St
759-4696

753-8302 or
753-9621

We do any & all types of roofing.
Family Owned & Operated
Paul Lamb
759-6081 • 436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimates • 24 hour Emergency ServIc.e

3BR, 2 bath 9 miles on
121 north $500/mo plus
deposit 489-2296
FOR rent 3 or 4 bedroom
house, 905 N.16th. Call
492-8225
3BR house for rent, carport, appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898.

FOR RENT
"N.

DINING table, $50 obo
Full futon frame. $50
759-4991

2BR, 2 bath with garage,
central tea appliances
furnished, $525imo, 1yr
lease. 1 month deposit No
pets, 753-2905 or
753-7536

2BR duplex, central h/a,
dishwasher, microwave
1/2 ACRE lot for mobile w/d hook-up No pets
home, north of Murray. $420/mo Security deposit
492-8393
492-6159

Lamb Brothers
Roofing Company

160
Nome Furnishings
42" HATACHI big screen
tv Excellent condition. Entertainment center with
glass doors Both are light
oak 753-2753 or 1-800455-3001 ask for Glen or
Marilyn.

Foram

CURRENTLY taking applications for rental assistance 00-1,2 & 3br units for
2 BAY shop w/office & qualified applicants Apply
compressor, $320 753- at Mur Cal Apartments,
902 Northwood Dr Equal
3404
Housing Opportunity
SABRE lawn mower by 4 CAR shop for rent
TOD* 1-800-247-2510
John Deere 15hp 46" cut, 753-4509
only used 3 times 51.600
KENTUCKY Lake, LakeOFFICE or store space in
obo
land Wesley Village, lbr
759-5341 or
Southside Shopping Conapartment, utilities in759-0225
rer 753-4509, 753-6612
cluded, rent based on inSMALL engine repair Call
come 62 & older, or handi753-0260
cap & disabled Equal
Apartments For Rent
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888.
Farm Equipment
1BR available now, nea
MURRAY
MANOR
MSU. Stove, refrigerator, APARTMENTS Make
it
801 TRACTOR for sale
all utilities furnished, $325
your home' Great 1 or 2br
492-8723
Coleman RE. 753-9898
apartments with great
1BR partially furnished. price, central h/a, laundry
Equipment
Some utilities paid. W/D facilities Office hours
8am-5pm, Mon -Fri.
available. No pets.
(502)753-8668, Equal
LOCAL hunting club needs
767-9037.
Housing Opportunity
2 or 3 members We have
1400 acres leased from 2BR
apt., eat-in kitchen, NEW lbr apt, all appliances
Westvaco in Southeastern large living
room, hard- including w/d, $325/mo.
Calloway Co We have ex- wood floors
throughout, re- Deposit required.
cellent deer. turkey & frigerator &
stove, central 436-5725.
small game hunting for the h/a, $350/mo
plus $350 NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
entire family for $325/yr. deposit.
Must sign lease. 3-4br house weeasher &
Call Todd at 759-1880 or 753-5592
dryer, furnished, near
753-2315 after 5pm if
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
3BR. 2 bath, 4 miles 121
you're interested.
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
South. $400 month rent/
753-0606 after 5pm
deposit. 489-2296
2BR duplex, 1409 Hill- NICE 2br, 1 bath apartMobile Homes For Sale
ment, all appliances Great
wood $375/mo. 759-4406.
location Call Mur-Cal Re1992 BELMONT Premier EMBASSY apts now leas- alty 753-4444
16X80, 3 bedroom. 2 bath, ing. Nice 2br.$300, central
VERY nice 2br, 17, baths
electric, Ig kitchen, utility. gas heat, c/a, close to
Townhouse. Appliances
8X8 front & 12X12 back campus. No pets. Cole- furnished w/washer
&
deck & underpinning. Spe- man RE. 753-9898_
dryer, $500/mo, lyr lease,
cial
ordered
home. NICE 2br duplex 6450, 1 mo deposit. No pets.
$26,500. 527-1372.
1819 Ridgewood. 2BR ga- 753-2905, 753-7536.
rage apt, $300, 530 Broad
1993 FRANKLIN mobile
753-7457.
home 16X80 3 bedroom. 2
full bath, extra nice. 50gal 1,2 & 3BR units available
hot water tank, hardwood immediately Apply at Murroom
floor dining room. Located Cal Apartments,902 North- SLEEPING
wood Dr Equal Housing $150/mo Coleman RE,
in Fox Meadows.
753-9898
Opportunity. 759-4984
753-7731.
TDDe 1-800-247-2510
1996 16X60 PRINCETON.
Appliances included. Must 1BR apt available all appliances, larger than most
be moved. Pnced to sell_
Call Mur-Cal Realty
767-9046, please leave a
753 4444
2BR, stove/ refrigerato
message
furnished $375/mo + de
1BR
Diuguid
Dr
Call
Cole1997 DUTCHESS 14X72
posit. Lease required 711
man Realty 753-9898
2br, 2 bath, vinyl siding &
Payne St 759-4696
shingled roof, gas heat &
1 OR 2br apts near down- 2BR, stove and refrigerastove, central air $20,000
town Murray starting at tor, w/d hookup, central h/a.
753-3716, 251-0031
$475/mo, 12 month lease,
$200/mo 753-4109
1 month deposit 4 miles N
1984 BUCCANEER 14x80
2BR, 1.5 bath in CamNo pets 753-2259 or
3br, 2 baths, appliances,
bridge. $500/mo, lease, no 527-8174
central h/a 753-9866
pets. Has all appliances
3BR, 2 bath 753-4444
1985 FLEETWOOD 1470
plus full size washer/ dryer
2br, dishwasher, micro- Brand new unit on two 2BR, c/h, stove, refrigerawave, central hie
levels Call Grey's Proper- tor,
washer & dryer.
753-9866
ties, 759-2001
$425/mo. Deposit required. 1yr lease. No pets.
Across street from MSU.
For appointment call Rogers Enterprises, 753-5140,
nights 767-9230.

KITCHENAIDE washer, 56wks old. $450 new. asking $350 firm. 759-2418.

•)ockrord

100
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roareAdala
Lots For Sale

A tremendous range of choices in city limits
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
wyeeekentucky.homes.com
E-mail: carolwood@msn.com

Jung Special!
Wiggins Will pay all sales tax
through the month of June.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins
Furniture
N. of
on 641 - 4
2 miles
Murray
lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Deliver • 753-4566

Little white house
in country l'h
miles north of Murray city limits. 3
small bedrooms sunroom - living
room - eat in
kitchen with range
& ref. - 1 bath - ele.
heat (no more than
4 in family) - $350
per month plus deposit. Call 7534566 (for rental
application)

Call 753-4566
9:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m.
Ask for Nell

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All

Size Units
Available

753-3853
CREEKVIEW
Self storage warehouses
on Censer Drive behind
Shoney's $20 $40/mo
759-4081

EASTSIDE

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
C STORAGE
10x15 storage units 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

Hwy 299
Mini Storage

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Big Yard
Sale

Yard Sale

1608 N. 16th
St. Northwinds
Mobile Home
Park
Thrs. - Fri.
Beetle babies, clothes
(ail sizes), toys, books,
furniture, lots of other
dials

Yard Sale
1609 Ryan
Thurs.-Sun.
7 a.m.-???
3.5 Cu. ft dorm refrigerator, solid cherry
twin canopy bed,
clothes: youth thru
plus, other items

•;. 7

6C6 Lawrence Rd.
94W. before ruching Lynn Grove

Friday • 8 am-?
Clothes - all sizes,
children's battery operated car & 4
wheeler, video game
players with games,
lots of odds & ends

Yard Sale
2240 Brandon Rd.
1 mi. N. of Hazel;
turn w. at bridge;
1st house on R.

Fri. & Sat
Waterbed, springs

&

mattress, desk, mason
}ars,
7C7s AVON
collection, brass items,
much more

489-6166
489-2796 s
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail753-2905 or
able
753-7536

641 Storage
All Sizes
Available
753-5585

2 Party
Yard Sale
Take 641 S.
to Tom
Taylor Trail
#280
Fri & Sat

3 Party
Garage Sale
Hwy. 94 East
12 miles east
of Murray
Fri - Sat
p.m.
a.m.-4
9
Microwave, whirlpod,
crafts, craft supplies,
clothes, dishes, pots &
pans, lots of good items.

Pets & Supplies
AKC Lab pups. Yellow &
chocolate. Available now.
Both parents on premises.
Call (502)924-9526.
AKC Pekingese puppies
Shots & wormed
492-6197

Classifieds
Office Open
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

AKC puppies ready now.
St. Bernard, Samoyed,
Shih- Tzu, Peek- A- Poo.
Shots & wormed.
382-2331.

Yard Sale
15 Families

BEAGLE/ Rest puppies
Call 436-2501

Hwy 68 East in Aurora next
to Wishing Well.

BEAGLES. Puppies &
adults. Tri-color and some
bluetick.
Reasonably
priced. Also female puppy
to give away, 3/4 Yellow
lab. 492-8861.
DOG obedience classes or
prrvate Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
DOG Service: Feed or
bath. Walk your dog. Call
492-8723, ask for Janice.
FOR sale: 2 Registered female Border Collie pups,
10 weeks old. Parents on
premises. 492-6144 days,
492-8580 nights.
WOULD like to buy a
Cocker Spaniel female,
about 1yr old. Call 7538694.

IIMM1

Friday & Saturday
Clothing all sizes men, women children (including

plus),
antiques,shoes, Elvis collectibles, Beanie Baboes,tools,
motorcycle, fishing supplies, Avon plates, baseball
items, old jars and bottles, lamps, lots of misc.

Group Yard Sale
Stop by Martial Arts America located at 1413 Olive Boulevard.
Friday • Saturday
9:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
All types of items from clothes, furniture & new
bicycle. If you are not interested in purchasing a
yard sale item, donations will be greatly appreciated. All money raised will go to 'Kick Drugs Out
of America founded by Chuck Norris,

Livestock &Supplies
BELGUIMS, 2 mares in
excellent shape. Call after
dark (502)354-6705.
HAY for sale 489-2989

Alfalfa hay $2
per bale in
field. Baled on
6/24/98.
Call 492-8575.
dnn

Yard Sale
904 Hillwood
(behind Cain's Jeep)

Saturday • 7 a.m.
Baby clothes (infant-2T), baby monitor (like new),
toys, lots of baby items, men's clothing and lots of
plus size women's clothing, lamps, lots of odds
and ends.

Yard
Sale
ATTENTION
TEACHERS!
Going Out of
Business Sale
Preschool - Kindergarten Age Quality
Teaching Materials
Some New,
Some Used
Fri., June 25
7 a.m.-Noon

Unbelievable Yard Sale
2365 Wiswell Road
7:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
Friday and Saturday
_wow9 ovelything....including the kitchen sink!

Check out the trash and treasures from our moving, remodeling and massive Spring cleaning!
Collectibles, toys, stuffed animals, lots of good quality
set - arounds, furniture, microwave, lamps, baskets.
purses, tapes, books, sinks, toilet, and more!

All Priced To Sell!

First Assembly
of God
3 miles On East al across
from
Happy
Holiday
Travels (Entrance will be at
east end only)
You dont want 1) miss
thw saeft

Two Party
Yard Sale
1405 Radio Rd.
Aim Heights,
Rt 1824

June 26 &
June 27
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Crafts, books,
clothes, tools, etc.

Miss Your Paper?

CALL 753-1916

YARD SALE
Take 94 West to Lynn Grove. Turn left, go 1/4
mi. to Y, keep right onto Raybum Rd. at the end
of Rayburn Rd. turn right onto Edgettill Trail,
9th house on the left.
Fri. & Sat., June 26 & 27
8 a.m-4 p.m.
Noce couch & chair (hardly used), recliner, t v., settee &
chair, lots of decorating items, lots of clothing, 2 old
sewing machines, old bicycle, heater, wall heater,
ieweiry lots more

4 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
94W & Robertson Rd.
Ceiling fans, train magazines, wood
lathe, like new tools, some antiques,
boy's clothes, shoes, boots, king bed,
mattress & springs, table & chairs, large
men's clothes, formals - make offer.
-Wee
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Backyard Moving •
Yard Sale
506 Lynnwood
Friday & Saturday
7 a.m.-4 pin.
Furniture, toys. games.
Clothing, shoes. many
decorative items, microwave, stereo, qua,
dais, picnic table, holiday decorations,

Yard Sale
805 Vine St.
Fri.
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat.
a.m.-Noo
7
n
Jr set of Wilson dubs &
Dag $60 firm, push
mower,FOY sliding glass
door, bargain boxes,
much, much MOM

4 Family
Yard Sale
1412 Dudley Dr.
Friday 7 a.m.
Baby swing, car seat,
girls clothes 0-16
name brands, elec.
dryer,
Macintosh
computer,
much
much more.

Yard Sale
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Rain or Shine
Take 94 E toward
LBL, 11 miles outside of Murray, turn
right on 1346.
Fri. thru Sun.
Furniture, clothing,
misc., living room set,
hunt seat outfit.

6 Family
Yard Sale
1489 Lawson Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Lots of baby items,
stove, furniture, toys,
lots of everything.

4 Family
Yard Sale
2 miles north of
Hazel on 641 on
west side of road.
Fri. & Sat.
8 s.m.-4 p.m.
Baby clothes, misc.,
100 cassette tapes,
perennials, much,
much more.

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

Miss
Your
Pape
Call
753-1916
YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!
elk

el!
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70 Knightsway Dr.
Wtswell Rd. to
Gibbs Store Rd.
Follow the signs.

Friday & Saturday
7 aln.•?
Bikes, toys, clothes,
mud, miscellaneous

MOVING
SALE
607 Meadow
Lane
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.

Yard Sale
806 N. 20th St.
4th house on right
off College Farm Rd.
June 26
7 a.m.-?
Furniture, bed clothes,
pictures, knack knacks &
clothes.

Real Estate

8.26 acres north
of Murray. Frontage on 2 roads.
well
Has
on
property.

753-4811
after 5 p.m.
ACREAGE
4+ Acres, off of Highland
Rd Mature trees, private
road, good building site,
9/10 mile from Ky Lake,
$10,000. Call 474-8704 after 5pm.
10 ACRES in Kirksey
area. $20,000. Call 4892056 after 5pm.

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling'
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

LOTS near Irvin Cobb Resort for sale 436-5811
100X175 WOODED lot for
sale in subdivision with
many presbgeous homes
All city utilities Priced at
$18,500 Call 753-3903 for
further information

12 ACRE mini farm on
564, 11 miles from Murray
in Graves Co. 5YR old
28x60 home w/3br, 2
baths, livestock barn, tool
shed. & tobacco barn,
$85,000. 382-2921 or 3452270.
IN TENNESSEE
MLS#27370, 11 acres, tobacco ground w/tobacco
barn. Has working greenhouse. 3br. 2 bath, central
h/a, beautiful landscape.
Marty, Moody Realty Co
1-800-642-5093
460
Homes For Sale
1000/0 FINANCING availa
ble to qualified buyer 3br
new carpet, great for firs
time home buyer Call Ed
wine, Grey's Properties
759-2001 or 767-9435
MLSO3500304
2 NEW 3br brick. Both with
all appliances & double
garage. One includes hot
tub & large attic Both located on Metcalf Ln in
North Villa Subdivision.
437-4783 or 753-8237.
3BR brick, private fence.
central h/a, 703 N 18th
$63.000 753-40/4

For Sale

Public Auction

BY OWNER
RELOCATING
1197 Crossland Road im- MLS*27196 Owner anxmediate possession 3br ious to sell home in the
brick, 1 bath fireplace in country 4BR, 2 bath brick
den on 1 5 acre lot with 1825sq tt in TN Be in Murmany trees Located 4 ray or Pans in 25 minutes
miles from MSU Make an but live in the country,
$69,900 Marty. Moody
2113
BROOKHAVEN, offer Call 489-2756
Preston Heights Sub, 3br, BY Owner All brick 4br, 2 Realty Co
2 bath. 1564sq tt living bath house with screened 1-800-642-5093
area, 2 car garage, large porch carport 40X50 out- RESIDENTIAL rental propcovered deck, 8x12 stor- building with apartment on erty All located near uni1 66 acres located 1 mile versity 753-1040 after
age bldg New roof 1997
110x152 Lot $86,500, south of Murray $124,000 6pm
Shown by appointment
Please call 753-0685
2BR bnck w/d, refngerator 753-3387
& stove, garage with stor- BY Owner: Lynnville, lust
age, fenced yard. almost off 94W, immediate possession. 3br, 1 bath, new 1996 YAMAHA Virago
new roof
319 I rvan
vinyl siding, 14 acre lot. 1100 , 3400 miles, red &
$47,000 753-4074.
pearl white, saddle bags,
3BR brick home LR, K• Call 382-2745
den comb., 11/2 bath w/ex- CORNER of N 7th & Olive engine guards, new windtra shower & vanity in utili- Starter home or excellent shield, lots of chrome.
ty Central gas h/a Shady rental property Generates $6500. 502-753-0853 Murlot $80,000 804 Guthrie $465imo on two units. ray.
Call 436-2425 or 753-0248 Great commercial poten- 1997 HONDA
Four Trax
leave message
tial. Zoned B-3. $41,500. 300 EX, $3800 obo. 4893BR, 2 bath brick, new 762-4483 or 345-2748 af- 2550.
central h/a, new ext. paint. ter 5pm.
DUNE buggy, tube type
hardwood floors, extra lot MUST sell
VW engine, needs work
immaculate 1
with block shop. SW area. owner home,
perfect for 437-4545
753-8064.
first time home owner or
Sport Utility Vehicles
3BR, 1'4 bath, fenced older couple 3BR, 1 bath,
backyard, landscaped, carport, low utilities, 12yrs
old Broad St, 753-7455 1986 FORD Bronco XLT
3yrs old
Low 80's
days, after 6:30 753-1623 p/w, pu, alarm, a/c, very
753-6725
ask for Pam.
good condition, $4500
3BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
753-6709
garage, appliances Cole- NEWLY renovated, 3br, 1
bath,
brick
with
extra
lot
in 1988 BRONCO II 4X4, 1
man RE 753-9898
small quiet subdivision 2 owner $2,800. 489-6140
OPEN Daily. New 4br, 3 miles
from town. 7531992 FORD Explorer Edbath house at 2006 Rugby
2853.
Dr in Campbell Est. Also
die Bauer, 4x4, loaded.
NICE 3br, 11/2 bath brick CD, 86xxx. Excellent con100X175 wooded lot for
home, newly remodeled, dition. 753-7433.
sale. Cal 753-3903.
new roof, attached garage
1995 JEEP Wrangler, auA GREAT BUY'
on 2 subdivision lots. 5 miBy Owner: 3br, 2 bath, 5+ nutes north of Murray. to, 4cyl soft top, 25xxx
miles. 753-3236 after 5pm.
acres, 2,000 sq ft. Open $72,000. 753-1940.
House: Sat & Sun June
27th & 28th 9am-5pm. 2BR, garage, vinyl siding,
7693 St Rt 121 S Murray. triple deep lot. $29.900
436-2832.
Firm. 435-4602, 753-8767. 1966 FORD Mustang, 3sp,
5cyl, excellent condition,
red/ white top. $6,500.
474-8786.
Woc•dgate on Cul-de-sac
1981 FORD mid-size wagon, auto, air, runs good,
$750. 1983 Dodge p/u,
4cyl, 5sp, with camper
shell, $950. Must sell.
767-0508.
2 STORY brick home
v4/fireplace 3br, 2 baths,
family
neighborhood.
fenced backyard, detached
Asking
garage
$58,750 518 So 6th St,
Murray 759-2128

Opus Floor Plan Built 1994
3 or 4 Br., 21/2 bath, oversize bonus, open great w/F.P.
and formal dining. Gigantic kitchen w/huge breakfast
area. Muter suite w/ganderi tub. Abundant storage and
large patio.
610 Tangiewood Dr.
City or County Schools
(502) 753-5677 • Appt. Only

1985 DODGE 600. white
convertible, red interior,
new tires, new JVC radio,
new vinyl top. Really
sharp. $2,675 753-6917.
1985 HONDA Accord, 4dr,
5sp,
good
condition,
$1650. Days 753-4461,
nights 492-8282

GATESBOROUGH COLONIAL

1988 BERETTA, 2dr, auto,
radio, a/c, new tires, tinted
windows. 753-6224, leave
message.

10+ ACRES, Hardwood
trees, 9/10 of a mile from
KY Lake. Good homesite,
private entrance off of
main road, $28,000. Serious inquires only please.
Call 474-8704.
5 ACRES, water, septic,
electric, 2 miles KY Lake.
474-8786.
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

1989 EAGLE Summit, 5sp,
w/air. runs good, $2750
obo. 759-1663 Iv. message.
Beautifully decorated, 4,350 sq. ft. spacious, 5
BR,31/2 baths, study w/custom cherry cabinets,
large closets, play/tv room, 16x33 family room
w/FP,living room,formal dining room,front &
rear staircase, eat-in kitchen w/breakfast bar,
appliances, interior & ext. French doors, hardwood floors, 2 car garage wiworkshop &
finished loft, attic storage, large yard, brick
patio, privacy fence, quiet dead end street, new
siding & roof'96. City or county schools. Great
buy at $219,000.

Call 753-8276, 753-0998 for appt.

2204 Quail Creek Dr.

1993 MAZDA Mote convertible. red, 5sp, 1 owner,
adult
driven, 73,XXX
miles. $9,300 obo
759-4480
1997 FORD Taurus GL,
full power, V6. 4.0 engine.
$11,250. 753-4801.
EXTRA nice red, 1992 Camaro RS, 35th Anniversary Edition. 88,XXX miles,
$4,500. Also, nice white
1993 Eclipse, 112,XXX
miles,
$4,200. Ph.
376-2146.

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, June 27th, 10 a.m.
Henry County Fairgrounds - Thomas Enoch Bldg.
Paris, Tenn.
- Selling to Settle the Estate of Mrs. Raymond Radford - PARTIAL LIST:NG —
1990 Chrysler New Yorker - less than 40 K miles, 1 owner,
fully loaded. Nice clean car!
Maytag washer; Speed Queen dryer; piano; grandfather
clock; Duncan Phyfe double pedestal table w/2 leaves & 4
chairs; Duncan Phyfe china cabinet & buffet; 2 - dining
tables w/6 chairs; dining table w/4 chairs; china cabinet,
bookcase bed & dresser set; waterbed & pedestal; twin size
waterbed; bunk beds; feather bed; bedroom suite w/vanity
& chest; ladies rocker; chests of drawers; night stands;
couch & chair; recliner; love seat; straight chairs; ladies
recliner; Papasar chair & stool; coffee & 2 end tables; oval
shape parlor table; pedestal tables, 3-tier table; table lamps;
bench; large bevel edged mirror; bookshelves; magazine
rack; books; console stereo; Singer sewing machine
w/stool; good small kitchen appliances; microwave oven;
pots & pans; dishes; china; silverware; linens; lots & lots of
knick-knacks; cup & saucer collecticn; bowl & pitcher set;
cut glass; pressed glass; punch bowl set; costume jewelry:
iron kettle; sausage grinder; small crock jars; kitchen stool;
kitchen cart; 3-drawer metal cabinet; vacuum cleaner:
exercise bike; bicycle and much, much, more...
TERMS OF SALE: Cash or check w/proper identification.
AUCTIONEERS NOTE: Exceptionally clean furniture &
household items. Lots of good collectibles and glassware.
Sale held inside for your convenience!
(Announcements made sale date take precedence over printed 4
material.)

KENNON
CC.
AUCTION

3B
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TIMES

JOE E. KENNON • Auctioneer
Phone 901-642-3750
PARIG, TN 38242• FIRM L IC *1082

FOR Sale 1977 Mark V
Lincoln Call after 4pm
759-5307

480
1982 CHEVROLET conversion van, new tires,
new paint, front & rear a/c,
good condition 753-2486
1991 CHEVY van, 6cyl,
67xxx miles, very sharp,
$7,000 474-0116.
1994 PLYMOUTH Voyager. 1 owner, like new,
32,XXX miles 753-5233,
after 6pm
1989 DODGE Caravan LE,
109xxx miles, $3800
753-5703.
EXCELLENT deal on a
1994 Nissan Quest van.
GXE package includes
power seats, sunroof, etc.
Leather interior. Driver is
non-smoker & interior &
extenor in mint condition.
72,XXX
miles.
Shop
around & realize this is too
good to miss at $15,900.
901-642-4322.

1979 LANDCRUISER FJ40 soft top, wench, brush
guard. Good condition
$6,500. 492-8774.
1988 FORD box van, diesel engine, 12tt box, a/c,
new paint. Good condition.
753-2486.
1991 F-150 Ext cab, 6cyl,
5sp. good gas mileage.
489-2989

Sat., June 27 1998 • 10 a.m.
At the home of Mr. Butch Seyer. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy.94 East to
Hwy. 280. Follow 2.80 to Panorama Shores. Follow River View to 1st stop
sign turn right 3rd house on right. Watch for auction signs. Mr. Butch is
moving to Hickory Woods Retirement Center.
Nice cookie jar of Snoopy - duck & chicken kerosene lamps - small lamp
w/
stain glass - shaker sets - large lot of nice figunnes small & large - small bird
figurines - hen on nest - tea pots one England - old whiskey decanter - old wood
smoke stand brass lined - small display case - small dish cabinet, small china
cabinet - small corner cupboard - nice old dresser. glass top coffee table - small
wardrobe - drop leaf table & chairs - lighted corner curio cabinet - straight
chairs - miniature lamps - 8 pl. setting of fine china- lot of water glasses -wine
glasses - some craft items- set of musical decanters - old trunk - bookshelf
meat saw - later box - (2) small chest freezers - wood cabinet - small
ref. blanket stand - luggage - fans - cast iron items- lot of lawn items - chicken,
frogs, duck & deer- lawn chairs - microwave & stand - nice hidabed couch Hoover vacuum cleaner - small heater - (2) Fats° laundry stoves - step ladder small kitchen appliances - pots & pans - large lot of old fishing lures- like new
12 H.P. 38" cut Lawn Boy riding mower- lawn seeder - 110 air cond. - fishing
equipment- smoker- gas grill - martin houses - mini Koto trolling motor electric leaf blower - elect, line trimmer - side grinder - elect, drill motor - shop
hammer- tools & socket sets- elect. sander - lot ofc clamps -9" Craftsman table
saw -8" Craftsman bench drill press - 10" ban saw - R&D circle saw - like new
detail sander- sander gun kit. small air compressor - drill bit - shop work mate Craftsman router - hand saws - wind chimes - lawn cart - lot of lawn
& garden tools & much more.
Not responsible for arclelenia. Lomb available. 5i.ctloa betel rale or show

7

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

Estate Auction

A

Beautsfssl Home & Personal Property

1413 Dudley Drive - Murray, Kentucky
just off Glendale Road behind Charlie's Pharmacy

Friday, June 26, 1998 - 2:00 p.m.
The Ronald & Bonnie Crouch estate will offer for sale at
auction this professionally built, single story, 3 bedroom & 22/2
bath brick home. It has many convenient features smart home
buyers will appreciate - all city underground utilities, complete
computerized energy pack, central vacuum system, new carpet &
paint within the last 2 years, built on a large double lot with a
lovely private & shaded garden/patio area, detached brick garage
& workshop, large den, new appliances, built-in sewing cabinet
with machine in sewing room. MI this in a convenient, quiet &
friendly neighborhood.

1993 GMC Sierra p/u, extended cab, loaded, excellent condition, red/ white,
$9,500 474-8786
1997 F-150 Supercab
Ford Lariat, 2 wheel dnve,
fully loaded, anti theft devices, dual air bags. Asking
$20,000. Call 759-9215

1987 JAYCO Designer
Series, 35tt, 5th wheel, excellent condition. located
'at KY Lake in Missing Hills
Resort in New Concord
Includes decking, wooden
storage shed & paid lease.
Price $16,000. Phone collect (941)923-3525.

Personal Property includes: lovely dining room table w/6
chairs, buffet & china cabinet, sofa, leather top end tables, coffee
tables, upholstered occasional chairs. 4 poster bed, small slant
front desk w/bookcase, like new recliner, heat & vibrator lounge
chair, security containers, elegant glassware & china, kitchen
table w/chairs, small appliances & cookware, lots of outdoor
furniture, shop tools & lawn care items, Craftsman Eager #1
mower, pipefiuing tools, weedeater & blower, this and much
more.
Refreslowean available by the famous Loose Brace Heal Caboose
Terms on Real Estate - 15% down day of sale - balance at
closing within 30 days.
Terms on Personal Property - Complete settlement day of
sale.

15FT Phantom tri-hull,
65hp Mercury, $1,150.
Also 24ft Voyager pontoon
boat, 60hp
Evinrude,
$950. Call after 4pm, 4365494
1987 GLASTRON 16tt ski
boat, 88hp Evinrude. red &
gray. Outstanding condition, $4950. 753-4437.
1989 16FT Bomber Crappie- Mate. 1995 Johnson
70hp motor, tilt & trim,
classic trailer, Johnson
trolling motor, 2 depth finders. 8am-5pm 753-4451,
after 5pm 753-1580.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Daa Farris • CAI & Richard Farr. AuctioneersMax R. Dodd-Broker
P.O. Box 149
Hazel, KY
(502)492-8796
Na nrecesdae for scuds= AMOWICEISKIM day of seie take precedence owe al premed
mune

1992 650 YAMAHA Jet ski.
$1,950 obo. 753-9826.
1992 STRATOS Fish-NSki
17-9 length. 150
Johnson motor, 2 live
wells, 2 depth finders. 2
new batteries
Garage
kept. Excellent condition
$9,400. 436-2834.

A

1993 SEA-Doo wave runner GTX. 3 seater. $3,250
753-4445
1994 LOWE 22ft deck
boat w/trailer, 120hp Johnson motor, depth finder,
anchor, cover, radio &
tape player, cooler. Like
new,
very
low
hrs.
$12,500. Ph. 435-4525.
1994 YAMAHA 2 passenger waverunner 1978 Riviera Cruiser, 24ft pontoon
w/75hp Evinrude motor &
trailer. 489-2697
1996 VIP Vision, 171/211.
excellent condition. 4374545
22' CABIN Crusier w/trailer, (nneds work)
759-4991
1995 SUNCRUISER pontoon, teal & salmon color,
bimini top, 115hp Evinrude
Apprx 30hrs, like new
435-4602 or 559-8510
23FT Chris Craft with
cuddy and rear wing.
753-4509
26FT pontoon boat, all aluminum, no wood to replace. Heavey duty foam
filled tubes. Asking only
$3995 Don't buy a boat
until you've seen this. Call
759-1894 leave message
36FT documented Gibson
houseboat with newly rebuilt 440 Chrysler & newly
remodeled $14,500 obo
753-9823
60HP Evinrude motor.
easy load trailer. Alumna
Craft boat All fire damaged Make offer 502436-2106 leave message

C

Estate Auction
1508 Cardinal Drive - Murray, Kentucky
Just east of S. 16th St

Saturday, June 27, 1998 - 10:00 a.m.
Real Estate Offered at 12:00 Noon
Tom & Larue Wells have made the decision to sell their lovely
home in a quiet Murray neighborhood along with their antique
collection of many years. Their home features 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, living & dining rooms, a large den & eat in kitchen. It'son
a large deep lot with 2 out buildings.

Tom & Larue were very instrumental in the beginning of Hazel,
Kentucky's antique success. Their personal property includes
somethingfor everyone with literally hundreds of items still to
be unpacked.
A partial list includes their 7 passenger Plymouth van and lots of
Aladdin lamps - oil & electric, floor, table & hanging, 1826
Harpers Ferry musket, walnut break front china cabinet,
Victorian marble top tables, walnut fern stand, walnut drop leaf
table, 2 walnut blanket chests, walnut round table w/6 cane
bottom chairs, extra nice walnut jelly cupboard. Fenton glass,
pattern glass. Speas jar, several nice pieces of stoneware. Paducah
stone jug, salt glaze jug. 15 gal. crock - Russell Pottery,
Pottertown. KY,oak hall tree, Shawnee Pottery. Hull, majolica,
Tiffany style lamp, iron & brass ware, advertising pieces. butter
molds, old pewter pieces, walnut washstand, wooden trunks, set
of wooden buckets, pea scales, razors & straps. thimbles, lots of
nice old prints & frames including yard longs, treadle sewing
machine, yarn holder/winder, Goofus oil lamp, bowl & pitcher,
hundreds of old books including Gone with the Wind, nice
wooden bed & nightstand, Craftsman table saw, lathe, shaping &
cutting tools, muter w/table,orbital & belt sanders,joiner/planer,
drill press, 10" band saw, electric & hand tools, old wood planers.
C-clamps, anvil, vices, lots of old wrenches & tools, many box
lots of new & used parts & shop utensils. GE washer & dryer,
upright freezer, Allis Chalmer riding mower, lawn tools of all
kinds. Homelitc blower, garden tiller, fishing equipment this and
much more.
Refresh:mean apadakie by the famous Loose Bruce Roast Caboose
Terms on Real Estate - 15% down day of sale - balance at
closing within 30 days.
Terms on Personal Property - Complete settlement day of
sale.
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FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farrii-CAI & Richard ForritAactioiteen Max L Budd-Broker
P.O. Box 149
Hazel, KY
(502)4924796
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Offered

LOWE 24 pontoon 3yr old
with trailer, 115 horse
Johnson power anchor
wench depth gage trolling
motor, extra seats $9,000
Call 436-5099

Air
'One Call MORRIS
.
Reptacement
Does
•
lt
Winookrs

HOME IMPROVEMENT
Painting Siding Roofing - Plumbing
Water Damage Pest Damage Structural Repair
Licensed 8 Insured

3-D DOZING
Baciiihoe septic. & gravel
hauling Driveways, found
awns 502-437-4969
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying. leaf raking, hedge trimming landscaping mulch
hauling & mulch spreading,
gutter cleaning Licensed &
insured Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262.
A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, Junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs. AGC
certified 489-2214.

Septic System
Installation
Custom Backhoe
Work
Phone:

(502) 437-4545
• Driveways
• Imprinted
• Pool Decks
• Colored
• Sidewalks
• Traditional
• Patios
• Stained
Beauty Thot Lasts, A Price You Can Alford .

CREATIVE
Nick Craig
Owner

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.

7;;Al4r1;;
(28

Residential - Commercial
Painting of All Types
Pressure Washing • Sand Blasting
All Work Guaranteed

901-247-5244

A REMODELING
PROJECT represents a
considerable financial investment. Let the vantage
of a quarter century's experience help.RE-NU-IT!!!
Consultation. CAD, free
estimates. 474-8451.

mb Brothers
Tree Service

502-41,36-574.4
1.-800-548-5.26.7
meant & INStJRLD Fr,,. FaiimaSae
21 Hr. Service
Hodge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree A Stamp
Removal

Bill Travis
Phone (502) 474-2779

Kenney Travis, Owner
Phone (502) 759-1039
Cellular 559-8434

Now is a Great Time to Build
It you are looking for quality we want to be you r
building contractor. With blueprints & %peril kJ
teens we can give you a contract price before
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost phi basis.
We comply'with all the nevi city hu ildi cm it.,
We also specialize in Construction of lalo
homes., large or small.

Bruce (3
• reen
'Br,tilllug (im hurlIrr-.:; Irrc.

- c3-$343
(502) ;

BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113

OS

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

•

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom

S
vi

4.0g SuNBURY

•

MURRAY (Ben,ncl Bunny Broad)
753 5940

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
voitiplitp
credit, repo's OT bankruptcy.

(502)
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
acid etc Excellent protec- 1 U.S. Highway
tion, high quality, excellent
IS South
"
value Roy Hill 436-2113

Call Kenny at
247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.

COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20yra experience
753-5592
CONCRETE FINISHING
Sidewalks, driveways, pa
tios Free estimates
435 4619
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys
toms, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Shots,

217-9300
1-800-874-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

Smotherman's
d*" Excavating 44"
Bulldozer & Bockhoe Work
Good Top Soil, Sand & Grovel
Septic Systems - Free Estimates
Tony PcrtrIck
759-2251
(cell) 559-6561

HARDWOOD FLOOR
Installation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753-7860
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & Insured
Luke Lamb
502 436 5950

Charles Senotnormon
436-5828

Shop Phone 4t 436-5869

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
limates Day or night,
753-5484

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,June
26, 1998:
Your ability to come up with new
ideas is critical. Jump on changes,
and get past self-imposed restrictions. Others come to respect you for
your dynamic approach to life. Greet
newness with a smile. Work is demanding. Pace yourself, and take
frequent weekends away. Partners
conform much more to what you
think they should be; in fact, what
has been a difficult relationship could
become dynamic. If you are single,
you will meet someone through your
daily travels. 1999 is a banner relationship year, no matter what your
status. If attached, your efforts to
create a stronger bond are finally
rewarded. LEO makes you laugh.

1998 Cadillac DeVille
Stock #98338
-ft

_

List Price

$40,764.00

Peppers Disc.

- 5,209.00
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1998 Chevrolet Blazer
Stock #98390
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1998 Chevrolet Venture
Stock #98428
Eldencied
wheelbase
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Silcillig
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List Price

$27,515.00

Peppers Disc. & Rebate

- 3,966.00

$23,54900

Your Price

1998 Chevrolet S10
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List Price

$12,935.00

Peppers Disc. & Rebate

- 2,019.00
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YourPrice°°
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1998 Chevrolet K3500
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$26,652.28
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- 3,310.05

Your Price
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1998 Chevrolet Cavalier
Stock #98032

-- -

List Price

$15,175.00

Peppers Disc. & Rebate
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Got company coming. Pick up a
slab or two of ribs and all the fixin's.
Eat them here or take'ern to go!

Whe.
contril
new wi

Ob

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company."

Have a Slab or
2 of Ribs!
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- FRIDAY NIGHT ONLY 4-8 p.m.

Murray. Ky.
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Peppers Disc

one clearly cares a lot more than you
do. Tonight: Just ask!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
** Listen to others, get feedback
and stay centered, despite someone
whose viewpoint is stern. You need
some downtime to get yourself centered. Recent developments might
fray your nerves. A family member
helps add calm to the current upheaval. Tonight: Take a night off.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You are open to change. Aim
for what you want,with full expectation of receiving it. Someone does
care about you. But you might have
pushed an uptight partner into a
corner over money. Recognize that
these values might not be the best.
Tonight: Join friends.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** It seems you barrel into obstacle
after obstacle. Question the recent
changes at home that a partner has
implemented. You don't think you
like what is going on, and now it
becomes more obvious. Remember,
sometimes disagreements are necessary.Tonight: A force to deal with.
SAGITFARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You are changing. Others
respond to you with an awareness
that things aren't the same. Make
long-distance calls, leap into the future and take a risk. A negative coworker could cause you to feel dull.
Don't letsomeone dominate.Tonight:
Take off for the weekend ASAP.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Someone touches base with
you. He presents an entirely different point ofview. You pull the financial wild card. News could be exciting. Tune in to your intuition. Listen
carefully to your inner voice; it is
guiding you in a new direction. Tonight: Be with your best friend.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Let go of restraints. You
restrict yourself too much or cause
problems on the home front where
there needn't be any. Listen carefully to feedback from a friend and
an associate. You make another turn
on your path. Tonight: Enjoy the
people in your life.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Intuition serves you with
bosses and co-workers. You make
excellent decisions, but conversations could get volatile. Listen more
carefully, and read in between the
lines. A long lunch with a colleague
strengthens the bond ofthe relationship. Tonight: Give someone space.

ARIES(March 2I-April 19)
***** Take charge, brainstorm
and act on moneymaking ideas. You
could become immobilized by what
is happening, but you aren't. Pat
yourself on the back, rather than
criticize. Someone offers you constructive ideas.Tonight: Have a ball!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You build stronger foundations. Be positive,stay centered and
understand where you are heading.
You are harder on yourself than
necessary. Ease up, and do something good for yourself. A partner
supports you; listen to his ideas.
Tonight: A lazy night at home.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Sensitivity to change will
help you deal with an obstacle. You
don't need this to appear in your
path,so leap over it. Associates help
you. Their perspective changes because of their dealings with you.
Rely on yourself. Tonight: Roll with
the punches.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
**** Financial matters are irksome, especially those involving a
friend. You feel that you have no way
of coming out on top. Listen carefully to feedback from a co-worker.
An adjustment is needed. Do not
count on someone's help. Do it on
your own. Tonight: Reduce costs.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You want to toss your hands
up in the air. Cc nsider different ways
of handling a boss or a difficult perBORN TODAY
son. Stay in charge, and do not lose
Conductor
Claudio Abbado (1933),
othcharisma
helps
your pace. Your
cyclist
Greg
LeMond (1961), actress
ers feel at home with you, but someEleanor Parker (1922)

Che-,,tout !so
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HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HotDeals at Peppers
TillJuly 1st, 1998

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690

LAWN mowing ReasonaTUCKER'S
ble & satisfactory
Lawn Care Service
759-4659
Mowing, trimming, grass
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
catching & general lawn
Carpetsus
clean
your
Let
DAVID'S Cleaning Sercare 502-759-9609, leave
Upholstery Pet odor revices 'Cleaning vinyl sidmessage
Commercial
or
moval
ing, homes, mobile homes,
MurResidential Serving
WALTERS Contracting.
boats brick driveways,
Guaranparking lots, all exterior ray for 26 years Free esti- Free Estimates
Work.
cleaning acid cleaning mates 753-5827 Visa/MC. teed Quality
Licensed & Insured Over
available David Borders
years experience RoofInsured Completely Mo- MIKE SMALL CON- 20
ing, additions, vinyl siding,
estiSTRUCTION
Free
502-759-4734
bile Phone
mates Remodeling fenc- decks, remodeling Call
Cellular 502-853-1108
ing, decking roofing & elec- 753-2592
ELECTRICIAN
trical 489-2832
WOOD VCR
R&R ELECTRIC
Repairing VCR's, MicroMITCHELL Bros Paving
rewiring,
New construction,
mobile home hookups, Oldest paving company in waves Free estimates Auelectrical maintenance and Calloway Co For estimate thorized dealer for 18-inch
Digital Satellite & Dish Netrepair Call anytime Mur- call 753-1537, 492-6141
work. COMPLETE SYSray, 762-0001 cell/
MOODY'S
TEM $89. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
519-1592
Mower Repair
753-0530
Pick-up & delivery
FENCING
753-5668
SSO
Midway Fence Company.
UIIIy
Chain link, wood & vinyl at MULCH delivered Murray,
Trailers
reasonable pnces
436-5560
759-1519
1996 AVENGER
PAINTING
16FT ENCLOSED
GARDEN tilling, bushhog- Black's Decorating Center CARGO TRAILER. Dual
ging, small 'sobs, driveways of Murray, KY, Inc Resi- axle, electric brakes, dougraded with box blade. Ger- dential Commercial Free ble doors on back, single
Estimates Fully insured
ald Carroll 492-6159.
door on side, roof air vent,
Call (502)753-0839 bestone guard on front, white,
GUTTERS: Quality seam- tween 7 00 a m and 5:00
excellent cond, $3000 firm.
less aluminum gutters. Va- p m Call(502)759-8609 af- Call 474-8704 leave
riety of colors. Free esti- ter 5.00 pm
message_
mates. Licensed. Also proexterPAINTING
interiorviding gutter maintenance
& supplies. Vinyl shutters ior. Free estimates.
437-3879
in a variety of colors. Call
FEMALE puppy, 3/4 Yellow
PLUMBING
West KY Seamless Gutters for all your gutter Repairs, fast service Lab Friendly & healthy.
492-8861
436-5255
needs. 753-0278.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.

3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036

l3ACKHOE SERVICE
Small jobs, driveways, box
blade, rottertilling, snow removal 753-0834 or
759-9835.

CARPET cieaned by Cert
Techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
7534300 anytime

Qualm Sar,..

KT. Paving

CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water Removal Free Estimates. Satisfied
References. Call
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
CERTAINTEED vinyl replacement widows, vinyl
siding & trim. Professional
work at reasonable rates.
Call days 559-8105.

BUSHHOGGING
Gardens and lawns rototilled. Tractor with 5f1 rototiller Also. haul gravel for
driveways and spread .1,7riesy 437-4030

Tree Trimuusin
Cleaniip Service
Full Lane of
Equipasera

Driveways • Parking Lots • Subdisq‘SiOnS

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONALDEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

BOB'S PLUMBING SERV
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753 1134,
492-8584

CUSTOM BUILT
Wooden decks fencing
pole barns, sheds car
ports Also repair & rebuild
Excellent workmanship Affordable rates 753 7860

Free Estimates

APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contracting
Insulated concrete forms
(R32) StyroCrete builders
502-436-2007
or
502-436-5264

Fro*
Estimates

•I'oe's Painting Service

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

ASPHALT SEALING
Travis Asphalt Sealing.
Driveways, parking lots.
Free estimates. 753-2279.

CONCRETE

Many Styles and Colors Available!

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

A.B.C. WHOLESALE
METAL ROOFING
SUPPLIES.
STOCKWELL
METAL
ROOFING. Now stocking
all your favorites Come
see our warehouse at 5
points or call at 753-6585.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Additions,
Remodeling,
Repairs, Roofing, Decks,
etc. One Call Does It ALL
No Job Too Small
759-9906

(502) 759-4599

Free Estimates

CHAWFORDS LAWN
SERVICE &
WATER GARDEN
INSTALLATION
Mowing fertilizing, bed
mulching, lawn clean-up
Free estimates 753-1934

Services Offered

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

(0)TOYOTA

Oldsmobile
and license

All prices do not include tax, title
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

DEAR DR. GOTT I'm "WINGING allergies She was found to be sensitive
IT."
to dairy products Once she stopped
When some doctors were told to eating such food, her pain disappeared.
Out of desperation, I placed myself on
contribute to the construction of a
new wing at a hospital. the allergists a no-dairy diet. Within three weeks, I
voted to scratch it, the dermatologists had complete relief. I can now charge
preferred no rash moves; the gas, up the stairs. I'm turning my life around
troenter
.
ologists had a gut feeling and have started a new business. As
about it; the microsurgeons were long as I avoid dairy, I'm pain-free.
I hope that my experience might
thinking along the same vein; the neurologists thought the administration help some of your readers.
DEAR READER: Food allergies
"had a lot of nerve"; the obstetricians
stated they were laboring under a can be tricky and challenging. Your
misconception; the ophthalmologists story is impressive. I cannot rememconsidered the idea short-sighted; the ber ever hearing of such a compelling
orthopedists issued a joint resolution; relation between dairy products and
the parasitologists said, "Well, if you arthritis. I am glad that your diet
encyst"; the pathologists yelled,"Over worked for you and I am publishing
my dead body!", the pediatricians your letter because it could provide
said, "Grow up!"; the proctologists important information to some readsaid,"We are in arrears"; the psychia- ers with arthritis, most forms of which
trists thought it was madness; and do not appear to be related to dairy
finally, the surgeons decided to wash products. Thank you for writing.
their hands of the whole thing.
To give you more information, I am
The radiologists could see right sending you a copy of my Health Report
through it; the internists thought it "Understanding Osteoarthritis." Other
was a hard pill to swallow; the plastic readers who would like a copy should
surgeons said,"This puts a whole new send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
face on the matter"; the podiatrists stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
thought it was a big step forward; the Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
D.O.s thought they were being manip- 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
.k 1995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
ulated; the urologists felt the scheme
wouldn't hold water; the anesthesiologists thought the whole idea was a
gas; the cardiologists didn't have the
heart to say no; and the otologists
DR. GOTT
were deaf to the idea.
Needless to say, the idea of contributing to a new wing didn't fly!
PETER
DEAR READER: This is great —
one of the best I've ever seen. Thanks
GOTT, M.D.
for sending it along.
DEAR DR. GOTT: For 20 years, I've
had serious joint pain that progressively worsened until I could no
longer climb stairs. No medicine
helped, nor did knee surgery.
By chance, my daughter also has
arthritis and, after seeing many doctors, ended up being tested for food

DEAR ABBY. The results are in skills. As a childhood development
- and everyone's a winner! During educator started to gather us
the North Shore Animal League's around and sing,'You are special,"
fourth annual Pet Adoptathon, I felt tears and knew I'd found the
nearly 21,000 dogs, cats, puppies parenting help I was searching for.
I often tell my husband that I
and kittens were placed into loving,
permanent homes. That means can't imagine what our family would
thousands of once-orphaned ani- be like today if I hadn't stumbled
mals have received a new gift of life across those parenting classes. Abby,
- and thousands of caring adopters please pass the word to other parwill forever know the joy and com- ents. Families of all ages, incomes,
marital status, races and religions.
panionship that a pet can bring.
represented. I've been involved
Abby, we couldn't have done it are
with
different school
without you. The letter you printed in Minnesota, and they've districts
all been
in your column on April 28 from terrific.
league president John Stevenson
ANOTHER MOM IN THE MAKinspired thousands of animal lovers
ING, MINNEAPOLIS
to call the Pet Adoptathon hotline
for the name of their nearest shelDEAR MOM: Most communiter. Extra volunteers had to be ties offer parenting classes
called in because the phones never and/or family support prostopped ringing! It goes without grams, and they can be a lifesaying that untold numbers of those saver for new parents, parents
callers visited their nearest shelter facing difficulties with some
and found a friend for life.
aspect of child rearing, or those
On behalf of everyone - people who simply want to learn to be
you
from
and pets - I want to thank
the best parents they can. I recthe bottom of our hearts.
ommend them.
MARGE STEIN, NORTH SHORE
Classes can be found through
ANIMAL LEAGUE local school districts, colleges
and universities, churches and
DEAR MARGE: What gratify- other religious agencies, youth
ing news! You and everyone else and recreation
who participated in Pet Adop- health services organizations,
and hospitals,
tathon are the ones to be libraries,
parenting periodicals
congratulated. Of course, the big
winners are the individuals who and social service agencies.
have provided homes for home- Your community is your best
less creatures, for they will be resource.
repaid many times over with
**
unconditional love.
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LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
The Murray City Council
passed a budget of nearly $2.2
million for 1988-89 and approved
merit raising job reclassifications
and promotions for certain city
employees at its regular meeting.
Births reported include twin
boys to Sharon and John Hart,
June 20; a boy to Loraine and
Kevin Bearsby and a girl to Beverly and Doug Ellis, June 21; a
boy to Kelly and Kevin Freeman,
June 22.
Dr, Mary Valentine of Murray
presented a paper on "Therapy
Techniques" at the annual conference of American Board of Psychotherapeutics at Hilton Head,
S.C.
Twenty years ago
With corn showing damage
from the first onslaught of the
European corn borer, county farmers can expect still more trouble, according to Calloway
County Farm Agent Ted Howard.
Pictured with Howard examining
a corn stalk infested are Junior
Compton and Charles Tucker,
Calloway County farmers.
Maurice Ryan of Murray, a
veteran member of the Murray
Independent Board of Education,
is one of 18 Kentuckians from
across the state appointed to the
State Advisory Committee on
Educational Improvements.
Mark Pugh will speak at Sunday services at Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ.
Thirty years ago
Robert Hendon, E.B. Howton,
and Arlie Scott, members of the

For Abby's favorite family recipes,
send
long, self-addressed envelope, plus
DEAR ABBY: Just a quick note checka or
money order for $3.95 ($4.50 in
of support for "Mom in Denver."
Canada) to: Dear Abby, Cookbooklet
I, too, had a less-than-perfect No. 1, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill.
childhood. I didn't realize it until I 610544447.(Postage is included.)
had my own two wonderful children. That's when I encountered
confusion, anger and depression
beyond belief. I wanted to be a betCONTRACT BRIDGE
ter parent than I'd had, but I didn't
know how.
Miraculously, a flier landed on
our doorstep. It was a free offer to
an "early childhood development"
class in my neighborhood. School South dealer.
pects, and had to hope for favordistricts offer similar classes in Neither side vulnerable.
able distribution plus some help
most states.
NORTH
from the opponents.So at trick two
Ten years ago, I walked into my
4 10 7
he crossed to the ace of hearts and
first class and felt like I had been
V K 54 32
led the four of clubs. West put up
given a gift. As you stated in your
•A
the ace and returned the jack of
response to "Mom in Denver," I had
4bKQ 982
hearts to dummy's king.
"an instinctive desire" that guided
WEST
EAST
Declarer cashed the king of
me, but I wanted better parenting
+ A 84
+965
clubs, discarding a diamond, but
,J1097
VQ8
when he next tried to cash the
•9
•KQ10543 queen,East ruffed with the nine of
4A J 75 3
+106
spades. After overruffing with the
SOUTH
jack, South ruffed a diamond with
•KQJ32
the seven and led a heart, expectV A6
ing to ruff low in his hand. How•J 8 7 6 2
ever, East put a stop to that by
+4
ruffing with the five, forcing deThe bidding:
clarer to overruff with the queen.
South West
North East
South was now able to trump
14
Pass
2
Pass
another diamond in dummy with
2+
Pass
3+
Pass
the ten,but when he then led a club
3V
Pass
3+
Pass
from the table, East applied the
4+
coup de grace by ruffing with the
Opening lead —nine of diamonds. six. Declarer overruffed with the
king to score his ninth trick, but
Given the distribution of the this sequence of plays had created
East-West hands, it's not surpris- a most unusual denouement.
ing that South failed to make four Thanks to East's continual
spades on this deal from a national uppercutting tactics, West's A-8-4
pair championship. However, the had become the three highest
OOPS. NOW
play at one table where declarer trumps and won the last three
THEY'RE
went down one produced an aston- tricks!
AWAKE.
ishing conclusion.
It's comforting to know that
West began by leading his the gods of chance, who can be
singleton diamond to dummy's ace. rather fickle at times,occasionally
South didn't care much for his pros- display a sense of humor.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

An Artistic Culmination

litrt

CROSSWORDS
37 Wintry
40 Firearms grp
41 Timetable
abbr
42 Act
indecisively
45 Type of
soldier
49 Concerning
(2 wds )
50 Gratuity
52 Yours and
mine
53 Cause to
flow
54 Garden tool
55 Grate
56 Large dagger
57 Yearly (abbr
58 Kill

ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
ANIMALS AND UTILE KIDS.
DADDY,HE KNOWS
"THEY'RE AliAlAYS
.0e)),! yOu RE TAKING
SMPATER THAN -114Ey
HIM SofrIEPLACE
LODK.
HE DOESN'T WANT
To Go why coN'T
yco TOST EtElioNEST
AN'TELL HIM HE'S
GoiNG To

THE
Ke_NNEL?

1 Sp. women
5 Weaken
8 Construction
beam (hyph.
wd.)
12 Evergreen
shrub
13 Swiss nver
14 Leslie Caron
film
15 H.S. course
16 Method of
doing
something
17 E pluribus —
18 Zoo animal
20 Drawings
22 Nice season
23 Author Anais

Answer to Previous Puzzle
DEMUR
GYPSY
• R R I EIMALATED
CE
EPOCHAL
OZ
BOB
MEA
SMALL
SL IT
IBIS
ANI
A N NALS
COLUMN
MA 0
B 0 SIM
CARTER
COEVAL
EELY
H ONE
10 U
DAD
AMT
GOAT S
T E
RI
PUNSTER
MATUREIEVENER
KAPUT
REEDS
6-25 © 1998 United Feature Syndicate

DOWN

GARFIELD
TODAY WE CHANGE THE LIGHT
I'M MASKING, MY INDIFFERENCE
BULB IN THE REFRIGERATOR! I
WITH A VENEER OF
DETACHMENT

24 Intense fear
27 — Knight
and the Pips
31 Expire
32 Wine cup
33 Salt element
1

2

3

1 Plant part
2 Puerto —
3 Like — — of
bricks
4 "Hook, Line

4

1116

ill

13

12

15

16

19

II

and —"
5 TV's Diane —
6 Drivers org
7 Curious
8 Tropical lizard
10
11
il9
14

20

21

UU

ill

23

24

25

27 lad

26

31

33

PEANUTS
FACE! YOU UJILL SOMEDAY, SIR,.
I'LL NEVER BE ALL OF YOUR FEATURES
WILL SETTLE INTO THEIR
BEAUTIFUL.
PROPER SIZES AND PLACES
AND YOU'LL BE BEAUTIFUL

WNAT A

.

34

35

38

dr

39
1

ao
LOH AT
ABOUT
MY
f-IANDS?

WHAT ABOUT
A CERTAIN
FRIEND OF
MINE?

idlidE
ill
58
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41

a dila
Mall Mil
ill
ill
57

9 — cherry
10 Fever
symptom
11 Edges
19 World War II
area (abbr)
21 Wire measure
24 Six-pointers
(abbr)
25 Vowel
sequence
26 Scarlet
28 Obstruct
29 Entertainer —
Sumac
30 — soda
34 Belong
35 Ending with
fail
36 Actress Raye
37 Occur
38 Anger
39 Mistakes
42 Plunges
43 — — the
ground floor
44 Exact
46 Twofold
47 Celestial bear
48 Catch sight of
51 Molecule part

faculty of the Agriculture Department of Murray State University,
were presented certificates of recognition for their contributions to
the Kentucky Vocational Agriculture Program during the recent
state vo-ag conference at
Hardinsburg.
Pvt. James M. Wilkerson of
Murray is now taking his Marine
basic training at San Diego,
Calif.
Forty years ago
Martin Tracy, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Albert Lee Tracy of Murray,
has enlisted in the United States
Army. He will be assigned to the
Guided Missile Command at Philadelphia, Pa.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Emerson, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Newton Milam, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Baker, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Holmes Ellis Jr., a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Courtney Starks, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
Barton.
The Murray High School Class
of 1948 had a 10-year reunion at
the Kentucky Lake State Park
pavilion.
Fifty years ago
Murray State College Dean
W.G. Nash was a discussion
leader at the Kentucky College
Conference on Teacher Education
at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington, June 23.
Peggy Cash and Richard E.
Boggess were married June 21 at
St. Joseph's Catholic Church,
Mayfield'.

TODAY IN HISTORY
Today le Thursday, June 25,
the 176th day of 1998. There are
189 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 25, 1876, Lt. Col.
George A. Custer and his Seventh
Cavalry were wiped out by Sioux
and Cheyenne Indians in the
Battle of the Little Bighorn in
Montana.
On this date:
In 1951, the first commercial
color telecast took place as CBS
transmitted a one-hour special
from New York to four other
cities.
In 1981, the Supreme Court
decided that male-only draft registration was constitutional.
Ten years ago: American-born
Mildred Gillars, better known
during World War II as "Axis
Sally" for her Nazi propaganda
broadcasts, died in Columbus,
Ohio, at age 87. (Gillars had
served 12 years in prison for
treason.)
Five years ago: Vice President
Gore cast the tie-breaking vote as
the Senate approved a record
deficit-reduction plan. Kim
Campbell was sworn in as Canada's 19th prime minister, the
first woman to hold the post.
One year ago: An unmanned
cargo ship crashed into Russia's
Mir space station, knocking out
half of the station's power and
rupturing a pressurized laboratory. The Supreme Court struck
down the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, designed to limit
government's ability to regulate
religious practices. Oceanographer Jacques-Yves Couste,au died
in Paris at age 87.
r
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When You Need It
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Workshop
July 8 in
Paducah
The Yeiser An Center will be the
site of a free three-hour workshop
for middle school teachers July 8
beginning at 12:30 p.m. The center
is located at 200 Broadway in
Paducah.
The workshop, titled "Arts Mart
Economics," features the Arts Man
curriculum from EcononiicsAmerica
which is designed to integrate art
and economics into the middle
school world history course. As
students learn about diverse cultures
The Twilight Cabaret, featuring local residents, Is presenting "Come
the
at
26
July
through
Sunday
through
and
civilizations, they engage in a
Wednesday
every
Up"
It
Jazz
more detailed investigation of an
Blues Bay building at the Keniake State Resort Park. Desserts and beforms of cultures or civilizations the
verages will be served from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. Tickets are available at
teacher chooses to emphasize.
show.
the
As a result of their investigations,
students create works of art representing each culture or civilization.
In this curriculum, students create
their own art museum using their
artwork from throughout the year;
then work in groups to develop a
If you haven't been to a producbusiness plan, design the tour broBrownlow and Mrs. Bedwin,played
chure, set up the museum and
tion at Murray's Playhouse in the
by Angie Massey, until the evil Bill
Park lately, you are missing a real
Sykes forces Nancy to retrieve him. conduct tours of their museum.
All of the EconomicsAmerica
treat. The current production, the
However,Nancy is sorry she took
musical "Oliver!" is an example of Oliver from the Brownlow resiworkshops featured in this summer
community theater at its best, with a
dence, and agrees to meet Mr. series are free and presented as a
large talented cast of area residents
service to area educators in conjuncBrownlow to return Oliver. Before
singing and dancing their way
tion with the Paducah Area Chamshe meets Mr. Brownlow, Nancy is
across the stage and into the audiber of Commerce and the Murray
boyfriend
abusive
murdered by her
ence's heart.
State University Center for EcoBill Sykes, who is masterfully
The play opens with a chorus of
nomic Education.
played by Gary Potts. Potts' poweryoung orphans, the "work house
Barry Brown, director of the
ful voice and strong acting bring a
kids", played by a crew of young
real sense of fear to the audience. Center for Economic Education at
MSU, encourages teachers to take
people who sing quite well and
However, Oliver is found by the
advantage of the workshop even if
intrigue the audience with their
police and returned to Mr. Browncreative movements around the
they have no prior economic
low, who turns out to be his
stage.
knowledge.
grandfather.
Next to appear are Mr. Bumble,
Each workshop participant will
The main characters in "Oliver!"
played superbly by James I.
receive a teacher's kit including
are accompanied by many talented
Schempp, and his love interest,
lessons, handouts and overhead
actors and actresses in the roles of
Widow Courney, played very cablackline masters. They will also
Fagin's thieves, the work house
pably by Terri DeLancey. These
receive strategies for teaching ecokids, all of the Londoners,and other
two characters are the masters of the
nomics to students, refreshments
ensemble members. They are truly
workhouse and they provide a topand a chance to win door prizes.
assets to the play.
notch opening for the production.
In addition, the sets, designed by
Three hours of professional deveThe workhouse orphan, Oliver
Don Fleming, and the period coslopment credit may also be earned if
Twist, is played quite charmingly
tumes, designed by Jane Etheridge
applicable.
by Tim Peyton. When Oliver runs
and Barbara Dclk, add the finishing
Space is limited and teachers are
afoul of Mr. Bumble, he is taken to
touches that make "Oliver!" such a
advised to enroll now. For more
be sold to Mr. Sowerberry, an
special production.
information call Robyn West,direcundertaker. The undertaker and his
"Oliver!" is extremely amusing, tor of the Business Education Partwife, played by Adam H. Nance and
enjoyable, and entertaining for the
nership, Paducah Area Chamber of
Joey J. Fortman,are a hilarious pair, entire family. Credit must be given
Commerce, at (502) 443-1746.
providing much amusement with
to new Artistic Director Michael
their bickering and ranting and
Dunnagan, who has combined intuiraving about Oliver.
tive casting with wonderful staging
Oliver runs away from the underto produce a show that entertains
taker's shop and is taken in by the
from beginning to end with fascinatArtful Dodger, played exceptionlively
and
characters
ing
illy well by Erin M. Crain.
showmanship.
Dodger takes Oliver home to a
The last four performances of
thieves' hideout run by Fagin, mas"Oliver!" will be presented eventerfully played by Bill Phillips.
ings at 8 p.m. on June 25-27,and at a
After an enjoyable scene in which
matinee at 2 p.m. June 28.
the thieves teach Oliver how to
For reservations, call the Playpickpocket, the characters Nancy
house at 759-1752.
and Bet, played by Vicki Peyton and
Heather DeLancey, enter.
Their beautiful voices entertain
the young thieves, as well as the
audience. Vicki Peyton, who has an
Your partner in protection
outstanding voice, sings other enWestern
joyable songs throughout the
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
production.
• Clean, Dependable Cars
Kentucky
On his first day of pick-pocket• Call Us For Rates
Insurance
ing, the inexperienced Oliver is
caught and is taken in by Mr.
Agency, Inc.
Brownlow, the man whose pockets
302 N 12th St
S. 12th St.=
he picked. Mr. Brownlow is nicely
Murray
Tony Boyd
portrayed by Greg DeLancey.
753-5842
Oliver lives happily with Mr.

'Oliver!' performances set
at Playhouse in the Park

.•
•
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Murray couple offers tips
after 60 years of marriage
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Things were a little different
when Cleo and Mary Sykes
got married in 1938.
Cleo Sykes made 25 cents
an hour in his job.
But he feels it is tougher for
couples getting married today
than it was 60 years ago when
he and Mary were joined in
marriage.

"l'd guess it's harder for
them," Cleo Sykes said.
"They've got more things to
distract them in this day and
time. People have got to work
harder to make a living. We
worked hard back then."
The Sykes' had their share
of distractions in 60 years.
They had four children. One of
their children died at the age

of 1, while another died a few
years ago of a heart attack.
Another child had a heart
transplant.
But, through it all, they've
stuck together.
"Sometimes you're going to
have some rough spots, but
you have to hang in there,"
Mary Sykes said. "You need
to love one another and hang
in there. Trust one another.
There is no reason to just fly
off and go get a divorce.
"We've been through a lot
of sickness and a lot of problems, but we've made it
through. I think we've done
pretty good."
Cleo Sykes said there
"wasn't much to tell" about
their wedding day.
"We just went up to Paris
and got married up there,"
Cleo Sykes said.
He said the key to a suc-

inn

cessful marriage is getting
along.
"You have to give and take
to make it last very long."
Through the years, Cleo
worked in a sawmill, drove
truck, served in the U.S. Nay)
during World War II and eventually served as a postal
worker in Murray.
Mary Sykes worked in a
garment factory and then
worked at the Murray Calloway County Hospital for
over 20 years.
Mary Sykes said married
couples need to love each
other.
"I think love is the most important thing. You need to
love one another," she said.
But she saved what she
called her most important advice for last.
"If I could tell a young couple one thing, it would be to
depend on the Lord," Mary
Sykes said. "He will always
take care of you."

Is
nev
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gle

Cleo and Mary Sykes of Murray celebrated 60 years of marriage
Thursday.

Watch for potential spoilers

Our Bridal Registry is a very important
part ofour business at Pier 1 and we strive to
do our best to make it special for each of our
bridal couples. Pier 1 offers more than 50
patterns ofstoneware and a large selection of
tabletop linens and accessories.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
You're just euphoric about
your approaching wedding
day. But don't let that fog
your hard-eyed watch for potential spoilers, such as incompatible relatives or a glitch in
the
gements.
'irst,people should understand) that eddings are happy

•
Stoneware, Stainless and
Glassware by:
[
'
Pfaltzgraft, Nancy Calhoun, Waechtersbach,
hexclusive pattern

occasions, but they can be
very stressful," says Sylvia
Stevens, family therapist and
instructor in the School of
Nursing at The Catholic University of America.
Disasters can happen. Stevens recalls a bride whose parents who split up just weeks
before the ceremony. And at a

was
pie(
drai
tarn
proi
rota
sani
Thi
velt

rehearsal for another wedding,
someone toasted the groom
with the name of the bride's
former boyfriend.
"These kinds of things can
cause resentments that might
surface later in a marriage,"
Stevens says. Common sense,

as t
ing

• See Page 11
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Wedding guides will help happy couples

Silver needs careful care
NEW YORK (AP) — Your
new silver gifts come with the
challenge of keeping them
gleaming. Some tips from the
Silver Information Center:
— Before storing silver,
wash and thoroughly dry each
piece. Store it in an airtight
drawer, a chest lined with a
tarnish-preventive cloth, or in
protective bags. Remember to
rotate flatware, not using the
same pieces for each meal.
This will ensure the patina develops evenly.
— Keep larger pieces such
as trays, candlesticks and serving dishes in flannel cases or

Triage

Ming,
;room
'ride's

;s can
might

sense,

wrap them in acid-free tissue
before putting them into a reclosable plastic bag. Never
wrap silver in plastic food
wrap, aluminum foil, or newspapers, and don't bind it with
rubber bands.
— The best way to keep
your silver looking its best is
to use and enjoy it every day.
Frequent use prevents silver
from tarnishing.
A brochure on care is offered by the SIC. Write Silver
Information Center, "Flatware
Brochure," 295 Madison Avenue - 8th floor, New York,
N.Y. 10017.

By The Associated Press
Once you've announced
your engagement, you're
showered with advice — some
genuinely helpful, some
geared to sell you something.
Wedding guides at the bookshop can help you sort it all
out:
— Many prospective brides
hold down full-time jobs while
trying to plan their weddings,
so author Leah Ingram reasoned that they could use advice from all quarters on all
subjects but in one book. The
result is "The Portable Wedding Consultant: Invaluable
Advice from the Industry's
Experts for Saving Your Time,
Money, and Sanity" (Contemporary Books, $14.95
paperback).
—"Crib Notes for The First
Year of Marriage" (Fairview
Press, $14.95 paperback), by
Everett DeMorier, aims to help
newlyweds cope with the serious and trivial issues in their
new union, from managing
money to deciding who takes
out the garbage.
— Newlyweds David and
Wendy Hubbert tackle the subject from both sides in "The
His & Hers Guide to Surviving
Your First Year of Marriage"
(Delta Trade Paperbacks,
$10.95). Alternating chapters,
they take aim at everything
from who controls the TV
clicker to choosing a house.
— Wedding expert Diane
Warner, author of "The Best
Wedding Ever," "Diane Warner's Complete Book of Wedding Vows" and "Diane Warner's Complete Book of Wedding Toasts," has a new title
in the series: "Diane Warner's
Complete Book of Wedding

Showers." All titles are from
Kennedy shared, or get marCareer Press, $11.99 paperried at the ranch where Brooke
back. Her "How to Have a
Shields and Andre Agassi reBig Wedding on a Small
cently were wed. "Celebrity
Budget" (Better Way Books,
Weddings & Honeymoon Ge$12.99 paperback) is now in
taways" (Open Road Publishits third edition and can be acing, S16.95 paperback), by Elicompanied by a planner by the
zabeth Borsting, is a guide for
same name (Writer's Digest
romantics interested in celeBooks, $12.99 paperback).
brity haunts in the U.S., Ca— "Alternative Weddings:
nada and Mexico. The author
An Essential Guide. for Enoffers a capsule history of the
hancing Your Own Cerevenues, a peek at the guest remony" (Taylor Publishing,
gisters, and practical informa$12.95 paperback), by Jane
tion for booking.
Ross-MacDonald, looks at the
— "For a groom, a wedding
possibilities in light of today's
is no party," write Anthony E.
multicultural relationships and
Marsh and Jay Blumenfield.
for couples who want a per"A wedding is something that
sonal, rather than traditional,
happens to him, not for him. A
ceremony.
wedding is a culmination of a
— Suppose you'd like to
rigorous planning regimen in
stay at the same honeymoon
cottage that John and Jackie • See Page 11
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Wedding Gown Sale!
Wedding gowns & Prom gowns

'Tuxedos (5 paid groom free) - All Styles Available
'Wedding Gowns - May Purchase or Rent
'Bridesmaids & Flower Girl Dresses
(Dtscounts wAuledos, purchase or Tent)

'Complete Wedding chapel package available

Brides...Register for 1998
Giveaway Extravaganza!
*7 Day, 6 Night HoneyMoon Lodging
*Wedding Tuxedos-Free Rental
*Free Wedding Gown Rental
*Wedding Planner *Cake Topper
*Free Limousine Service
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As your Certified Master
Drycleaner, we can help
toral).0 preserve your wedding
dress by using our unique
tlit1/45°
Sanitone' drycleaning
process. Sanitone gently
cleans even the most intricate dresses. We also
carefully package your dress in a special box to
ensure lasting beauty. So put your trust in us.
Because only your Certified Master Drycleaner has
Sanitone The others don't
•e".

Bride's Name:
Address:
Phone#.
Grooms Name:
Address:
Phone #:
Wedding Date:
BRING IN FOR it FREE GIFT!
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Wedding Gown
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Floral arrangements getting attention

1•

By BARBARA MAYER
For AP Special Edition
Remember those simple
wedding bouquets consisting
of a few wild flowers? If so,
forget them. A few daisies are
not what most brides crave
when they walk down the
aisle.
Within the constraints of
budget, time of year, setting
and attire, the overriding trend
is for a more opulent use of
flowers. But the stiff traditional look of the past is giving way to freer designs, both
in bouquets carried by the
wedding party and in arrangements for tables.

In place of Victorian-style
nosegays and cascading bouquets, the so-called clutch
style of bouquet is gaining popularity, says George Mitchell,
a florist in Orland Park, Ill.,
and president of the American
Institute of Floral Designers.
This arrangement of
gathered flowers looks almost,
but not quite, as if the flowers
had just been gathered from
the garden. Flower stems may
be wrapped in tulle or satin or
sometimes are French braided
as a decorative motif.
Attendants' bouquets are
much brighter and more colorful than in the past. Old lash-

and
the

Bride
Wore...

Let us help you and your bridal party
get ready for your special day. Come in
prior to your wedding dayfor a FREE
consulation and makeover.

MERLE

noRmAn•

COSMETIC

1

ioned garden varieties such as
roses, larkspur, stock, miniature carnations, statice, iris,
sweet peas, tulips, and purple
'laths are being used often in
lush combinations.
There also is more interest
in fragrance than there used to
be, according to Mitchell. He
is planning a wedding in
which fragrance has dictated
all the floral selections.
"We will use roses, freesias
and gardenias in bouquets, and
there will be gardenias in aisle
arrangements, which later will
be brought to the reception,"
Mitchell says.
"Something like 99 of 100
brides will select white or very
pale pastel bouquets," said
Lynn Lary McLean, a florist in
Friendswood, Texas, a suburb
of Houston. "The top five
flowers for bridal bouquets are
white or champagne-colored
roses, stephanotis, lily of the
valley, white dendrobium
(spray) orchids, and

gardenias."
Tastes and customs regarding flower usage are becoming
more uniform around the
country, the florists say. Wedding receptions in the South
often used to be low-key affairs with only minimal floral
decorations for the church.
Now, wedding receptions are
growing more elaborate and
the use of elaborate floraldisplays is on the increase,
McLean says.
Most brides don't want the
same thing on every table.
"Any skilled floral designer
is doing each table separately," says Marcy Blum, a
wedding coordinator in New
York. "The arrangements are
in the same color palette but
aren't identical."
McLean and Mitchell
concur.
"Arrangements are varied
in terms of height and flower
selection," says McLean.
"People are more educated
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Special thanks to Allison Photography and
Oakwood Stwfios for bridal. photos contained in
this section.

Kitchenware • Linens • Toiletries
The East Village (Hwy 94E) • Murray • 763-0545
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and understand that in a room
with a high ceiling, you need
taller arrangements. Consumers also know the names of
more flowers and often come
in with specific requests for
style themes and particular
materials such as silver, gold
or crystal that they want to incorporate in the wedding
decor."
Mitchell typically does three
or four different designs for
reception flowers. "It gives
the room a more filled look
because you see flowers at
several levels."
For something slightly different, brides are ordering table
decorations of topiaries of
roses or greenery, or a combination of the two. Garlands
draped across the table and
wrapped around pillars also
are popular —
"When my son got married,
I did about 300 feet of garlanding for the church aisle,
using wild smilax. Then I took
the garland to the reception
and draped it around the windows to take the place of
drapes," says Mitchell.
Elaborate flowers do not
come cheap. Prices for substantial decorations for each
table can start at $75 per table,
especially in big cities. But
there are also less expensive
alternatives that are creative
and unusual.
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We invite all brides and
brides-to-be to come in and
register your showers through
our Bridal Registry.
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Let our associates assist
you in choosing just the right
gift for your new home.

*Bridal Registry
*Trapp' Fragrances
*Spooner Framed Scriptures
'Beautiful & Unique Accessories
For Your Home
*Custom Window & Bed Treatments
*Plantation Shutters, Wood Blinds,
Vertical Blinds, Mini Blinds and
Pleated Shades
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-5 p.m.
Closed Sat. & Sun/OMNI
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Bride still main focus on wedding day
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By BARBARA MAYER
For AP Special Edition
The focal point for any wedding is the bride, and the
dress. She might walk down
the aisle in a delicate sheer or
make a regal entrance in a
dress adorned with beading,
embroidery, or touches of gold
or jewelry.
Sheerness and opulence
characterize the current trend
in bridal gowns. Both types
were abundant at bridal wholesale fashion previews this past
fall.
For summer, the wispy
sheer look will predominate,
says Rachel Leonard, fashion
director for Bride's magazine.
The dresses typically are worn
over non-transparent underslips, so modesty will be
served. A trend toward bareness in prior seasons continues, however, in sleeveless,
strapless dresses with halter
tops or deep-cut square necklines. In another continuing
trend, dress color is tending

toward ivory or cream and
away from stark white.
It's a good bet that brides
marrying in cooler weather
will select one of the more
opulent dresses, perhaps
adorned with beading, embroidery, or touches of gold.

Some dresses even incorporate
jewelry, such as one by Vera
Wang with pearls attached to
the gown at the neck and
draped down the back.
Another designer pursued the

M See Page 11
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We're Not Your
Traditional Bridal Registry!
Be a little adventurous. Come
browse and register for unique accessories to personalize your home.
We have a great selection of new,
antique and lovingly used items for
the home and garden.

The Garden Path
1608 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass
(Next to Curves For Women)
,)) 1
753-0508
Open Tues.-Fri. 10-5
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Another couple celebrate an unforgettable wedding day.
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Pamphlets offer life
helps for new couples

sr,

NEW YORK (AP) — Getting married means you'll be
facing new challenges in lifestyle. And a series of "Life
Advice" pamphlets from MetLife offers basic help on many
of them.
Yes, there's a pamphlet entitled, "Getting Married," but
that's just the start. Among the

69 others are brochures dealing with parenthood, child
care, buying a home, moving,
buying a car, budgeting, doing
taxes, planning your estate,
and many of the other situations you face in the life
ahead.
They're available free by
calling 1 (800) METLIFE.

What could I do for myself and
my bridesmaids!
A day of beauty
& relaxation.

The
EssentialDay Spa,

trd1r The Wedding Party
roil Highlighting

Customized Packages

Massage Therapy • Facials • UIir Care •
• Manicures • Pedicures • Acrylic Nails • Aromatherapy
• Sugaring • AVEDA Products

301 North 12th St. • Marra y • 767-0760
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Bridal gifts offer variety
tion; a triangle design ($2,625)
from Buccellati; a small oval
($35) from Lunt; and an
embossed design ($150) from
Wallace. Or perhaps bar
equipment will be appreciated.
Suggestions are a martini
shaker ($315) and four stackable shot glasses ($350 the
set), both from the John Hardy
Collection; a coaster ($190)
and long bar spoon ($350)
from Georg Jensen; a tray
($390) from Lunt. Other possibilities suggested by the SIC
are items such as candlesticks
and new or vintage vanity
accessories.
-- Instead of the little ceramic couple atop the wedding
cake, consider a pair of Silver
Crystal Swans ($190) from
Swarovski. Swans, the company points out, are an enduring symbol of love since they
choose one mate for life. The
faceted crystal birds have detailed feathered wings and
smooth graceful necks.
— The couple is inheriting

ting), with designs of birds,
By The Associated Press
foliage and flowers — the
Most bridal expenditures go
company's most popular pattoward creating a memorable
tern, first introduced in 1871.
one-day event, but the gifts to
For information about the
and from the couple are meant
Tiffany Bridal Registry, call 1
for long-lasting memories:
(800) 526-0649 or the nearest
— Tiffany & Co., which
Tiffany store.
created the famous 16-prong
— For attendant's gifts,
diamond solitaire engagement
ring design, also offers china," Bulgari suggests sleek leather
crystal and flatware for the
cosmetic cases in black
couple, all of which can be orleather, black and chocolate
dered through its bridal regibrown nylon and amber leather
stry service. The word to
($150-$250) that are so elegbrides from design director
ant that they can double as
John Loring is to list items in
evening bags. Also at Bulgari
a wide variety of price ranges,
are a silver keyholder ($220)
so guests can select gifts
or letter opener ($400).
withii their budget.
— There are more variaAmong recommendations
tions on the silver gift theme
are Tiffany's Cobalt Band
than flatware and tea services,
china ($240 for a five-piece
points out the Silver Informaplace setting), a simple classic
tion Center. For example, you
design; hand-crafted Swedish
could select a finely tooled
crystal stemware ($32 per
sterling silver picture frame
stem) from the Classic Wine
for a favorite wedding photo
Collection, designed in shapes
or perhaps the first baby to
to accent the bouquet and taste
come. Choices include a
of wine; and Audubon flatware
lattice-pattern frame ($495)
($610 per five-piece place setfrom the John Hardy Collec-

•

This beautiful bridal gown featured a long train.
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silver, china, crystal or other
collectibles in patterns that are
discontinued. Your gift could
be replacements for missing
pieces or to expand the set.
Check with Replacements,
Ltd., a company that stocks
millions of current and discontinued pieces, drawing from a
network of independent sup-

pliers who regularly scout flea
markets and estate auctions to
find these treasures. The firm
stocks 67,000 china patterns,
13,000 crystal patterns, and
10,000 flatware patterns and
has a research staff to help you
identify a pattern if you don't
know its name. For information, call 1 (800) REPLACE.

Whichever way you choose to go, we can make the
For
Memories
That
Last A
Lifetime

going easy. Let us plan all your travel needs.
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Chicago
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Los Angeles 358

JAMAICA
BAHAMAS
BERMUDA

Fall Cruise Specials
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154 round

trip

We will gladly assist
you in choosing the
perfect frame and
matting for your
wedding photos.
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Also See Our Unique Selection Of Gift Ideas...
Sculptures • Photo Frames • Silk Plants
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Blunders common during weddings
NEW YORK (AP) — For
both bridal couple and wedding guests, blunders happen
— and someone's embarrassed
and someone else suffers hurt
feelings.
Most goofs are easy to
avoid, says Cele Lalli, editorin-chief of Modem Bride magazine. Here's her list of the
most common blunders, and
their antidotes:
— Noting on the wedding
invitation that cash is preferred. Don't do it, Lalli says.
Most of the people you know
well enough to invite will
know money is the most practical and appreciated gift.
— Enclosing anything about
gift registry with the wedding
invitation. This information
should be included only with
shower invitations.
— Expecting the bride's pa-

rents to pay for everything, or
assuming the groom's parents
will pay half. Neither is a given, says Lalli. Soon after the
engagement, a budget and who
will pay for what should be
discussed and agreed on. This
will keep you from setting
your heart on an unrealistically
expensive wedding.
— Inviting friends to be bridal attendants without discussing costs they'll be expected to
cover. Friendships can be destroyed if the bride assumes
attendants will pay for anything she wants, Lalli says.
— Bringing anyone not
named in an invitation to the
wedding. The people named
on the inside envelope are the
people invited. If it's "Mr.
and Mrs. Smith," the children
are not invited. If a single person's invitation doesn't in-

clude "...and guest," the person's date is not included.
— Sending formal invitations to the ceremony to a
wide circle of friends and relatives but limiting the number
invited to the reception. If the
reception is to be limited, then
invitations to the ceremony
should be extended only personally and verbally, says
Lalli. That should make it
clear that you would like them
to witness the wedding but
that the invitation doesn't include the reception. This will
keep them from feeling obligated to send a gift.
— Waiting too long to acknowledge gifts. Thank-you
notes should go out as soon as
possible for all gifts, including
money. All gifts should be

acknowledged with a handwritten note within three
months.
— Failing to do a sufficient
vendor search and reference
check. Meet with at least three
vendors for each service to
compare services, prices, and
personal styles. Then try to see
their work at a wedding, or at
least check references with
former customers.
— Overlooking airconditioning during warm weather outdoor weddings.
Tents should have cooling
facilities.
— Forgetting that music
should appeal to guests of all
ages. Choose music from a
variety of styles and eras, and
hold down the amplification
system to preserve everyone's

hearing.
— Choosing near-strangers
as attendants. Casting for a
flower girl or ring bearer because they are cute isn't appropriate, Lalli says. Don't ask
someone you barely know to
be a bridesmaid or usher just
to even the numbers. Equal
numbers aren't necessary.
— Having a cash bar.
Tacky, says Lalli. If you need
to limit the bar tab, set up a
system to control the flow. For
example, you could limit the
open bar to one hour of cocktails, with champagne or wine
for toasting. Or serve wine and
beer throughout the reception,
with champagne just to toast
the couple. Or serve only
champagne punch — a festive
but economical alternative.
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NEW YORK (AP) —
Where are the best places for
the newlyweds to settle down?
Editors of Bridal Guide magazine analyzed cities around
the nation in terms of cost of
living, transportation, job opportunities, education, and recreation, and came up with
these "Top Ten Cities for
Newlyweds," featured in the
January-February issue:

Atlanta, Chicago; Dallas;
Denver; Detroit; MinneapolisSt. Paul; Philadelphia;
Phoenix-Mesa, Ariz.; and
Seattle-Bellevue-Everett,
Wash.
Runners-up were ClevelandLorain-Elyria, Ohio; Los
Angeles-Long Beach, Calif.;
New York City; St. Louis; and
Salt Lake City-Ogden, Utah.
Life Advice Pamphlets

Everyone
Is Talking
About!

I.

Sparkling Diamonds

.a,

Will Brighten Your Special Day.
•In-house expertjewelry
repair, design and
engraving for less.

'We buy gold or trade your
old and broken gold jewelry
for new.

1

Bridal Announcement
& Invitations
Napkins • Matches • Cake Cutters
Photo Albums • Guest Registers
Wedding Guides • Ring Pillows
Shower Accessories
& Partyware
Attendant Gifts
and More!
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We showcase the latest engagement,
wedding and anniversary items from
the finest jewelry resources.

Chestnut Hills
Murray
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Come
Visit The
Store...

Half Price Sale
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On All Diamonds
and Wedding Sets!
(Through July)

FREE

Engraving with purchase of bridal set!

Choose from our selection of rings or let Garth Tidwell, Master
Jeweler & Gemologist, help you custom design a unique
engagement ring that will be an heirloom.
Special Orders No Problem!
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Music not always easy
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The music was lovely, with
notes blending from a piano
and a flute. The only problem
was that it was heard only by
people nearby, as the sound
disappeared into the vast space
of the church clerestory.
"Inadequate instrumentation

is a common and unnecessary
mistake at a wedding," says
Elaine R. Walter, dean of
Catholic University's Benjamin T. Rome School of Music.
Audition your potential musicians by listening to them
live in the space, to make sure
the music and venue arc

Now Taking Reservations For
Weddings, Company Parties, Class/
Family Reunions, Private Parties.

(502) 435-4237
)(

compatible.
"You sit down with the
florist, you go and look at
sample invitations, you talk
with the caterer, you may even
get a sample taste of the wedding cake," she says. "Why
isn't the same process used for
music?"
Walter says the couple
should meet with the musician
and explore the kinds of music
they like. If they don't know
the names of compositions or
composers, a good musician
will suggest possibilities and
demonstrate different pieces.
The first place to look for a
musician is "whoever is in
charge of music at the place of
the wedding," Walters says. If
that person seems unknowledgeable, then go to a local
university with a music division and ask to hire an instrumentalist or singer.
For a variation from the
traditional organist, she suggests a mix of instruments like
strings, flute choir, and harp;
flute and harp; or flute with
strings. "I herd one violin
with one cello at a wedding recently. Delightful. And it
worked in a tiny chapel where
the wedding took place."

Place-settings are important to make those wedding day traditions,
such as the first toast, memorable. Decorated napkins often celebrate
bride and groom.

Creative Wedding
Photography by
Lance Allison
Terra Allison
Harry Allison
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Queen Victoria helped the rise of dress

ns,
ate

By BARBARA MAYER
For AP Special Edition
Does it seem odd that most
brides begin what's meant to
be a lifelong relationship
wearing a fragile white dress
only once, for four or five
hours?
The single-occasion wedding dress, once rarely handed
down to a daughter or granddaughter, was dreamed up by
the affluent in the late 19th
century and popularized for
the masses in the 20th century.
For most of past history, a
wedding dress was simply the
best dress a woman could afford to buy or already owned
and was made of virtually any
material in any color.
We can thank, or blame,
Queen Victoria for the rise of
the.white wedding dress, says
Phyllis Magidson, costume
curator at the Museum of the
City of New York and caretaker of the museum's large
collection of wedding attire
and memorabilia.
Queen Victoria was not the
first bride to wear white, according to the curator. One of
the earliest known references
to a white wedding dress appears in 1818 in an English
style magazine known as Ackermann's Repository.
But Victoria was the one
who popularized the custom
when she wore a white satin
dress overlaid with Honiton
lace, a Honiton lace veil, and a
wreath of orange blossoms in
her hair for her 1840 wedding
to Prince Albert. The dress
was illustrated in publications
throughout the western world
and set a fashion that is recognizable as classic wedding attire even today.
After Victoria's wedding,
lace became the most consistent element on late 19th century wedding gowns. Expensive dresses incorporated yards
of handmade lace, while less
expensive dresses had inset
bands or medallions of
machine-made lace, Magidson
says.
More recent royal connections also have influenced
fashion. The dress worn by '
Wallis Warfield Simpson
when she married the Duke of
Windsor in 1937 was almost
immediately copied, no doubt
inspired by her role as "the
woman I love" for whom
King Edward VIII abdicated
the British throne.
Wallis Simpson's simple
dress, designed by the American Mainbocher, was suitable
for any dressy occasion. One
versipp of the dress was carried tiY.KICiV.S.CiSti *HA Carry

It takes only months or
sometimes even weeks for imitations of dresses worn by
noteworthy brides to come
onto the market. The slip dress
worn by Carolyn Bessette at
her wedding John Kennedy in
1996 was followed almost instantly by copies.
It's not just wedding dress
styles that trickle down. The
public picks up on menus and
other wedding elements chosen by well-known people as
soon as the information is publicized. This has been true at
least since the early 19th cen-

tury, when popular magazines
included stories detailing the
weddings of the rich and
famous.
"Editors knew early on that
the general public wanted to
know what celebrities were
wearing and doing," Magidson says.
With the advent of department stores, women no longer
had to resort to magazine engravings for high-style dresses
to copy. The stores bought
Parisian numbers by fashion
designers and then adapted
them at various price points.

For Your Wedding...
• Custom Designed
• Wedding Equipment & Silk
• Wedding Consultation
Arrangement Rentals
• Fresh & Silk Floral Designs

Saturday
11-4 p.m.

Mon.-Fri.
9-5 p.m.

Your Full Service Florist

This bride chose a classic white wedding dress.
on 14th Street in New York
City, with an $8.90 price tag.
More recently, the dress that
Lady Diana Spencer wore in
1981 for her wedding to Prince
Charles inspired numerous copies. It's not likely that later

brides walked down the aisle
in exact replicas of the bouffant antique white silk taffeta
dress with its cathedral-length
train. But details were incorporated into many mass
market designs.

With us, you can have
your cake and eat it too!
Cakes, Caterings, Dinners
& Reception Planning
Weddings • Birthdays • Anniversaries
Special Occasions

110 N. 12th St. • Murray • 753-1515
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Planning the perfect
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Hairstyle important for happy bride
Decisions should mesh
By The Associated Press
The engagement marks the
beginning of the countdown
toward your wedding day coif,
say professional stylists.
The decisions about hairstyle and the style of the headpiece should mesh, early. And
you should set up your appointments long in advance,
with appropriate timing for cut
and color.
Not all stylists are comfortable working with headpieces,
and that may include the one
you've been going to for
years, say specialists at the
Vidal Sassoon Salon in New
York City. They suggest asking for a recommendation at
your regular salon, keeping in
mind you may be selecting a
different look for your big
day, and that may mean picking someone other than your
usual stylist.
Once you've set your wedding date, stop by your salon
to discuss the long-range
gameplan, the Sassoon group
says. Map out approximate
times for cut and color appointments; the last color appointment six to eight weeks
ahead and the last cut two
weeks ahead are recommended. This also is a good

time to start getting your hair
into top shape with conditioning treatments, if needed.
Also decide if you're going
to do your own hair for the
wedding or if the stylist will
be doing the honors, either at
the salon or at your house. If
it's the latter, set up the appointment well in advance,
blocking out enough time to
ensure a rush-free session.
If you're going it alone, a
good stylist will work with
you in advance to get the right
look. Then practice it, getting
the routine down with the right
products. If you want to experiment, do it early.
Next comes the headpiece,
with more decisions. Do you
plan to wear it the entire day,
or do you want the option of
taking it off for the reception
party? The Sassoon group
points out that could make a
difference in the hairstyle
choice.
Bring a photograph of the
headpiece and dress with you
to the salon as soon as you
make the selections. You and
your stylist can make sure
your plans are on the right
track, or if changes should be
made.
Your choice of headpiece,
gown and hairdo should dove-

Angel hair, featuring braids and fresh flowers, has become a popular fashion statement for weddings.

Denie Schach, inventor of
the Hairdini styling wands for
upswept styles, says that the
more elaborate the gown, the
simpler the headpiece should

simple elegance," Schach
says.
Her own focus on upswept
styles, including the chignon
and the French twist, are natural complements to dresses
with Victorian-style necklines.
Schach also likes the French
twist, with a few tendrils left
free, with dresses that have
dramatic cuts that expose the
back or shoulders.
And finally, don't forget about your attendants. The Sassoon stylists suggest talking to
them about their hair plans
too, perhaps even booking in
the same salon, but with a different stylist.

be. Similarly, the more elaborate the headpiece, the simpler
the hairstyle should be. "Freeflowing hair is nicest with
modern styles that tend toward

Somptious
Whether you want
somewhere exotic or
something simple...
Let us help plan your honeymoon to make it a trip you'll
always remember. Our staff is
eager to assist you in any way
they can! Ask aboutcur
Honeymoon Registry.

• Wedding, Anniversaries & Special Occasions
• Complete catering for groups from
2 to 2000
• Equipment & linen rental

NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICE

•
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II Focus...
FROM PAGE 5
same idea with rhinestones.
Designers selected accessories such as tiara headpieces
and shoes with rhinestone
buckles in keeping with the
opulent theme.
Full silhouettes continue,
but leaner shapes were more
numerous in the introductions.
One newish style is the socalled mermaid look in a dress
that hugs the body but then expands at the knee.
Ready-to-wear houses that
have tested the waters of the
bridal market in the past few
years showed new collections
this past fall — a sign that the
marriage of ready-to-wear and
bridal fashion will continue for
a while.
New to the bridal market
this year is Manolo. The
Cuban-born designer known

for evening wear brought out a
collection of arty dresses for
style-conscious brides. One
example is his copper-colored
slip dress with a sheer
overskirt.
Most changes in bridal attire
are more a matter of slight
shifts than major departures.
"Most people don't want to
be too far out at a wedding,"
says designer Jessica McClintock. "Every bride I have
talked to tries to reach into
that fantasy that she has imagined for her special day and
to dress accordingly."
McClintock, who designed
the sprigged muslin Gunne
Sax dress that Hillary Rodham
wore to marry Bill Clinton on
Oct. 11, 1975, in Fayetteville.
Ark., has been around long
enough to see wedding fashions come full circle.

"In the early 1970s, traditional bridal dresses became
unpopular as young people
wanted to break away from the
mold," McClintock recalls. By
the 1980s, the tide had turned
and there was a resurgence of
interest in traditional weddings
and wedding dresses.
Even if dresses have returned to more formality, the
designer sees some differences
between past and present.
"Brides are not planning as
far ahead as they used to,"
McClintock says. "Instead of
coming in six months or more
before the wedding, some
brides will arrive at our stores
and say 'I'm getting married
in three weeks."
To meet the need for faster
service, most bridal shops
have dresses available at short
notice. McClintock's shops

mess papers, and lunch in your
briefcase? "The Pocket Wedding Planner" (from Oona
Communications, P.O. Box
446, Nottingham, N.H.
03290-0446, $5.95 including
shipping) has many of the features of the bigger versions
without the heft.
— "The Beautiful Bride"
(Perigee, $12 paperback), by
Mitchell Behr, can heti) you
plan your hairdo, makeup, and
clothing and accessory choices
1116 wedding.
— "Elegant Bride's 1000
Questions About Your Wedding" (Summit Publishing,
$16.99 paperback), by Jaclyn
C. Barrett-Hirschhaut, editor
of Elegant Bride magazine,
has answers. Subjects are indexed, so you can get to the
one you need right away.
— "The Wedding Cake
Book" (Macmillan, $40 hardcover), by Dede Wilson, is the

first cookbook devoted to
creating that confectionary
masterpiece. You don't have
to settle for white cake with
vanilla frosting if your tastes
are more exotic, the author
says. How about Tropical Passion Coconut Cake with Macadamias, or even Savory
Smoked Salmon Cheesecake
Wedding Cake? Recipes for
these and other interesting variations are included.
— Constructive suggestions
for the posers you get when
planning a wedding are included in Cele Goldsmith
Lalli's "Modern Bride Complete Wedding Planner" (John
Wiley & Sons, $15.95 paperback). The editor-in-chief of
Modern Bride magazine can
help you with solutions for
diplomatically choosing your
attendants, dealing with divorced parents, containing
costs, and other dilemmas.

stock many of her new designs
as well as styles from prior
seasons for delivery within a
week or two.
Of her own new designs,
one of McClintock's favorites
is a long-sleeved lace dress
with a narrow silhouette and a
bare back. The skirt, longer in
back, sweeps the floor like a
mini-train. For warm-weather
or garden weddings, she is especially fond of a sleeveless
embroidered organza dress
with a see-through back.
While the bride's dress is
always the main event, attendants' dresses also got attention at the fall bridal shows.
"This season we saw lots of
sleeveless slip dresses in colors ranging from blue, lavender, and lilac to pale beige and
champagne," Leonard says.

As in past seasons, dresses
for attendants are more sophisticated and prettier — and
more likely to be worn again
— than those of years ago.
The traditional three-button
coat or tuxedo has replaced
more unorthodox clothing for
men. As a rule, the groom's
attire is differentiated from
that of the groomsmen, although it may be a simple
change such as a special vest.
Unusual cummerbunds, popular a few seasons back, are
being superseded by either
classic black tie and a black
cummerbund or a colorful
vest. Another look that is waning is the mandarin collar with
a jeweled button instead of a
tie.

•Guides...
FROM PAGE 3
which he may have about as
much say as a feed bag." The
authors offer advice to get the
groom safely past the wedding
day in "The Groom's Secret
Handbook: How Not to Screw
Up the Biggest Day of Her
Life" (Fireside/Simon &
Schuster, $9.95 paperback).
— "Colin Cowie Weddings" (Little, Brown, $65
hardcover, February), by Colin
Cowie, details how to design
•••
your own signature waling.
Cowie, who has planned weddings for celebrities such as
Paula Abdul, Sugar Ray Leonard and others, tells how you
can have a spectacular event
even if you want it to be
smaller and less costly.
— You want a wedding
planner you can carry around
with your other datebook, bus-
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•Spoilers...
FROM PAGE 2
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civility and communication arc
essential.
"Try to anticipate the embarrassing things," Stevens
advises. "If Uncle Harry gets
drunk like he normally does,
then have someone ready to
intervene. Ask help from people who you know are reasonable and who think as you do.
"Talk with your spouse-tobe about problem relatives and
have contingency plans. For
example, if the ring bearer is a
little young, make sure a parent is clued in and ready to
help if the boy gets cold feet."
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Custom &
Traditional
Engagement
Rings & Bands
Dixieland Center

J.T. LEE
Jeweler

Special
Gifts For The
Wedding
Party
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•Complete Wedding Apparel
'Prom and Pageant Gowns
•Formal Wear and Lingerie
305 Edgewood St., Paris, TN • 901-642-2359
Tues.-Thurs. 4-7; Sat. 10-5
(Other Timea By Appointment)
SALES and RENTAL

759-1141
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Financial issues stressed for couples
NEWPORT BEACH, Calif.
(AP) — Love and passion
propel the couple to the altar,
but they don't pay the rent.
"Marriage is a business relationship as well as a love relationship," says Violet
Woodhouse, author, attorney
and financial advisor. "Although marriage can be romantic, it is not about romance. It is a partnership, and
finances are an important part
of the equativi.
"Unfortunately, most couples avoid talking about money — a critical and potentially explosive mistake when
you consider that money is
one of the most commonly
known problems in
relationships."
It may not he a romantic ex-

ercise to exchange financial
information before exchanging
vows, but it can save a lot of
grief later on, she suggests.
Woodhouse recommends exchanging tax returns, check registers, financial statements,
pay stubs and similar items for
the past three years. Also get
and exchange credit reports;
when you marry you'll inherit
your spouse's credit history.
Next, compare expenses,
previous income tax obligations and liabilities, credit card
debts, student, car or other
loans and any other monetary
obligations.
Then, compare employment
benefits, including retirement
plans and health insurance.
Woodhouse recommends the

couple develop and commit to
a budget plan to set the stage
for the financial side of marriage. Hold "money meetings" to plan strategy, set personal and financial goals and
agree to the sacrifices each
will assume to meet those goals. You'll also need to set up
your financial partnership arrangement for sharing or dividing financial responsibility.
These plans will take into
account lifestyle choices, personal needs, savings and
spending habits, credit card
use and whether to maintain
separate or joint checking accounts. You should agree on a
savings plan and how much to
set aside for a home, car,
taxes, and other big-ticket
items.
If you're marrying for the
second time, you have a different set of money issues,
Woodhouse says. Those who
remarry are usually older and
have spent years building financial assets, she observes.
"It's natural to want to protect
what you've worked so hard to
build."
Children from previous marriages and other financial obligations also have to he

considered.
Woodhouse recommends
prenuptial agreements. "A
prenuptial agreement is a
means of communication. The
document, although not legally
enforceable, forces people to
make decisions while their
ability to give and take is at its
highest."
A "prenup" should be considered if one spouse is
wealthier than the other; if one
gives up income for marriage
(spousal support, pension, social security, retirement benefits); to head off the possibility
of future claims of one against
the other; to protect the
children.

We invite you to register your china, stoneware
and flatware selections with us.
Choose from: Oneida, Pfaltzgraff, Towle, Denby, Francoma,
Treasure Craft, International and Wallace.
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The agreement can cover
everything from real estate to
stock holdings (including designation of a portfolio manager); it also can address issues
such as how children will be
cared for, who will be responsible for their upbringing, who
will work outside the home.
Those in second or later
marriages need to look at their
debts, assets, what each person
owns or owes and analyze the
estates and sources of income
for each. Financial protection
of the children or stepchildren
needs to be taken into account
— establishing trusts, wills,
custodial accounts, insurance,
outright gifts, and so on

Gifts of Distinction from
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753-1133

Brilliant Round
1/2 Carat
Ref $1599

This bride is surrounded by her attendants after her unforgettable day.

$799
$25 per month

New!

Betty's Bridal Cottage
Princess ut center
Channel Set sides
+ Free Bosses!

"Katrina"
100 per
month
Baguettes a
Rounds wIth

Marquise Center

Large Selection of
Pageant & Prom
Dresses
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_vette Diamond Enhance,
Grkts Diamond Weddin Rand '

$200 Value
mon gaucho. WI .k.istaelt

M. T. W appointment only • Th, F, S 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Night Appointments Welcome
641 S. (I mi. N of Puryear) right on Howard Rd. (rd. just before
Big Apple Cafe) then right on Morris Rd. (first house on left).
WATCH FOR SIGNS?

JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

Florist & Bridal Registry
• Fresh or silk flowers & wedding
equipment
• Flatware, stemware, china,
stoneware, & crystal

A

We help make your special day beautiful &
your new life bright!
Call us today!
753-9514 or 753-8808
809 1/2 S. 4th St. • Murray

